This study considers dadaist and surrealist periodicals to show how they form a displaced, durational medium: handheld cinema. Handheld cinema doubly enhances our understanding of avant-garde efforts to democratize modernism as certain periodicals equalize art-making materials on the printed page and depend upon the mass media of print and film for their reception. This text thus traces a Euro-American network that speaks to the prevalence of radical re-mediation in an era that art historians most often associate with endeavors toward aesthetic purification. The project’s three thematic chapters progress chronologically, from international dadaist periodicals printed during the waning years of World War I and its aftermath to the surrealist journals of interwar Paris and exiled artists during World War II. Whether the journals present mélanges of typographic experimentation and photomechanical reproduction as in Tristan Tzara’s *Dada*, subjects magnified to the point of obscurity as discussed in *La Révolution Surréaliste* and *Documents*, or pages that prescribe their own physical maneuvering through movable graphics as in *VVV*, all attest to handheld cinema’s crucial role in avant-garde attempts to apply aesthetic programs to broader mediated environments.
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CHAPTER ONE

HANDHELD CINEMA: UNPACKING A NEW MEDIUM

“Some people become attached to leaflets and prospectuses, others to handwriting facsimiles or typewritten copies of unobtainable books; and certainly periodicals can form the prismatic fringes of a library.” – Walter Benjamin

You may have encountered some aspect of the image that I have in mind (fig. 1.1). You might have come across the photograph, the object pictured therein, or an alternate reproduction. Perhaps you can recall seeing the image on the page of a textbook or projected onto a classroom wall, its grey masked surface at once familiar and strange. Anyone who has come upon such an accumulation of dust in a forgotten corner knows that the tufts of the stuff spring into action once discovered. Dust breeds through a lack of human intervention. But here the camera intervenes as a mechanical interloper in an organic decomposition. The photograph encases an ephemeral coalescence of debris within an artificial, hermetic frame. No matter how long you stare, the surface’s opaque grit endures, unchanged. The image’s chemistry resists any attempt to wipe away the dust to reveal what is hidden beneath.

Man Ray and Marcel Duchamp collaborated to make the image Élevage de poussière or Dust Breeding. The two were friends during their lifetimes. They reportedly dined together during the negative’s extended exposure. Their names are probably also

---


2 The dinner in question is mentioned in David Hopkins, “Duchamp’s Metaphysics: Dust Breeding,” in Virgin Microbe: New Studies on Dada, ed. David Hopkins and Michael White
familiar to you. You might be aware of these tensions in the photograph between the coincidental and the strategic, the biological and the mechanical, and the artist and the viewer because the very same set of issues are at stake in the image’s nominal subject: dust breeding on the surface of Duchamp’s now legendary art work the *Large Glass*. Duchamp indeed addresses many of the same concerns in his own writing on the *Large Glass* or *The Bride Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors, Even.* Still, though it is tempting to continue a discussion of the towering, transparent slice of a sculpture-in-the-round in relation to filmic media and viewership, *Dust Breeding* is equally relevant to another material history yet to be told: the story of handheld cinema.

In this text, I am defining a new medium that I call handheld cinema to uncover a forgotten era in filmmaking—when experimental cinema was printed as well as projected. My conception of the period during and between World Wars I and II when cinema was not monolithic but mutable originates in part from current technological possibilities that allow motion pictures to exist virtually anywhere. The pages of periodicals that functioned as handheld cinema between 1917 and 1944 could also be

---

(Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press, 2014), 119. See also Joyce Suechun Cheng, “Paris Dada and the Transfiguration of Boredom,” *Modernism/modernity* 24, no. 3 (September 2017): 620-1, in which Cheng describes *Élevage de poussière* as being authored by “temporal duration.”

3 The text often referred to as Duchamp’s *Green Box Notes* (1934) is in fact entitled identically to the undercover object in *Dust Breeding*. Though I am not concentrating of this particular area of confusion in the study, Duchamp’s visual-verbal gamesmanship has been the subject of research by, to cite a prominent example, Dalia Judovitz, *Unpacking Duchamp: Art in Transit* (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995) and *Drawing on Art: Duchamp and Company* (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press: 2010), among others.

transported virtually anywhere. But unlike today’s digital devices, handheld cinema requires sustained mental and physical participation on the observer’s behalf. Due to the commitment that handheld cinema demands from readers, editors of more general audience publications were almost never permitted to implement design techniques or include contents that would have allowed mass market magazines to fully participate in the medium. The genesis of handheld cinema instead depended upon the specialist readers and insular communities that dadaists and surrealists had in mind as they edited and printed their ephemeral publications. Accordingly, the periodicals under consideration here are at once representative of more general developments in modern media and of a particular manifestation of handheld cinema among those who were prepared to criticize the burgeoning motion picture industry (among other facets of modernity).

To write the history of handheld cinema thus obliges me to leave the *Large Glass* in the storeroom for now—to instead unpack the library of the avant-garde. As dusty as Duchamp’s work-in-progress was on the night when he and Man Ray awaited *Dust Breeding*’s exposure, most of the resulting photographic prints have only accumulated more layers of sediment after a century of cultural production. The image appeared with regularity for decades in print without its given title, *Dust Breeding*, the one listed in most museum collections and scholarship. This severance of title and image in part explains the tendency to forget the photograph’s circuitous passage amongst publications that adapted it to suit, including landmark productions of dadaist and surrealist handheld cinema.
The title *Dust Breeding* is, for example, completely absent from the version of the image that occupies a full page of the October 1922 issue of the Parisian revue *Littérature* (fig. 2). Here, the accompanying text is one-half poem and one-half alternate title, divided into two sections to the left and right of the lower border of the photograph. At left, the first of three lines of French text immediately names one of Duchamp’s alter egos, Rrose Sélavy. The poem then suggests that we are viewing her “domain” before listing two sets of conflicting characteristics to describe the terrain (arid/fertile, happy/sad). At right, the line “view taken by airplane” might be the final line of a poem written by Man Ray in 1921 as the text underneath reads. Or the right-hand text might label the image above it much as a standard caption. Regardless of whether we read the text as a whole or two parts, the juxtaposition of the ambiguously attributed text with the photograph that occupies the majority of the page prompts a fluctuation of attention over a period of sustained looking so that Duchamp’s reproduced artwork morphs into an abstracted landscape in time.

By 1935, *Minotaure*’s sixth issue mentions neither *Dust Breeding*’s title nor Man Ray’s name in conjunction with its cover image (fig. 3). The cover bears Duchamp’s signature and the designation “spécialement composée” in the table of contents. As Man Ray’s byline appeared on other occasions in Albert Skira’s surrealist-adjacent magazine—including the contents page of *Minotaure*’s subsequent seventh issue—the

---

5 See *Littérature* NS no. 5 (October 1922): http://sdrc.lib.uiowa.edu/dada/litterature/5ns/index.htm
photographer’s absence from the sixth issue credits was likely intentional. The photograph stretches from corner to corner so that it is no longer a play on the landscape genre so much as a background in support of a figure. This figure, the incised circular form of a facsimile of one of Duchamp’s rotoreliefs, is the undisputed focal point of the composition. The nested crescents that expand from a central circle extend outward past the margin of the cover so that the round figure seems on the verge of bursting or swallowing the entire picture plane. The vermillion pigment that soaks between every inch of the surface’s black ink contributes an airless compositional tension that flattens the details of the photographic background image that Dust Breeding has become. In effect, the rotorelief’s hypnotic dynamism almost disappears the photograph through distraction.

These two incognito appearances by Dust Breeding in Littérature and Minotaure at once attest to the journals’ differing editorial programs and the photograph’s multiple reinventions in interwar-era handheld cinema. The now-singularly-titled photograph, Dust Breeding, is an oversimplification in the service of a history of modern art that values unique objects above all else. To begin to write another kind of history, I insist upon the recurring, contradictory roles of visual imagery in handheld cinema, not because these examples are typical but because the properties of the medium are most evident in atypical scenarios. One way to describe this dissertation is as an analysis of atypical objects masquerading as mundane objects. Our neglect of handheld cinema until now has everything to do with the enormity of the archive of periodicals printed during the mass market boom of the first half of the twentieth century. The enormity of this archive also

---

7 The facsimile appears to be a version of Rotorelief No. 1 – Corolles – Modèle Déposé. Duchamp’s rotoreliefs were also the focal point of his 1926 film Anémic Cinéma.
has everything to do with why I identify handheld cinema as a medium that deserves scholarly attention.

Like projected cinema, handheld cinema is a medium that comes into being through ephemeral interactions between makers and observers. The periodicals that exemplify handheld cinema in this study borrow extensively from concurrent techniques in filmmaking by depending upon reader reception to gain temporary coherence – whether their pages present unabashed assemblages, magnified abstractions, or tactile apparatuses. I am able to read dada and surrealist periodicals as paracinematic events, distinct from their individual material components.

Not all twentieth-century print culture is a part of handheld cinema. Nor do all handheld cinemas function precisely as my chosen examples. Still, because I identify handheld cinema as a subset of modern print culture, it is also technically displaced from the medium of film even as it contributes to the history of cinema. Handheld cinema’s displacement on a material level from now recognizable forms of cultural entertainment like the magazine and the narrative film has resulted its being overlooked even with influx of scholarship dedicated to popular modernism. In a contrarian view, this study takes handheld cinema’s material displacement as its central binding theme. The handheld cinemas under consideration here do not merely displace entrenched definitions of modernist media; they redefine distinctions between high and low modernism by challenging assumptions of the singularity of radical genius, the passivity of observers, and the exclusivity of modern art spaces.

Among the most expansive of these is Sascha Bru, ed. *Regarding the Popular: Modernism, the Avant-Garde, and High and Low Culture* (Berlin, Boston: De Gruyter, 2012). For an early example of a turn to the popular in modernist studies, see Jeffrey Weiss, *The Popular Culture of Modern Art: Picasso, Duchamp and Avant-Gardism* (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1994).
If, in the art historical tradition, we were tempted to categorize the archive of modern print culture and its relationship to the avant-garde through individual artists, Man Ray would certainly be an ideal candidate. His images appear in the majority of the dada and surrealist publications printed during and between the two world wars that are the focus of this study. In addition to the renaming and re-presenting of Dust Breeding in *Littérature* and *Minotaure*, his photo-documentation of his surrealist object *The Enigma of Isidore Ducasse* (1920) creates an ambiguous obstacle framed in the center of the preface to the first issue of André Breton’s *La Régulation Surréaliste* (1924).9 Reproductions of Man Ray’s aerographs in *391* (1920) and *Mécano* (1922) also connect his work to the dadaism of Francis Picabia and Theo van Doesburg, respectively.10 The photomechanical images that Man Ray contributed to these dadaist and surrealist periodicals do not only reference his paintings and sculptural assemblages. Stilled versions of imagery from his 1923 film *Retour à la Raison* reproduced in *La Régulation Surréaliste* and references to the cinematograph in *391* are among his contributions.11 The version of Man Ray that emerges from these and numerous other examples would thus allow for an alternate reading of the multimedia artist’s career through his print contributions.

One could also write a comparable list of appearances for Man Ray’s occasional collaborator Duchamp—to ponder why he chose to insert Dust Breeding into his

---

10 See back cover of *391* no. 13 (July 1920) and *Mécano*, Yellow Issue (1922).
11 “Rêves,” *La Régulation Surréaliste*, no. 1 (December 1924): 4; and *391* no. 14 (November 1920): http://sdrc.lib.uiowa.edu/dada/391/14/pages/06.htm Links to digitized versions of archival materials discussed throughout this text will be included whenever possible.
specially composed *Minotaure* cover just as ‘R. Mutt’ chose to turn a urinal into *Fountain* (1917). But the project would present more challenges from the outset due to Duchamp’s use of pseudonyms. Not just the infamous R. Mutt but the persona of Rrose Sélavy, the female alter ego who contributed text to the issue of *Littérature* in which *Dust Breeding* was re-captioned to include her name alongside Man Ray’s and not Duchamp’s. The case of Duchamp’s identity-shifting antics is, again, atypical in its extremity, but in one episode illustrates how quickly handheld cinema resists the standard art historical method of biographical contextualization.

Art historians have generally ignored the aesthetics of modernist periodicals despite invitations from influential voices in the discipline, like Hal Foster’s nod to magazines in the roundtable transcribed in the survey text *Art Since 1900* and Rosalind Krauss’s admission that a “parade of surrealist magazines” are the movement’s “true objects.” Modern art history instead favors closed, linear chronologies that align with the objects most readily accessible in museum collections. The ephemeral material

---

12 Here, I reference a quotation from *Blind Man*, no. 2 (May 1917): 5, which evinces an earlier example of Duchamp’s shapeshifting. The second and final issue of the little magazine published in New York covers the notorious Richard Mutt Case and in doing so outlines the conceptual terms of Duchamp’s readymades as follows: “Whether Mr. Mutt with his own hands made the fountain or not has no importance. He CHOSE it. He took an ordinary article of life, placed it so that its useful significance disappeared under the new title and point of view—created a new thought for that object.”

13 Duchamp’s manipulation of his persona has been a major topic in scholarship devoted to his work. For one book-length example, see David Joselit, *Infinite Regress: Marcel Duchamp, 1910-1941* (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1998). For a discussion of Duchamp that expands his practice to a conversation about the death of the author and modernist painting, also see Isabelle Wallace “From Painting's Death To The Death In Painting: Or, What Jasper Johns Found In Marcel Duchamp's Tu m'/Tomb,” *Angelaki* 7, no. 1 (April 2002): 133-156.

presence of handheld cinema has been forgotten in the archive, and the formal properties of periodicals have therefore been minimized in favor of attending to their sociopolitical effects.

To take handheld cinema’s multilayered displacement seriously, I must discard the common modernist art historical assumption of singular artistic authorship. Magazines, journals, and other printed materials are collaboratively produced objects even when labeled with a single byline. Picabia, for example, enlisted the help of publishers in every city where issues of his supposed solo journal 391 debuted, from Barcelona to New York to Zurich to Paris. Handheld cinema’s fabrication cannot be aligned with singular craftsmanship, no matter how specific an individual’s conceptual contributions might be. There are multiple divisions of labor—among collaborators as well as between conception and manufacture and a melding of personal and public affairs. The collaborations sometimes result in multiple bylines that complicate attribution. But in all these art historical losses of attribution, we gain access to the process of handheld cinema’s becoming. There are pages that include printed correspondence between editors, and we are given references to external events and related publications—some of which also appear in advertisements that blend seamlessly with surrounding content. It is therefore possible to track alliances between dadaists and surrealists from issue to issue. Moreover, the frequency with which loyalties realign further calls into question the stability of viewpoint that we tend to assign to an author.

Thus, while the chapters that follow will provide glimpses into the biographies of major dada and surrealist players, my analysis of handheld cinema embraces the

---

15 391 printers include Oliva de Vilanova in Barcelona, Jul. Heuberger in Zurich, and Au Sans-Pareil in Paris.
contradictory versions of individuals that emerge between issues and across titles. The exchanges we can track between contributors and via letters published in direct response to the contents of magazines and journals are partial precursors to our current digital publications in which simultaneous global rebuttals are commonplace. But in the years during and between the world wars, the dadaists and surrealists made such exchanges in periodicals an integral part of artistic practice despite pauses and mistranslations that placed the burden on readers to fill in conversational gaps. During the thirty-year span, circa 1917 to 1944 when handheld cinema thrived, cooperation (no matter how contingent) provided at least a semblance of community in the midst of mass geopolitical displacement. Consequently, each chapter in this dissertation addresses a displaced community, from dada’s incessant relocation after its genesis in exile in Zurich to the expat-dominated circle in interwar Paris that spawned surrealism to that movement’s response to its refugee status in WWII-era America.

Handheld cinema displaces the possibility of singular visionary artists captaining the avant-garde. The dadaist and surrealist pages that constitute the medium, like the periodicals that Walter Benjamin described in 1931 as the “prismatic fringes of the library,” beg to be interpreted with respect to their flickering, peripheral nature.\textsuperscript{16} Therefore, to demonstrate how handheld cinema’s ephemerality can persist in the history of modern art is to recognize the medium’s origins within a prismatic fringe of materials and makers.

\textsuperscript{16} Benjamin, “Unpacking My Library,” 66.
I should, however, continue by acknowledging the complexities of tracing the medium’s origins to a prismatic fringe of entangled materials and makers. I am not merely speaking about the inclusion of the periodical in modernist studies. Scholarship devoted to the analysis of print culture almost exclusively from the perspective of literary studies has matured to the point of meriting introspection in the form of articles and books devoted to the field’s genesis and catalogs of relevant projects.\(^\text{17}\) Although my research has benefited tremendously from the encyclopedic tendency in periodical studies, in particular from the multi-volume *Oxford Critical and Cultural History of Modernist Magazines*, the time has come to delve into the material details that are often trimmed from survey texts.\(^\text{18}\) Lushly illustrated books by Stephen Bury and Steven Heller are similarly rich documentary sources but can only gloss over discussions of visual techniques.\(^\text{19}\)

---


Among established art historians, Dawn Ades’ consistent return to periodicals remains anomalous within the field. Her collaboration with Simon Baker to convey the “active force” of a singular journal through close reading in Undercover Surrealism: Georges Bataille and Documents provides a rare model for my own close looking.\(^\text{20}\) Still, the majority of twenty-first century studies continue to repeat the listing of collaborators and key contributions that Ades began in her groundbreaking exhibition catalogue Dada and Surrealism Reviewed, which was published forty years ago.\(^\text{21}\)

Thankfully, a handful of projects have emerged in art historical venues in recent years that aim as I do to reposition the making and reading of modernist magazines as a category of artistic production worthy of visual analysis. For example, Clément Chéroux’s essay on “photographie hors le texte” was a welcome contribution to the 2014 exhibition catalogue for Picabia, Man Ray et Littérature.\(^\text{22}\) Also in 2014, as part of a hybrid print and digital media project, Object:Photo, a team of MoMA curators and scholars linked photographs from the Thomas Walther Collection to a constellation of makers and publications to highlight the material heterogeneity of modern photographic production.\(^\text{23}\) MoMA also later installed the small vitrine-sized display, “The Electro-
Additionally, the convening of the Print Matters workshop at the New York Public Library in April 2016 demonstrated interest in the ontological specificity of illustrated periodicals. Less than a year later, Lori Cole’s organization of a 2017 College Art Association Annual Conference panel on “Art/Magazines” suggests that interest in print studies is growing among art-minded academics in North America. Nevertheless, much work still remains to expand upon these scholarly meetings and displays to insure avant-garde print culture’s continued visibility in art history.

Going beyond the work begun in the aforementioned scholarship, my project will not only delineate a new set of material standards for assessing periodicals from the perspective of the observer but will also address the problems that accompany the production of periodicals by the equally prismatic fringe of the avant-garde. Framing these periodicals as handheld cinema, as a medium that comes into being through an interaction between makers and observers, allows me to describe the ephemeral process of experiencing dada and surrealist periodicals as a series of distinct events. The interactive event where I locate handheld cinema—while overlaid with displacements of maker, viewer, and medium—can be compressed through an observer’s perspective. Handheld cinema analogously displaces the fixed roles we’ve come to assign in

---

24 For more information on *The Electro-Library: European Avant-Garde Magazines from the 1920s* (March 7-June 13, 2016) via MoMA’s exhibition calendar, see http://www.moma.org/calendar/exhibitions/1632?locale=en
25 For participant information and abstracts for the workshop (April 8-9, 2016), see http://developingroom.com/event/print-matters-histories-photography-illustrated-magazines
discussions of film production as observers are allowed to become auteurs and direct their own filmic experiences.

As I do not know of a way to time travel a century into the past—nor of a way to fully inhabit a person other than my own here and now—the observer who I discuss throughout this study is imaginary. In other words, the perspective that I adopt is displaced. Rather than an apology, I point to this additional layer of displacement to begin to ground my analysis of handheld cinema in a set of related multisensory subjective experiences. I admit that the observers that my accounts employ are imperfect from the outset, but this should not impede us from focusing the information that is available to us.

My insistence upon the deliberate fabrication of the descriptions that you will find throughout this study results not only from the practical concerns of writing in the present but also from the particular material characteristics of handheld cinema. As the name of the medium connotes, these objects activate only when held in the hands of an observer. They are objects that require the participation of a person who may or may not know who was responsible for their printing and distribution. Handheld cinema is thus newly materialized through every individual interaction—a medium with the potential for indefinite renewal in the hands of observers. To conceive of the medium of handheld cinema therefore requires us to displace conventional notions of the modern art audience on multiple fronts: the observer can no longer be the passive, ahistorical, or disembodied viewer that high modernist art criticism invented.

My constructions of active, period-specific, embodied observations of dada and surrealist handheld cinema in this study build upon a foundation of recent scholarship
that expands the sensory field of modernism. Janine Mileaf, too, considers dada and surrealist objects in her book, *Please Touch*. To introduce her text, the art historian returns to the distinction between optic and haptic that Alois Riegl developed as part of his writing on the *Kunstwollen* in the late nineteenth century.\(^\text{27}\) Mileaf cites the legacy of Riegl’s association of the optical with conceptual ideas and the haptic with perceptual immediacy as a division that has continued to exclude the sensation of touch from art criticism and history. While Mileaf and media scholar Jennifer M. Barker each admit the ripple effects of Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenological theories in post-war cultural studies, visual impressions still maintain a privileged position in scholarly analyses of art objects.\(^\text{28}\) Like Mileaf’s case studies, Barker’s thematic chapters devoted to *The Tactile Eye*, and Tami Williams’ work on filmmaker Germaine Dulac’s *Cinema of Sensations*, this study of handheld cinema concentrates first and foremost on bringing embodied observation to the fore through close reading.\(^\text{29}\)

I do not want to suggest that a mid-century phenomenological approach and its contemporary descendants should overwrite optical formalism as a new universal standard for interpreting all modern art. (Museums and galleries still rarely allow touching, after all.) But to bring overlooked objects into the conversation only to forget them due to stale analysis would be a waste of our time. My framing of handheld cinema

---

\(^{27}\) Janine Mileaf, introduction to *Please Touch: Dada & Surrealist Objects After the Readymade*. (Lebanon, NH: University Press of New England, 2010), 7-8.

\(^{28}\) Per Jennifer M. Barker, introduction to *The Tactile Eye: Touch and the Cinematic Experience* (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2009), 20: “I take very seriously the tactile model with which Merleau-Ponty’s career began and ended, and that model informs my description of the relation between the spectator’s lived-body and that of the film. They are in a relation of reversibility and sensual connection that exists somewhere between that of hand-touching-table and right-hand-touching-left-hand.” See also, Mileaf, *Please Touch*, 9.

through the perspective of the active observer/director is one way to reinvigorate the familiar visual analysis that distinguishes art history from other disciplines. I aim to reframe the picture of the historical avant-garde that has come to us from a century’s worth of scholarship—not to smash it.

While the sociopolitical associations of my method reflect my own viewpoint in the present, I cannot claim that this study provides a complete account of associations possible in Europe and North America in the first half of the twentieth century. The marketing parodies, gender troubling, and critiques of technology that I point to in hundred-year-old dada and surrealist objects are features of handheld cinema that are equally relevant to discussions of current digital media. My perspective is thus as reflective of my surroundings as any other. Therefore, in the place of a historically detached, objective voice, what you will find below is a voice that embraces handheld cinema’s reemergence with the assistance of digital archives.30 It is my hope that the readings that I share will encourage further interactions with avant-garde magazines through these more widely accessible facsimiles even as opportunities to handle physical copies become more restricted. It is up to us to determine the ways in which digital versions of rare and fragile ephemera shape future scholarship.

***

The stakes of this project as I have explained them so far follow the course of research that allowed me to define handheld cinema in the first place. I have responded to scholarship devoted to the modernized sensorium writ large rather than on specific forms

---

30 Along with long-term digitization projects undertaken by institutions such as the Bibliothèque nationale de France, this project has been expedited by materials from the International Dada Archive at the University of Iowa Libraries accessible online via http://sdrc.lib.uiowa.edu/dada/index.html
that move within the system. In addition to the studies previously mentioned, books by Jonathan Crary, Mary Ann Doane, as well as, more recently, Robin Veder, have brought to life for me the dynamics and kinaesthetics of modern observation.\(^{31}\) The idea of handheld cinema would not have coalesced in my mind if not for the breadth of contemporaneous examples made accessible through these scholarly narratives that trace epistemic shifts in perception. But my ultimate commitment here is to the handheld cinema as a medium. Let’s return, then, to the pages of the prismatic fringe to discuss handheld cinema’s displacement at the material level.

On one hand, to speak about medium specificity at the material level summons the specter of a prescriptive Anglo-American strain of modernist art criticism that shuns the ephemeral objects of this study.\(^{32}\) On the other hand, each modernist medium has emerged through sustained comparison, from Walter Pater’s dictum, “All art aspires to the condition of music,” to the variations on the Wagnerian Gesamtkunstwerk that have appeared since the nineteenth century.\(^{33}\) Painting, sculpture, drawing, printmaking, and photography are defined as much by the materials that do not belong as the ones that do. Dance, theater, and music hold dear to their temporal nature to make up for their lack of


\(^{32}\) This proclivity for painting was already in place by the mid-twentieth century when Anglo-American critics began to defend pre- and interwar work through arguments that emphasized the historical transcendence of the medium. The most iconic argument in this vein can be traced to Clement Greenberg, “Modernist Painting,” Art & Literature, no. 4 (Spring 1965): 193-201.

\(^{33}\) For a book-length study of the proliferation of the modernist Gesamtkunstwerk, see Juliet Koss, Modernism After Wagner (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2010).
material stability. Every medium exists by virtue of the fact that it is removed—or
displaced—from all the others.

Handheld cinema fits the description of a displaced modernist medium on a
material level like all the others, but its lack is so profound as to require more
participation on the level of observation than the others. So great is the burden on the
observer to recognize handheld cinema as a medium that she must first be familiar with
historical conceptions of the medium of film, with a multiplicity of motion pictures. The
lack of standardization in cinematic viewing conditions during and between the world
wars that allowed handheld cinema to proliferate in avant-garde periodicals has returned
in the contemporary moment through an abundance of available screens. Indeed, if the
studies of the modernization of perception sketch the environment that made handheld
cinema possible, language borrowed from film and media studies provides the basis for
my interpretive vocabulary.

The function of an ever-expanding list of ‘new’ visual media is by no means a
new topic in visual studies and criticism. To be sure, the dadaists and surrealists were
themselves part of the conversation in ways that will be discussed in later chapters. And it
is far from coincidental that the scholarly historicizing of both movements came about
amidst the post-structuralist milieu that began to theorize new media in the late 1960s and
1970s. Studies of dadaists and surrealists have been published across a range of

---

34 For the first edition of a book that remains an irreplaceable text in dada scholarship for the rich
detail its author was able to gather in the waning years of the lives of the movement’s major
supporters, see Michel Sanouillet, *Dada à Paris* (Paris: Jean-Jacques Pauvert, 1965). By the mid-
1970s, Rosalind Krauss was combining art criticism and history with post-structuralism to cover
new media and performance work by her contemporaries, such as Vito Acconci and Joan Jonas,
in “Video: The Aesthetics of Narcissism,” *October* 1 (Spring 1976): 50-64; as well as members
of the supposedly historical avant-garde like Duchamp in “Notes on the Index: Part 1,” *October* 3
academic journals, monographs, and exhibition catalogues in the ensuing decades; however, the more specific conversation about this avant-garde’s relation to filmic media was begun and has been largely sustained by art historians associated with the journal *October*. In the twenty-first century, contributions to the journal that propose innovative interpretive frameworks for modern and postmodern visual culture have admittedly tended to emphasize the photographic rather than the cinematic. For example, George Baker’s “Photography's Expanded Field” adapts Rosalind Krauss’s semiotic diagramming for sculpture to explain the intricacies of the “post-medium condition” that he claims photography reached by the 1970s, just as the history of photography was first accepted as part of the history of art. Even more recently, in an essay published in *October*’s Fall 2016 issue, Matthew Witkovsky also proposed that the “productive disunity that constitutes photography as a field of inquiry” could model the future of art history.

Even though these and other theorizations of photography disassemble the medium, stilled photographic images nevertheless align with the methods of visual analysis that art historians and critics have applied to painting and drawing for centuries. Meanwhile, films move. Cinemas measure the minutes for viewers and usually provide

---

seats in which to pass the time. Films require a display context that defies the sterility and quietude of the modernist white cube. Films have prompted the genesis of a distinct discipline devoted to the study of cinema and media, a discipline that provides a space for the moving images that befuddle art history. Notwithstanding the similarities between the prominence of auteur theory that accompanied the codification of film studies by the 1970s and the concurrent supremacy of a version of modern art history that championed individual artistic genius, the two disciplines did not often interact. Perhaps as a means of self-preservation, scholars of art and film have likewise written medium-specific texts.

Overtures have occurred in the intervening decades, especially involving the relationship between photography and film. Cinema-centric critics Raymond Bellour and Christian Metz, for example, meditated on the appearances of photographs on screen in the mid-1980s. And more recently, anthologies and single authored volumes from media historians have more extensively paired photography and cinema through thematic and biographical lenses. But almost all historians of modern *art* continue to push cinema to the side, to leave the medium in the hands of film scholars just as text-heavy modernist periodicals have remained largely undisturbed in the domain of comparative literature.

---


40 An exception to the trend is *October*-editor Malcolm Turvey’s work, especially for the purposes of this study, *The Filming of Modern Life: European Avant-Garde Film of the 1920s* (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2011).
Unlike their art historical counterparts, film scholars have begun to reach across the superficial divide in recent years. And so I take my lead from the discipline of film studies both in method and in spirit. In particular, Pavle Levi’s consideration in *Cinema by Other Means* and related articles introduced me to the bipartite definition of medium that has helped me to conceive of handheld cinema’s interrelated displacement and interactivity. According to Levi, “The objective/material and the subjective/conceptual components of the ‘medium’ supplement each other in such a way that it functions as a total, perfect version of itself, while at the same time it directly depends on (and is, moreover, repeatedly re-defined by) whatever subjectivity it engages at any given point in time.” In a description borrowed in part from Alexandre Koyré, Levi locates the paracinematic production that is the primary focus of his research in the disjunction between the knowledge of filmic perception (or “logos”) and the equipment required to produce and project the medium on screen (or “techne”). While Levi applies this split definition of cinematic technology to paracinematic objects that originate mostly from central Europe, I contend that related dynamics are at play in the handheld cinema of displaced dadaist and surrealists. What’s more, according to Levi, it is “only by repeatedly evoking, by enacting, the discrepancy between the idea and its technological implementation that the essential qualities and the radical, non-instrumentalist creative

---


43 Levi does briefly consider the paracinematic work of Franco-Serbian poet Monny de Boully in *La Révolution Surréaliste*, no. 5 (October 1925) in "Doctor Hypnison and the Case of Written Cinema," *October* 116 (Spring 2006): 106-108.
potential contained in any new medium are maintained.”44 In short, the more cinematographers the merrier.

The entanglement of voices from the histories of art and technology in Levi’s research on the paracinematic speaks to another strand of writing on the medium in popular culture that is most famously encapsulated in Marshall McLuhan’s phrase “the medium is the message.”45 Amid the digital technology boom of the mid-1990s, media theorists Jay David Bolter and Richard Grusin coined the term remediation in an attempt to describe the interplay and mimicry between media that make new interfaces intelligible. While I have generally found citations of Bolter and Grusin’s definition of remediation in scholarship that deals explicitly with new media and technology, their 1996 text does demonstrate art historical underpinnings. For example, the authors adapt Greenberg’s phrase from "Towards a New Laocoon" at a pivotal point to explain that, like high modernist painting and sculpture, “digital hypermedia also looks what it does.”46 Then, just a few sentences later, a musing about the potential truth that all mediation might be remediation opens on to a discussion of the retrospective application of redmediation at play in this study. Bolter and Grusin write that “all current media function as remediators and that remediation offers us a means of interpreting the work of earlier media as well,” and continue with a statement later expanded into a multi-point definition: “Our culture conceives of each medium or constellation of media as it

responds to, redeploy, competes with, and reforms other media.” Their concept of remediation thus adds a new temporal dimension to art historical conversations about medium specificity dating back to the nineteenth century. In line with Bolter and Grusin, I accept that embracing not just new media but all media in relation to the present will change this study in the future. Still, I am thankful that newer digital ephemera have made it possible to remediate the displaced medium of handheld cinema even though the relevance of this study will shift with time.

***

If my most direct and consistent source for the theoretical vocabulary of handheld cinema has been Levi’s work, the film studies text that has surprised me the most often by providing answers in unexpected places is Jennifer Wild’s *The Parisian Avant-Garde in the Age of Cinema, 1900-23*. Because the Age of Cinema, as Wild defines it, largely precedes the proliferation of handheld cinema as I’ve defined it, I had not revisited her thick description of the Parisian milieu since the early stages of my research. When I finally made my belated return, Wild’s text came to the rescue not once but twice. First, on a more historically specific level, the later chapters of the book pinpoint an almost instantaneous shift in cinematic viewing during World War I as a result of the import of American movies to France. This “cinema of ballistics,” as Wild defines the type of more medium-specific, less theatrical cinema that finally infiltrated Europe due to the war, helps me to reinforce the beginning date of my study of handheld cinema. For Wild

---

details the explosive moment of impact that caught the attention of the dadaists and proto-surrealists who fueled the creation of handheld cinema and then enlivened the Franco-American network of makers whose movements in the interwar period continued the medium’s evolution.

Second, on a more general methodological level, Wild tells a story in which it is impossible to distinguish art and film history. Levi does this, too. But his book does not take on monolithic modernists—Picasso, Duchamp, Breton—whom Wild chips apart and reassembles into a horizontal mosaic that mirrors the way in which she also reconstructs the cinematic viewing experience. Through meticulous archival research, she provides a counterpoint to Michael Fried’s statements about cinema in his landmark 1967 essay on modernism in the face of post-war minimalism, “Art and Objecthood.” Fried insists upon film’s “automatic, guaranteed character of the refuge,” its absorption without conviction, and is emphatic that “the cinema, even at its most experimental, is not a modernist art.”

In defiance of Fried and the litany of modernist art history that has reified his rigid demarcations, Wild demonstrates that early twentieth-century cinema was not a unified, automatized, conflict-absorbing cocoon but a space that was subjected to constant redefinition through embodied encounters with audiences and critics both inside and outside the theater. Just as the presence of modern art was never fully sequestered in gallery spaces, cinema, too, infiltrated the urban landscape in the form of visual advertisements, the text of reviews printed in newspapers, and snippets of overheard conversation.

To integrate the modernist histories of art and film is therefore not a matter of overlapping two extant stories and making their narrators interact. The intersection of the two stories is much more densely populated. The perspectives of the participant observers that I employ to mobilize handheld cinema in this study represent one method of moving through this space. I sometimes envision these participant observers as displaced flâneurs—or perhaps flâneuses—in the Baudelarian tradition, their kaleidoscopic eyes wandering along page gutters rather than sidewalk gutters.\(^5\) Surely, this analogy has particular potency as the city of Paris serves as the location and dissemination for most of the publications central to handheld cinema.

Paris also seems to be the place that can never quite contain dada or surrealism, whether due to the diffusion of causes to other cities or forced relocation in response to geopolitical threats. The ebb and flow of dadaists and surrealists through Paris in particular is, of course, one of many similarities between the two movements. This constant flux of the Parisian avant-garde population during and between the two wars likewise manifests in the Franco-American handheld cinema that I concentrate upon in this project. In contrast, especially to the arresting photomontage of German dada, the interplay of image and text in the case studies that follow are as dependent upon rhythm and repetition as they are stark visual juxtaposition. The view from Paris is subtler, melding politics and aesthetics in ways that displaces overt propaganda into the realm of absurdist poetry with the flip of a page.

\(^{50}\) I credit Jaleh Mansoor for sparking my thoughts on the possibility of the flâneuse’s existence during her lecture for the “Spectacle of Fascism” conference held at Simon Fraser University’s Djavad Mowafaghian World Art Center, April 9, 2017.
The three chapters that follow progress chronologically. But the analyses that I present within each are also, like magazine pages or filmstrips, thin slices that gloss a history of handheld cinema through two movements that are often studied hand-in-hand. I hope in the future to have the occasion to say more about how the displaced medium functioned among other dada and surrealist factions as well as additional interwar avant-gardes. For now though, here is a glimpse into the prismatic fringe:

Chapter One aligns the engaged audiences for avant-garde films of the mid-1920s with the participant observers who encountered formative dadaist ephemera. Along with Tzara’s collaborations (friendly or not) with Picabia on his journal 391 (1917-24) in the months immediately following the First World War, I contend that assemblages and montages printed in his title-shifting Dada publication foreshadow the juxtapositions of photography with typography that appear in less overtly dadaist ventures in the early 1920s. For example, the visual assemblages of the second series of the literary revue Littérature (1922-24) under André Breton’s editorship and conceptual montages in Theo van Doesberg/I.K. Bonset’s secretive pamphlet Mécano (1922-23) represent the reframing of dadaist tactics. Further repurposing emerges in the comparison of the self-directed puzzling that the pages of dada-adjacent periodicals required in order to be deciphered with the mental gymnastics that Entr’acte and Ballet Mécanique instigated when theater audiences first attempted to make sense of the two films in 1924. My tracing of spectatorship as production in this chapter both challenges conventional descriptions of dada as anti-materialist and introduces one way in which film interacts with printed media to illuminate a recurring and international dadaist practice.
In Chapter Two, I more pointedly analyze a singular framing technique prevalent in photography and filmmaking: the close-up. The oscillation between the disorienting and illuminating effects of magnification underlies the appeal of tightly-cropped images among the two core surrealist factions headquartered in Paris in the late 1920s. Overlapping implementations of the close-up in the André-Breton-allegiant *La Résolution Surréaliste* (1924-29) and Georges Bataille’s *Documents* (1929-30/1) demonstrate that these two supposedly opposed surrealist camps in fact placed their audiences in similar positions. Evocations of empirical research like the visible mimicry of the scientific journal *La Nature*’s format in *La Résolution Surréaliste* and the extensive attempts at archeological and ethnographic cataloguing evident in *Documents* are indicative of the gravitas that Breton and Bataille wished to convey through their publications. The satirical function of the subversions of didacticism in both journals and implementation of zoological documentation as also found in Jean Painlevé’s educational films suggest the potential for surrealism to repurpose unrelated materials as a form of social engagement. Yet, the contrast between the apparent straightforwardness of the cleanly printed texts in *La Résolution Surréaliste* and *Documents* and photomechanical images that often disorient the eye and mind in their extreme framing or lack of context finally keep the reader at a distance. Unlike dadaist assemblages and montages, the surrealist close-up beckons us nearer but ultimately keeps the inner workings of the movement in the dark—in Bataille’s mucky *informe* or the ultra-exclusive nether regions of Breton’s subconscious.

Chapter Three explores surrealism during World War II and in the years preceding the global conflict that would force major players to relocate abroad, in turn
fostering the fabrication of more portable, graspable objects that could travel with members of the movement. Interactive features such as the manipulable, amorphous shapes included in New York-based journal *VVV*, which was compiled by David Hare along with a cohort of European émigrés including Breton, Duchamp, and Max Ernst, are some of the most literal manifestations of a desire for tangibility that became a major component of surrealist practice in exile. The overtly tactile interactions that *VVV* encouraged, on one hand, refashion the sumptuous materiality of the magazine *Minotaure* (1933-39) that mirrored the allure of the surrealist object in Paris prior to the war. On the other hand, the journal’s unmoored components are also evocative of the baffling and immersive installations that were on view as part of the *First Papers of Surrealism* exhibition in 1942 and staged subsequently at Peggy Guggenheim’s Art of This Century Gallery. The fluctuation between controllability and mutability that plays across the pages of *VVV*, extending wartime surrealist exhibition practice into viewers’ hands, is further visible in contemporaneous avant-garde filmmaking. My direct comparisons between the opportunities for manual manipulation, or tactility, that readers encounter in the journal *VVV* and the kinesthetic viewership that Maya Deren conjures through her mid-1940s filmmaking redraw a network of transatlantic Surrealism through the embodied participation of makers and viewers alike.

I now invite you to participate while this text introduces you to an archive that I hope you’ll investigate further. Because the handheld cinema discussed in each case study does evolve with reference to earlier techniques and examples, it is advisable to read the chapters in order as they appear. But I have also organized each chapter so that it may stand alone for those who wish to choose their own adventure.
CHAPTER TWO

DADA’S DISPLACED MEDIA:
ASSEMBLAGE AND MONTAGE FROM PAGE TO SCREEN

“Dada mort ou Dada vivant? Mais Dada? Mot sans definition, à la garde robe plus luxueuse que celle de Frégoli, à la peau de caméléon, qui répond aussi bien au nom de détecteur qu’a celui de chou-de-Bruxelles ou de Balthazar; en tout cas sa vertu est d’exister, et on ne peut faire que ce mot n’existe.”

➔ G. Ribemont-Dessaignes, “Dadaisme et Isthme de Dada”

The first in-person encounter between Tristan Tzara and Francis Picabia in Zurich during the first month of 1919 has been enshrined in dada lore from the moment it occurred. True to a dadaist tendency toward the antithetical, the most enduring outcome of this meeting of the minds was not a soirée or demonstration enacted on the Zurich streets but the production of a pair of journals that would launch dada away from its founding locale. The eighth issue of Picabia’s 391 and the double issue no. 4-5 of Tzara’s Dada, respectively published in February and May 1919, do not merely bear out the collaborative relationship between Picabia and Tzara that would end fitfully just two years later; they set the trajectory for what would become of dada in the 1920s.

I contend that dadaists made the pages of journals and pamphlets into spaces of undefined potential through transgressions that move beyond simple negation, taking my

51 G. Ribemont-Dessaignes, “Dadaisme et Isthme de Dada,” Mécano, no. 3 (1922): unpaginated. In translation: “Dada dead or Dada alive? But Dada? Word without definition, with a wardrobe more luxurious than that of Frégoli, with chameleon skin, which responds as well to the name of detector as that of Brussels Sprouts or Balthazar; in any case, its virtue is to exist, and we cannot make that word exist.” Unless otherwise noted, all translations are my own.

52 The analysis in this section refers to digital versions that, like their print counterparts, are unpaginated; see 391, no. 8 (1919): http://sdrc.lib.uiowa.edu/dada/391/8/index.htm and Dada 4-5 (1919): http://sdrc.lib.uiowa.edu/dada/dada/4_5/index.htm
cue from the generative historicizing of dada that George Baker has modeled. I would argue that the handheld cinema of wartime dada of which these journals are a part presaged avant-garde filmmaking in the mid-1920s. This text then tells the story of the notoriously ephemeral movement through materials that deserve more attention than they have received in art history. Movable inserts, an overall distaste for page numbers, and the frequent invention of pseudonyms make dadaist publications difficult to tame through formal analysis. But their changeability is also what allows these journals to propel dada beyond Zurich and into the 1920s through the displacement of media-based conventions and, eventually, the movement itself.

I am not suggesting that the dadaist handheld cinema analyzed in this chapter served as undifferentiated surrogates for performances or project films. The shift of dadaist cinema from the page to the screen marked by the premiers of two canonical avant-garde films in 1924, Entr’acte and Ballet Mécanique, in fact coincided with the movement’s public disintegration. Indeed, along with the similarities between the two media, the differences between print and film constitute one of the many tensions that fuel this story. Beyond recording personal tensions amongst collaborators, dadaist handheld cinemas consistently frustrate us as we attempt to distinguish image from text, content from advertisement, and private from public while we navigate their pages. Consequently, as a way to hone such vast and varied material, the publications I discuss in the most detail here are those that foreground yet another tension: the tension between

---

53 George Baker, “Entr’acte,” *October, no. 105* (Summer 2003): 165. In this issue of *October* dedicated to dada, Baker suggests the transgressive model as an alternative in addition to theorizing dada through the concepts of gift giving and formlessness. Baker, 159-60, also likens art history’s approach to dada to that of “the history of photography—a field essentially without identity, without unity, actively working to erode the synthetic tools that art history holds central.”
aesthetic media and modern life’s everyday disorder—a disorder that also characterized cinematic spectatorship at the time. In acknowledging the existence of this final tension, some dadaists divulged their desires not to eliminate the art world through their transgressions but to displace the aesthetic conventions that prevented art and life from comingling.  

Handheld cinema, too, allowed participant observers to transfigure dada and carry it with them far away from the wartime cabaret where it all began. To highlight the ways in which the transcontinental movement of dadaists interacted with and even provoked formal displacements in their publications, my analysis in this chapter focuses on publications that conceive of the movement on an international scale. A shorthand for this global pivot, as evinced by the examples to come, lies in the standardization of film into narratives popularized by Hollywood studios. While the handheld cinema and projected cinema that concerns me here debuted in Switzerland, France, and Holland, American popular culture served as a vital reference point for the makers and participant observers of dadaist ephemera. Members of the movement, including Picabia and Duchamp, also spent enough time in New York so that a separate dadaist season overtook the city. Reports of these events traveled to Europe alongside news of the latest American entertainment trends by word of mouth, personal letters as well as through print media.

54 German publications, most especially Der Dada (1919-20) and later Merz (1923-32), could be woven into this conversation, as well, but would require a more in-depth discussion of Weimar-era politics and photomontage techniques.
55 I refer here, of course, to the Cabaret Voltaire performances that spawned dada in the winter of 1916. Hugo Ball, one of the co-initiators, edited a collection of materials culled from the performances, published under the title Cabaret Voltaire in May 1916.
Reading dadaist periodicals as handheld cinema allows their demanding graphic design and content to merge with these tales of cultural and geopolitical displacement. After all, the cohabitation of art and life in dadaist practice was consistently deferred, as performances and collaborative ventures could never be sustained indefinitely. The durational yet contingent status of handheld cinema at least allows me to simulate this ephemerality and recover one episode from the untold history of film.

***

To return to Picabia and Tzara’s storied encounter in Zurich, with five times as many pages as the former’s 391, the latter’s Anthologie Dada (as issue 4-5 is entitled on its outer cover) is the more ambitious statement, and I will treat it as such here. Still, commonalities between the two publications provide clues to the innovations that the pair discussed during their simultaneous editing processes. Both magazines include diagrammatic imagery by Picabia within the first pages of their early 1919 issues.57 The cover of 391 features a gridded Construction Moléculaire (fig. 2.1), with boxes containing the names of a transatlantic set of dada initiates (including Tzara and Picabia) and their publications (including 391 and Dada). Picabia’s handwriting scripts the names and titles, which surround weightier, uneven marks that sketch a set of open wheels and diagonal lines that seem to defy the order of the grid.

Picabia’s drawing of a Mouvement Dada mechanism (fig. 2.2), which appears on a red page immediately following the verso of Anthologie Dada’s inner cover similarly portrays a tenuous constellation of hand lettering and gestural lines. A clock depicted at top right and the fiery color of the page also suggest time sensitivity in the configuration

57 See also Matthew S. Witkovsky, “Pen Pals,” in The Dada Seminars, ed. Leah Dickerman with Matthew S. Witkovsky (National Gallery of Art/CASVA, 2005), 283-84.
that heightens that drama of the *Dada* image, as if on the verge of explosion. Tzara, too, positions Picabia’s *Mouvement Dada* on a page facing “Chronique Zurich,” which mentions the artist pair in an account of dadaist activities in Switzerland. Complementing this immediacy and more texts that, in some cases, visually meld the contributions by the two fast friends, as in a page from *391* where two of their texts literally meet in the middle but require a rotation of the page to read (fig. 2.3), both publications also list rundowns of dadaist events from across the globe.

Picabia and Tzara each also make use of dyed papers, among other materials from visibly diverse sources. The entirety of *391* is printed in black on a rose-colored surface while the *Anthologie Dada* contains red, blue, orange, and magenta pages amongst off-white sections as well as text in red ink on its inner cover and in an advertisement for the 1918 dada manifesto. Both issues also alternate between two kinds of image reproductions: either printed in the same flat black ink as the text or on cut rectangles of a semi-gloss coated paper framed with white borders and pasted onto designated spaces to match captions printed on the same matte stock as the rest of the text. Unraveling this cut-and-paste method indeed brings us to the heart of the matter—to how and why *Anthologie Dada* will continue to matter in the half-decade following its publication.

Ever the tireless promoter of dada, Tzara envisioned the startling impact of *Anthologie Dada* while soliciting contributions from the network of far-flung sympathizers that he built by mail in the waning years of the Great War. In one such letter to Paul Dermée, the impresario describes his forthcoming “very thick and vibrant”

---

anthology as follows: “it must create everywhere an atmosphere of windstorm, dizziness, the timeless and the new, and must have the look of a great demonstration of new art in an outdoor circus. Each page must explode, either through deep and heavy seriousness, overwhelming farce, the enthusiasm of its principles, or the way in which it is printed.”

A review published in an April 1919 edition of the Neue Züricher Zeitung that describes Dada’s design as “irritating” attests to Tzara’s having already achieved a similar kind of desired provocation in Dada 3—quite the feat considering that he began his graphic exploits by necessity during the production of the December 1918 issue, when the anarchist who had typeset the first two issues was arrested.

I am no doubt far from the first to identify Dada’s third number as a turning point for the publication and, more generally, for the movement. In fact, the cover of Dada 3 may have led to many first realizations of the “mouvement” dada’s existence (fig. 2.4). Along with initiatives to increase visibility through multilingual versions and raise funds through the sale of deluxe editions, Tzara’s insistence that Dada’s contents “must be abstract and have real worth” was already evident in the anthology’s predecessor. Not
only does *Dada* 3 contain Tzara’s “Manifeste Dada 1918,” printed in columns occupying its first three pages, but the novice typesetter’s lack of inhibition also allowed him to come mingle longer texts, poems, aphorisms, advertisements, woodcuts, and other illustrations into a confounding mélange that would give the dadaists an aesthetic identity.

Moreover, a particularly arresting example of Tzara’s printing-press abstractions combining graphics and fonts in *Dada* 3 just so happens to invoke cinema in a manner that foreshadows *Anthologie Dada*’s contents and materials (fig. 2.5). Unevenly inked biomorphic woodcuts by Hans Arp appear labeled in isolation in the corners and margins of pages. And in one almost full page of illustrations unique in the issue, bold sans-serif text near the bottom of the page insists that we are viewing “3 gravures sur bois par H. Arp,” but repeated characteristics in the three amorphous shapes suggest instead a single metamorphosis of the same plant or creature down the vertical axis along which they are aligned. A second line of smaller text both confuses and rectifies the situation, explaining that Arp’s woodcuts are for Tzara’s “Cinéma synthétique du coeur abstract” or “Synthetic Cinema of the Abstract Heart.” While a small inner circle may have known about the in-progress visual and poetic collaboration between these artists that would be published under a slightly revised title as a limited-edition book two years later, some readers may have even believed the two were collaborating on a film. Whether or not one is aware that “Cinéma synthétique du coeur abstract” is a component of a work in progress, the

---

63 For the digitization of the French version of *Dada*, no. 3 (December 1918) that I consulted, see http://sdrc.lib.uiowa.edu/dada/dada/3/index.htm
64 *Cinéma calendrier du coeur abstrait*, *Maisons* was released in a limited edition of 150 printed on handmade paper in 1920 and was reviewed by Phillipe Soupault in *Littérature* NS no. 1 (March 1922): 22. The exact nature of the project that the title in *Dada* 3 references remains a mystery, however.
durational interaction of word and image across the page engages the observer as a participant in a manner that marks this layout as an early example of dadaist handheld cinema.

***

To be sure, augmenting his invocation of cinematic motion in *Dada* 3, Tzara saturates *Anthologie Dada* with materials that foreground similar tensions between visual and verbal, content and advertisement, and production and consumption. As all of the handheld cinemas in this study, the journal also occupies a space in the overlap between the private and public spheres. But changes in precisely where these spheres intersect are particularly marked in dada’s handheld cinema as conventions for cinematic spectatorship were less defined as they would be for the surrealists later in the 1920s. The dadaist movement occupied this same semi-private, interactive environment through conflicting strategies that ultimately demolished the fragile, liminal space of the page, propelling their efforts into the fully public space of projected cinema. The interactivity of *Anthologie Dada*’s handheld cinema, however, allows each participant observer to choose a way of experiencing the journal, to maintain an individualized viewing experience.

The heterogeneity of dadaist handheld cinema invites potentially infinite interpretations. But the remainder of this chapter will focus on two frameworks—assemblage and montage—that would shape dadaist practice through its public unraveling in the mid-1920s. So, before following *Dada*’s displacements of media beyond Zurich in 1919, further explanation of how I am defining assemblage and montage in this chapter is in order.
Concentrating upon a singular double-page spread from *Anthologie Dada* will first demonstrate the assemblage at play in Tzara’s editing (fig. 2.6). From the outset, the very act of citing the correct portion of the anthology is convoluted due to the lack of page numbers and the existence of multiple versions of this journal, one omitting German entries to avoid censorship in France. Here, I’ve drawn my examples from the thirteenth and fourteenth pages of the so-called German version. The selection at hand is immediately followed by three pages of Walter Serner’s “Letzte Lockerung Manifest” (“Last Relaxation/Loosening Manifesto”), whose reading had caused an uproar at the Kaufleuten Hall in Zurich on April 9, 1919.\(^65\) The immediate visual impact of the spread is of disjunction between the left page printed on off-white fine-grained paper and the right page printed on orange. The relative amount of printed material included on each side is likewise a study in contrasts. To the right, two biomorphic woodcuts attributed sparsely by the blocky letters “H. Arp” recall the “Cinéma synthétique du coeur abstract” arrangement from *Dada* 3, though the relationship between figure and ground is hazier in the anthology. Not only has Arp included a head- or flower- or mitten-shaped expanse of inkless paper in the upper figure, but the orange hue of the page also peeks through both figures in a succession of vertical and horizontal lines, calling to mind the inking of the woodblock in the printing process. The more crowded left page also betrays aspects of its assemblage, from the varying solidity of the letters in the title of Raymond Radiguet’s “À plusieures voix” (“With Multiple Voices”) to the semi-gloss paper upon which

---

Kandinsky’s painting *La Tache Rouge (The Red Spot)* is reproduced, the unevenly cut image plate affixed to the matte paper upon which the text is printed.

Moreover, these marks—or perhaps mistakes—extend to obvious gaps in and around content so that readers must assemble not only formal but also conceptual connections. We are given access to a mere fragment of the longer text “Tohu” Radiguet’s “À plusieures voix,” which appears composed for performance rather than reading, anyway. Also, what good is a grayscale production of a painting by Kandinsky, for whom color was the basis of expression? And why bother asking Der Sturm for permission to produce his painting at all? Kandinsky wasn’t even a dadaist, even if his

---

66 The monologue-like text can be translated into English thusly:

Sorry mister
mister it's a lady
all these people gathered along the grand square
they cry
ah I'm unhappy I only have one mouth
can kiss only one at a time
I'm blind why do I not have two eyes
like my father
I have two eyes they only serve me crying
I only have two eyes if I had four maybe
I would be better
one-eyed I would cry two times less
light travels only three hundred thousand kilometers per second
when it arrives in this country I will be long dead alas
I will not see clearly the light will be for my children
maybe if I kill my sister I would have her slice
of sun
S S S I A RRIVE
ph ph suddenly powerful lighthouse lighting
o my lady so ugly I thought she was beautiful she
ran away seeing me
quickly as cannons
that the light hurts the eyes
to help he comes to assassinate us with what he wants us to believe
to illuminate what he is doing here it is necessary to kill him, he is not of our country;
work did pique the Zurich group’s interest.\textsuperscript{67} Maybe the whole spread is a multimedia extrapolation of the “Catastrophe” that Pierre Albert-Birot describes at the top right of the page. The poem’s position requires the reader to rotate the page clockwise in order to read a hyperbolic account of what turns out to be a mundane metro train departure.\textsuperscript{68} This turning of the page brings Arp’s woodblock prints and their glowing orange support into peripheral view, adding a zip of color to the typographic cacophony of the page and further underscoring what the reproduction of Kandinsky’s painting is missing. The apparently mismatched materials in this layout and others ask us to question the function of Tzara’s \textit{Anthologie Dada}, which is lacking the organization of a typical journal as well as the unified message of a movement’s mouthpiece.

Montage, the second framework by which one might move through the anthology’s pages, also requires an abandonment of our expectations as readers. But rather than embracing irreconcilable assemblages as the formal residue of Tzara’s and other contributors’ competing definitions of dada, we might also skim across the distinct material components of \textit{Anthologie Dada} to concentrate on the montage they form when we activate pages in time. True, varied typographic and photomechanical elements displace the stability of page layouts such that they require assembly with each new encounter. But variance in these elements might also encourage the observer to create

\textsuperscript{67} According to Rasula, 39-40, Hugo Ball did present a lecture on Kandinsky at the Galerie Dada in Zurich on April 7, 1917.

\textsuperscript{68} Translated into English as follows:
The light was artificial
the two feelings
met like two trains
Then the Indian soldiers passed over
Then the earth started to roll again
Then the metro went away
mental montages as a means to make content cohere without recourse to the otherwise overwhelming collection of material.

One way to make a mental montage of *Anthologie Dada* is to dwell not on the specificity of assorted contributions but to scan the surface of the page to find visual rhythms in the cacophony of voices. Consider another poem by Albert-Birot that appears on a red page near the end of the issue (fig. 2.7). The poem concerns *le triangle noir* (the black triangle) from the forthcoming *Poèmes à la Chair (Poems to the Flesh)*; it is printed so that its lines form the shape of an upside-down pyramid at the top left of the layout, guiding the eye downward.\(^\text{69}\) Below and to the right, an image by Raoul Hausmann is composed of geometric shapes of varying opacity and linear weight, including a triangle amongst ovals and rhombi. The rhythmic lines of Haussman’s image, which could almost be composed of fragments of musical notation, encourage the circulation of the gaze before transforming into an arrow that launches one back to Albert-Birot’s poem such that the two elements reinforce one another.

\(^{69}\) Translated into English, the poem reads as follows:

```
The poet did not put objects into his poem while all was disappearing when the black triangle appeared the lyric triangle the central triangle singing madly man’s hurry and the black triangle blind centripetal desire with flexible hands but the black triangle is desire without hands and man has served this frozen god and the black triangle is in the hands of man and it’s in every moment the end of an explosive world in space
```
The verso of the page features two more biomorphic woodcuts by Arp (fig. 2.8). Each is a variation on a theme that the reader has already encountered in the anthology and stands in organic juxtaposition to the angular forms of the previous red page and the facing white page. For instance, in a design decision that repeats the contrast between the previously discussed assemblage of Arp’s woodcuts on an orange page opposing the arrangement of Kandinsky’s plate and the “Catastrophe” and “A plusieures voix” poems on a white page, the page across from these new Arp woodcuts on red ground is again white and filled with a busy arrangement. The repetition of this opposition creates a visual rhythm that provides a pattern for navigating the text-saturated page facing Arp’s ever-minimally-presented woodcuts. Still, it remains difficult to distinguish between advertisements for Littérature, TNT, and poetry collections authored by Picabia and Tzara alongside other miscellaneous contributions that include a poem by Tzara, a Hausmann woodcut print, and a single italicized line announcing that Charlie Chaplin had joined the dada movement. In bold red text at the center of the page, the reader is also instructed to “Lisez le Manifeste DADA 1918.” Then, flipping to reveal the final interior page of Anthologie Dada, a final typographic assault greets us (fig. 2.9). Fresh from the confusion between content and advertisement on the previous page and considering that Tzara seems to have pulled every typeface available from the letterpress for this final poem (right down to the signature), it is difficult to make “Bilan” cohere or “Balance Sheet” into a single poetic image. The poet’s own word “vivisection” printed

70 The announcement that “Charlot Chaplin nous a annoncé son adhésion au Mouvement Dada” is completely fabricated.

in the bottom half of the bilan certainly underscores the kinesis of his words. Even lower on the page, although Tzara’s byline is printed with a typographic flourish, the poem’s continuation of the previous page’s textual patterning allows it to flow seamlessly into a mental montage that resists such authorial demarcations.

With this lack of cohesion as a defining feature of both assemblage and montage, it is no wonder that the dada movement that Tzara attempted to orchestrate self-destructed within five years of the Anthologie Dada’s publication. But embracing the participatory, durational qualities of handheld cinema allows us to see how the dada persisted beyond its nominal lifespan as well as beyond the purview of those who thought of it as something other than absurdist, nihilistic sensationalism. We can also perceive
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transfer, long crustacea blue regulation
heals parody and touches DOWN
slowly spread the size paradise DOWN
stallion on the rails through hypocrisy
on my teeth on your teeth I'm listening
boring ecstasy drilled hammock hooks drills and vacuum insects (soda)
numbers one wakes the navel (probe) finished the paragraph and the syringe for phosphorus
catafalque
similar springs
felt in the bones
or tricolor corridor

Neighborhood iron bravery symnastic balustrade
astronomical figures acclimatized
ON A COUNTER TO ALL WINDS
free
Transcapacity halibut drug sacristy
ADVANCE COLOR IN DIFFERENT LANGUAGE
vivisection
EX-CATAPLASM PLEASED TO LOVERS
at 3 francs 50 or 3 hours. 20 invincible martyrologist
your target and your eyelashes remind the birth of the wax scorpion
syphilis whitening on the glacier benches
pretty twilight DRUM
auto gray autopsy cataract
O prophetic necrologists of the Antarctic regions
assemblages and montage in projects by dadaists who, like Picabia, would come to denounce vehemently the movement and those who would form unofficial connections to one or more of its international manifestations in the years following World War I. Due to the fact that displacement on geopolitical and (anti)aesthetic terms sparked dada’s emergence in the first place, it is impossible to pinpoint a single moment when medium-dislocating frameworks like assemblage and montage became more viable by avoiding direct dadaist references. As dada’s lack of stable mission never provided a structure or central agent, the only way to remember the movement—or, perhaps more fittingly, moment—is to make a story from pieces of ephemera in a process that repeats the amassing of material that we find in dadaist handheld cinema.

I want to spend the remainder of this chapter doing just that. The sections that follow consider a set of related events and objects that point us toward 1924—the year during which two seminal avant-garde films made use of frameworks from dadaist handheld cinema in a moment when most of the movement’s members had moved on. The visual analyses of printed and screened materials that follow together form a thinking through of what happened when the tables turned and dada itself became displaced by the media that made it.

***

The two versions of the eponymous *Dada* publication that Tzara produced after finally arriving in Paris in January 1920 do not merely differ from *Anthologie Dada* in their titles. The way in which each publication is labeled, one as *Bulletin Dada* and the other as *Dadaphone*, provides an appropriate entrée into determining its function. The need to make such a functional distinction between two issues of a supposedly serial
publication—two issues that were, moreover, released in sequential months in February and March 1920—suggests that Tzara’s relocation to join the Parisian avant-garde in situ encouraged him to favor the concerns of his new neighbors. Because the two Parisian numbers of the Dada series are enmeshed with the local activities of a more defined circle of contributors, Bulletin Dada and Dadaphone almost exclusively encourage us to read them as assemblages that parody established forms: the event program and the literary revue. Each issue depends upon publishing conventions and direct references to performance events that disallow the spatiotemporal escapism and mental plasticity that Anthologie Dada’s untethered contents essentially required.

Despite the usual typographic outbursts, Bulletin Dada actually seems to commence straightforwardly, its title emblazoned in bold red ink in a font size so large that the letters occupy the full top half of the page—no small feat considering the journal, which was available at three events in February 1920, is double the size of the anthology (fig. 2.10). The location, time, and schedule of performances included in the “Programme de la Matinée du Mouvement Dada,” which was held during the Salon des Indépendants in February 1920, are legible alongside the issue’s price and Tzara’s contact information even though a diagonally oriented quotation from Picabia “le loustic” (joker/clown) overlaps much of the bottom half of the page. But the two interior pages, printed solely in black, quickly bring about questions as to the informational value of the
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72 For digitized versions, see Dada, no. 6 Bulletin Dada (February 1920): http://sdrc.lib.uiowa.edu/dada/dada/6/index.htm; and Dada, no. 7 Dadaphone (March 1920): http://sdrc.lib.uiowa.edu/dada/dada/7/index.htm
73 According to Michel Sanouillet and Anne Sanouillet, Dada in Paris, trans. Sharmila Ganguly (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2009), 548 n. 1; the three performances where Bulletin Dada was for sale took place at the Salon des Indépendants (Thursday, February 5), the Club du faubourg (Saturday, February 7), and the Université populaire du faubourg Saint-Antoine (Thursday, February 19).
bulletin (fig. 2.11). Confrontational and contradictory snippets of manifestos are arranged beside a mechanomorphic drawing by Picabia and across from a list of names that we are told belong to “some” of the presidents of dada. The list partially surrounds the first half of a section of supposed news items, aphorisms, and other brief statements from various voices, most of them part of Tzara’s Parisian circle. These bulletin items are divided into columns, which are further subdivided by various lines, bullet points, and frames that surround advertisements, including one for the to-be-released collaboration between Tzara and Arp, Calendrier cinéma du coeur abstrait cirque, Maisons. All is called into question yet again, though, in a phrase tossed off at the bottom of the page: “Les vrais dadas sont contre DADA” or “The true dadas are against DADA.”

By the time we reach the back page of Bulletin Dada, we are perhaps expecting some of its demands (fig. 2.12). To assemble a coherent message, however, necessitates a level of participation that surpasses the enthusiasm and concentration of the average reader—even more so for the readers who were also audience members at the Salon des Indépendants live performance on February 5, 1920 or the two subsequent events where the supposed program was available for purchase. Text in red type from Tzara, here identified as “sinistre farceur” (sinister jester), lists yet another definition of what it means to be dadaist, proclaiming that “tout le monde est directeur du mouvement DADA” (“everyone is a director of the dada movement”). The notices on this final page appear in the same columns and with similar graphic dividers as on the previous page, but the return of the red ink ushers in a new usage in the form of a labeled drawing of La Femelle by Picabia that requires a rotation of the page to make its text readable. A ninety-degree clockwise turn also allows one access to read bolded text by Tzara nestled in the
sketchy lines of Picabia’s drawing, which might easily be mistaken for doodled graffiti. Like Picabia’s illustration, Tzara’s lines invoke a combination of risqué corporeal imagery and industrial vocabulary all bound together with a larger question about the existence of art. The contradictory messages and falsified notices here and throughout the Bulletin Dada can be read as an extension of the live event in their varied understandability. The Bulletin also may have distracted from the performance as it took place—all the better to blur the distinction between what was and was not dada.

The predominance of contributions attributed to Tzara and Picabia in Bulletin Dada reflects a deepening of their friendship in Paris in 1920, the former even rooming at the latter’s lover’s apartment for a time. Picabia indeed released the twelfth issue of 391 just a month after Tzara’s Bulletin Dada first appeared. Distributed at the Maison de L’Œuvre Manifestation DADA on March 27, 1920, where Tzara’s Dadaphone also made its debut, Picabia’s twelfth 391 proclaimed its allegiance to dada as never before (fig. 2.13). Far from the visual simplicity of earlier covers featuring mechanical drawings with witty captions, the cover design for the March 1920 issue sequesters the journal’s title at top left while placing Picabia’s “Manifeste Dada” and a version of Duchamp’s assisted readymade L.H.O.O.Q, a “tableau dada,” at center, as well as a poem by Éluard set sideways at the top of the page, with commentary by Picabia in an offset box below. Picabia continued to embrace aspects of Tzara’s typographic schizophrenia and included more contributions from Parisian dadaists through the next three issues of 391.

Then, just a year later in July of 1921, Picabia denounced dada in a one-off journal *Le Pilhaou-Thibaou* as the result of a feud with Tzara, deserting him to join forces with Breton who had also turned against his former collaborator. The once dynamic duo extended their public spat in print through the next several months, frequently in publications that disappeared after a single issue. Tzara’s initial response is considered to be the last manifestation of his *Dada* journal series and continues the trend of differing noticeably from its predecessors. *Dada au grand air (Der Sängerkrieg in Tirol)* or *Dada in the Fresh Air (The Battle of the Singers in Tirol)* does, in one way, document an event of sorts and can thus be connected to both Parisian issues of *Dada*. The four-page, text-heavy pamphlet was conceived during a summer retreat to the Austrian mountains that Tzara took with Arp, Ernst, and Éluard along with their families, and then it was printed in Paris in September 1921. Picabia then countered with *La Pomme de Pins (The Pine Cone)* in February 1922. And finally, while over a year would separate the release of Tzara’s *Le Coeur à Barbe (The Bearded Heart)* in April 1922 and a soirée under the same title that took place in July 1923 at the Théâtre Michel, the overlap in participants suggests that we should see the performance as a continuation of its print predecessor. Tensions undoubtedly built in the intervening months such that the soirée erupted into a brawl.

The improvised self-destruction that took place at *Soirée du coeur à barbe* could have been a fitting last chapter for Parisian dada. Yet, dadaist tendencies in handheld
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75 According to Hemus, 184-85, “This sixteen-side pamphlet [*Le Pilhaou-Thibaou*] was produced in a run of 500, half the number of the previous issue of 391, and offered at 5 francs, more than double the price; presumably a reflection on the cost of printing such a long publication.”

76 Ibid., 197. The price is listed as either one franc or two marks, reflecting the issue’s Franco-German contents.

77 For a full account of the eruption, see, Sanouillet, *Dada in Paris*, 278-82.
cinema would continue even after the movement displaced itself in part through the transfer of assemblage and montage from page to screen. Although Picabia continued to denounce dada and had divorced Breton by the time he published the last issue of 391 in October 1924, the “ex-dada” did not actually abandon the assemblage techniques he had developed as a dadaist; he instead continued the renaming game that he and Tzara had been playing for years. For 391’s nineteenth and final number, Picabia introduced L’Instantanéisme described on the front cover as a “mouvement perpétuel” rather than a singular movement with a distinct goal (fig. 2.14). Beyond splashy lines of text on the issue’s front page (which also features an image of Rrose Sélavey in profile), Picabia mostly leaves the definition of L’Instantanéisme to the reader since an essay eviscerating his newest enemy Breton occupies almost the entire interior of the four-page text. 78 Still, the biggest clue as to what had become of dada assemblage by the mid-1920s comes in the form of an announcement for Relâche (Performance Suspended/Relax) that fills the entire bottom half of the back cover, serving as 391’s parting remarks (fig. 2.15). In contrast to the destructive outcome of the Soirée du coeur à barbe, the performance that Picabia advertises as a “ballet instantanéiste” leads us toward a generative interpretation of dada’s demise in conversation with a critique of medium specificity that had been a part of Tzara’s Dada from the journal’s inception.

***

Relâche has been called a Gesamtkunstwerk, and the announcement of the performance that was set to take place on November 27 at the Théâtre des Champs Élysées, the month after the last issue of 391 was printed, attests to the multisensory

78 For digitized version, see 391, no. 19 (October 1924): http://sdrc.lib.uiowa.edu/dada/391/19/index.htm
spectacle that the audience would experience. Directions to “Apportez des lunettes noires et de quoi vous boucher les oreilles” (“Bring sunglasses and ear plugs”) even follow a list of performance participants. Listed alongside Picabia in the advertisement are Erik Satie, who composed the score for both the dance and film portions of the production, as well as Jean Börlin, who choreographed the ballet as the director of the Ballet Suédois and appeared on screen. But the director of the filmic Entr’acte (Intermission), René Clair, is not printed alongside the description of “un entr’acte cinématographique,” although the filmmaker was instrumental in transforming Picabia’s slapdash screenplay into the film that is now known as an avant-garde film separate from its original screening context.

For the sake of clarity, synopses of the intermission film usually divide it into two parts. The first section superimposes shots of the Parisian skyline and streets with a mismatched collection of motifs: balloon-headed dolls; boxing gloves; a burning scalp; a ballet dancer filmed from below; a chess match between Man Ray and Duchamp (upended by a geyser of water); a paper boat floating through the sky; an upside down face; and, finally, an egg suspended in a jet of water before it multiplies. In the transitional scene, a huntsman played by Börlin shoots the egg before he is shot and presumably killed. The bright disc of the sun dilates and contracts on-screen before the funeral procession that structures the remainder of the film begins. The mourners begin to

---

79 Relâche actually debuted a week later on December 4 because Jean Börlin felt ill on the scheduled premiere date.
81 To view a digitized version of the film, visit https://vimeo.com/34808744
skip in slow motion behind the hearse, mimicking the pace of the camel that pulls the carriage. But after a turn about the Luna Park amusement park grounds, the carriage breaks free from the group and picks speed throughout most of the rest of *Entr’acte*. The speeding wheels are intercut with shots of cyclists and then the undulating track of a rollercoaster, hurtling more and more out of control until finally the coffin is thrown from the hearse only to reveal that its corpse is still alive. Börlin’s revivified body displays even more magical ability before the concluding “FIN” text appears, only to be ripped through in a trick ending that upsets expectations yet again.

Clair has certainly been given due credit in film criticism and scholarship that point to his technically masterful parody of cinematic tropes already in place in the first decades of the medium’s history. The filmmaker drew upon the circumstances of *Entr’acte*’s screening in the middle of a live act to at once rebel against narrative conventions that had come to dominate interwar French impressionist film and to recall a prewar era when cinema screenings were often sideshow acts. A bearded lady appears onscreen amongst shots that slow, quicken, and reverse time through a simple rewinding trick in use since the Lumière brothers found an ingenious way to stretch the running time of their actuality clips. Clair also replicates the on-screen magic acts of Georges Méliès with the revivified corpse who makes a grand entrance near the end of *Entr’acte* and then vanishes his mourners one by one. As well, the film’s mad chase scene and/or funeral procession puts Clair’s parallel editing in conversation with the popular work of

---

Mack Sennett from a decade earlier and with his Abel Gance’s contemporary treatment of a railway sequence in *La Roué (The Wheel, 1922).*

*Entr’acte*’s parody of film form is still more palpable, however, when it rejoins *Relâche* to become part of a total work of art. In a reversal of Wagner’s utopian conception of the Gesamtkunstwerk, diverse media come together in *Relâche* not to uphold one another by masking weaknesses with strengths but to upend categorical distinctions through an assemblage where the parts seem to come together at random. By the time the audience had viewed the bearded dancer in *Entr’acte* amidst an assemblage of images so disparate that Malcolm Turvey insists upon the sequence as a rare example of Walter Benjamin’s definition of modernized distraction, they had already witnessed the first act of a ballet equally as defiant. What’s more, before the approximately seventeen-minute *Entr’acte* and the first act of the ballet, *Relâche*’s cinematic prologue surely caught the audience off guard. The minute-or-so-long clip filmed on the roof of the Théâtre des Champs Élysées features Satie and Picabia jumping in acrobatic slow motion before pointing the barrel of a cannon directly outward and firing. From the outset then, the prologue sets the precedent for a film of any temporal duration to interrupt balletic action.

Clair also frames moving bodies on-screen in ways that confuse the distinction between *Relâche*’s two acts and its *Entr’acte*. Parodies of film techniques like parallel editing, point of view shots, and double-exposed transitions also serve to translate on

---

83 For more on Sennett, see Perry, 74-75; and Noël Carroll, “*Entr’acte, Paris, and Dada,*” in *Interpreting the Moving Image* (Cambridge UP, 1998), 28. Turvey, 91-95, also insists that Clair is trying to one-up Gance by way of a quotation from Richard Abel.

84 Turvey, 86. Turvey pulls Benjamin’s definition from his essay “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproducibility”: “No sooner has [the viewer’s] eye grasped a *scene* than it is already changed.”
screen the questions that Ballet Suédois performances began to ask on stage. Does the filming of a dancer from below serve only to dismantle completely the conventions of its art form, tied to the constraints of the proscenium frame? Or does this angle open to a set of possibilities that might generate new balletic forms? And similarly, when seen following an act of dancing that defies sartorial convention, how do the moving figures costumed in tutus in *Entr’acte* differ from those who wear street clothes? To make such a distinction became even more difficult by the end of the production, when Picabia and Satie appeared on stage in the flesh.

*Relâche*’s public assemblage of fragmented elements, pieced together from varied sources, does not require the same participation and insider knowledge as the various incarnations of Tzara’s *Dada* or Picabia’s *391*. Yet, as an assemblage, *Relâche* does depend upon the cultural context from a range of references to popular entertainment—especially nascent cinematic forms—for its parodic antics to connect with its audience. But without the constraints of the written or spoken word as a barrier to entry, *Relâche* inflates the role of images as interrupters that emerged in dadaist handheld cinema. This shift from multisensory to more forthrightly optical concerns is symptomatic of a wider aesthetic turn as dadaists became surrealists in mid-1920s Paris in the same moment when cinematic conventions solidified in the interwar years.

***

Keeping *Relâche* in mind as a spectacular derivation of the dadaist assemblage technique, my concept of handheld cinema can reveal more subtle utilizations of the same strategy that aesthetically foretell what became of dada in the interwar period. Founded by Breton, Louis Aragon, and Philippe Soupault, *Littérature*’s first issue was printed in
March 1919, just a month after the *Anthologie Dada* and the Zurich number of *391* made their debuts. Despite the editors’ decision to name *Littérature* after a Paul Verlaine quotation in which the poet designates literature as what remains after music—as part of “all the rest”—the journal’s founders concentrated almost exclusively on prose and poetry to the exclusion of visual experimentation in the publication’s first series.  

Even the issue published at the height of Tzara’s temporary dadaist takeover of Paris in May 1920 conforms the twenty-three dada manifestos printed therein to an unflustered typographic standard.

In fact, the *Littérature* group did not begin to incorporate visual assemblage in the vein of Tzara’s *Anthologie Dada* until after they had denounced the movement in search of something that was to become surrealism. Even before Breton took sole editorship, beginning with the fourth issue of *Littérature’s Nouvelle Série* (*New Series* or, here, *NS*), a reproduction of Giorgio de Chirico’s *The Child’s Brain* signaled the Frenchman’s affinity for the metaphysical painter (fig. 2.16). The de Chirico image in the new series’ first issue also initiates the convention of including *hors-texte* imagery in *Littérature*, which would cease publication in 1924 just before Breton unveiled the *First Surrealist Manifesto*. These images are listed in each issue’s table of contents and often captioned but are otherwise unexplained by neighboring texts. Moreover, there are never more than
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85 For a full account of the revue’s genesis, see, Raymond Spiteri, “What Can the Surrealists Do?” in *Europe 1880-1940*, vol. 3, part 1 of *The Oxford Critical and Cultural History of Modernist Magazines*, ed. Peter Booker et al. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), 220-21. Though the idea for journal dates to 1917, Henry Cliquennois initiated the project in practice in February 1919 by offering the editors the helm of a “small literary review, *Les Jeune Lettres.*” After the editors rejected the titles *Le Nouveau Monde* because it was already taken and *Carte Blanche* because it was too boring, Paul Valéry suggested the title *Littérature.*

two *hors-texte* images per issue so that one is consistently taken aback when, having not encountered such a visual entity since the cover, a full-page picture materializes amongst pages of typed text.

*Littérature’s* most frequent *hors-texte* contributor was Man Ray, whose photographs and rayographs were included in four of the thirteen NS issues. Along with Man Ray’s photography, *hors-texte* images include drawings by Robert Desnos and Max Ernst and a color-plate geometric configuration by frequent cover artist Picabia entitled *Phosphate* in the November 1922 issue (fig. 2.17). Some images like Picabia’s *Phosphate* and the version of Man Ray’s *Dust Breeding* in the Rrose Sélavy issue are oriented in such a way as to encourage an interactive, physical rotation of the page, but even more of the *hors-texte* images are so distinguished from *Littérature’s* written content that they are printed on an entirely different paper stock. This semi-gloss coated paper allows for a tonal variation in the photomechanical reproductions that would not have been achievable on the uncoated matte paper used for text. The blank versos of these images also further separate them from surrounding content.

While *Littérature’s* overall design is more understated than the multicolored pages of *Anthologie Dada*, the *hors-texte* images in the new series incorporate dadaist assemblage techniques. True, there are no off-kilter cuts framing the full-page illustrations nor did Breton and his collaborators compile multiple versions of their journal to avoid censorship. But the use of unmoored images in a primarily literary publication demonstrates the malleability of the dadaist mode. There is even a double-
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87 What’s more, while *Phosphate* is completely detached from the staple-bound pages in the copy of *Littérature* no. 6 NS (1922) archived at the Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal, the image appears as if part of a sequence of pages as uploaded in the Digital Dada Library: sdrc.lib.uiowa.edu/dada/litterature/6ns/index.htm
page typographic constellation mapping the shining stars of the poetic universe in the penultimate double issue of *Littérature* that updates the diagrams that Tzara and Picabia had printed four years prior in Zurich.  

Still, returning to an issue of *Dada*’s run that I have neglected to this point, March 1920’s *Dadaphone*, it is tempting to say that dada’s displacement into the Parisian avant-garde scene was a path that Tzara himself cleared. For *Dadaphone* features not only prose and poetry composed by the *Littérature* founders but also portraits of Breton, Aragon and Soupault. Taken together with the faces of Céline Arnauld, Dermée, Éluard, and Ribemont-Dessignes along with those of Tzara and Picabia, the photographic illustrations placed periodically in narrower secondary columns at the right of each page assemble a group snapshot of Parisian dada before it succumbed. Other than the rose-colored insert advertising the Manifestation Dada to take place on March 27, which incorporates Picabia drawings in a graffiti-like fashion similar to the back page of *Bulletin Dada* (fig. 2.18), *Dadaphone* is a more graphically conservative affair than its predecessors. Its dual columns and neat linear dividers do not cause the confusion between visual and textual as do Tzara’s earlier typographic antics. One might mistake *Dadaphone* for a literary revue, perhaps even misidentifying the issue as part of *Littérature*’s first series, which was being published at the same time. The tension between *Dadaphone*’s form and its assembled content becomes apparent through reading rather than through engaged looking. The issue’s assemblage thus moves further into the realm of conceptual parody and simultaneously, as *Littérature* would, toward surrealism. Considering that the new series of *Littérature* essentially began with the outbreak of

---

88 See *Littérature*, no. 11/12 NS (1923): 24-25.  
http://sdrc.lib.uiowa.edu/dada/litterature/11ns/pages/24.htm
Picabia and Tzara’s public feud and ended with Relâche’s total transformation of dadaist assemblage into spectacle, it is possible to view the revue as an intermediary that allowed for dada to be categorized and subsequently historicized by the cinematic medium and surrealist movement.

***

While Tzara (un)settled amongst the Parisian intelligentsia, the international scope of the movement to which Anthologie Dada attested in 1919 continued to expand as far away as the other side of the globe. In contrast to attempts to stake out official dadaist territory, the widespread dissemination and constant redefinition of the term dada proved its unruliness. Accordingly, the potential for dadaist ephemera to shape-shift to match individual motivations, regardless of whether these expectations aligned with conventional aesthetic categories, eventually extended beyond Tzara’s Anthologie Dada to become a call to action.

An extreme case of dadaist displacement in the early 1920s involves an artist who was simultaneously a core participant in a major modernist design movement. While the name Theo van Doesburg became synonymous with the title of the journal De Stijl that he founded along with a cadre of like-minded Dutchmen in 1917 and edited until his death in 1931, almost no one knew that he developed a pseudonym under which to pursue dada.89 I.K. Bonset contributed as the “gérant littéraire” (literary manager) of the short-lived but high-concept publication, Mécano, which also named van Doesburg himself amongst its staff as “mécanicien plastique” (plastic mechanic).

While Sascha Bru is not wrong to identify as “Germanic” Mécano’s fusions of otherwise disjunctive works under the umbrella of dada, Bonset/van Doesburg’s machine aesthetics lack the politically charged precision, for example, of Hannah Höch’s photomontages coming out of Berlin. The solicitation by mail that van Doesburg’s secret identity required instead exempted him from national affairs in a way that was never as fully realized by international constructivist idealizations of technological utopias later in the 1920s. Thus, though its circulation only numbered in the hundreds, Mécano exemplifies how the dadaist montages of Anthologie Dada continued to manifest in avant-garde periodicals in the absence of Tzara’s editorial leadership. This is not to say that Tzara was absent from Mécano’s production. He, Picabia, and other members of the Parisian scene all contributed to its five issues along with Hausmann, Schwitters, and Ernst. Moreover, van Doesburg is said to have thought of the idea for the publication when he met Tzara in person.

The title Mécano, like one definition of dada itself, originates from the name of a toy, but for his venture, van Doesburg chose the name of an erector set rather than a hobbyhorse. The format of the publication follows suit, most especially in its first three issues, which were all printed in 1922. It is actually difficult to classify these first three

---

90 Bru, 308. According to Bru, Mécano also served as an outlet for van Doesburg to critique the “religious ‘Meister’ of the prestigious Bauhaus, which he could not express so explicitly in the columns of De Stijl.”
91 Witkovsky, 275-6. In his chapter about dada “Pen Pals,” Witkovksy emphasizes that van Doesburg’s Bonset persona was both made possible through letter-writing distance and also allowed Mécano to be more inclusive through the solicitation of varied contributors by mail.
92 See Adrian Sudhalter, “How to Make a Dada Anthology,” in Dadaglobe Reconstructed, exh. cat. (Zurich: Scheidegger & Spiess, 2016), 61; for Van Doesburg’s account of the meeting with Tzara that inspired Mécano, which included materials from Tzara’s unfinished Dadaglobe anthology project.
93 Bru, 308.
issues as journals, magazines or literary revues. Each of the three consists of a single sheet of paper that folds into eight parts, like a pamphlet or, perhaps more perplexingly, a map. Each of the three numbers is also distinguished by a primary color: blue, yellow, or red.94 Both the dyed sides and un-dyed off-white sides (32 by 50 cm in total and now betraying the thinness of their coated stock) are printed with some contributions expanding into multiple rectangles; others are relegated to a single one-eighth-sized panels. Occupying a single panel, Mécano’s masthead and distribution information for The Hague and Paris always appear on the off-white background, surrounding a logo of either a cog or a rotary saw.

Either way, the logo serves as a helpful hint as to how to read and view Mécano once unfolded. While it is possible to see some of the panels when folded, a complete flattening of the sheet provides the readiest access. Images and texts are all printed with the same black ink, the various paper colors filling negative space. Taking the third Rot/Red/Rouge/Rood number as an example, even a cursory interaction with the format conveys the number of subtle rotations and translations required to make a mental montage of Mécano. Let us begin with the off-white side (fig. 2.19). The title panel, in this case appended with the number three, contains a loop of letters spelling Mécano and identifying text that frames the rectangle. The framing lines are oriented such that one of the four lines becomes legible through ninety-degree rotations of the sheet and is thus the only panel viewable from all four positions. All other panels are most clearly viewed from a single orientation; so, the participant observer turns the sheet, panels come in and

94 The versions I examined at the BnF in Paris in June 2016 showed clear signs of decomposition, with faded pigment and separation along the folds, indicating that these were not objects made to last—even in an archive.
out of focus. Moving to Ribemont-Dessaignes’s meditation on the chameleon-like nature of dada in his text “Dadaism et Isthme de Dada,” which is legible to the far right, and then rotating the page ninety degrees clockwise (after pausing to notice the manicule pointing to the writer’s name), Mécano fluidly performs the dadaist metamorphosis that the text describes. Ribemont-Dessaignes’s French prose exits from view while a single panel comes into focus, containing a short poem entitle “Bed-Bites” by “Rosie Spots” paired with an image by Man Ray incorporating curved forms and text. Another clockwise turn reveals, left of center, a panel with a “Photo-Mechanische Composite” by Ernst along with an explanatory sentence in Dutch; then, at top right, Tzara’s text “Dada Pour Tous” (“Dada for All”) joined by a small illustration of a bird transporting a letter; and, below to the right, Bonset’s poem, “Madapolan,” with an accompanying mechanomorphic drawing, “Sousmarin de la Rue Scribe” (‘Scribe Street Submarine’), by S. Charchoune. Another clockwise rotation exposes not just a reproduction of George Vantongerloo’s Plastiek but also that we have neglected a panel during our first rotation. We can quickly rectify the situation with a final spin back to our initial position to read Péret’s poem “L’enfant au ventre blond” (“Blond-Bellied Child”).

Having only experienced fragments of the dyed side, a flip of the sheet from off-white to red (now faded to a hue closer to coral or salmon) causes an optical shockwave (fig. 2.20). But the red side is accessible if we continue the montage rhythm of the reverse, with the addition of more typographic trickery as to require still more pliable sensitivity on the part of the observer. Poetry from Schwitters, Arp, and Ribemont-Dessaignes is printed alongside reproductions of Hausmann’s Tatlin lebt zu Hause (Tatlin Lives at Home) photomontage and a Man Ray aerograph entitled Ballet. The red side also
features not one but two “chronicle” sections. Bonset’s “Chronique Scandaleuse des Pays-Plats” (“Scandalous Chronicle of the Flat-Countries”) is a list of names from the arts and literary scene in Holland—himself/van Doesburg included—accompanied by insults written mostly in French but also in inscrutable characters. The repeated phrase “cottage stile” underlines the list and faces toward the right in juxtaposition with the rest of the text, apparently mocking De Stijl, van Doesburg’s more prominent enterprise. When legibly oriented, another typographic element to the left of the “Chronique Scandaleuse” also further complicates the meaning of the list. Two lines of text and letterpress manicules printed at the margin oppose one another in direction and meaning so that, depending upon the observer’s position relative to the page, the names on the list could belong to “hommes célèbres” (famous men) or “imbéciles sentimentales” (sentimental idiots). The unsigned “Chroniek-Mécano” or “Cablogramme” recounts the September 1922 International Congress of Constructivists and Dadaists in Weimar in equally erratic fashion. Amid multiple language changes and frequent mentions of copious imbibing, there are references to events that are reported to have occurred elsewhere, such as Tzara’s famous imagining of dada as a “virgin microbe.” But the short items divided by bold dashes are far from a comprehensive summary of events and read more as a sensory diary.

This single panel that chronicles a perceptual, non-linear journey through the Weimar Congress is a distillation of how Mécano performs overall as a publication. The unfamiliar format jumpstarts an unfixing of categories that was a common pursuit of dada and constructivism when the project was printed. Van Doesburg not only toys with his own persona in the creation of Bonset but also invites each person who picks up a copy
of *Mécano* to play with the patchwork that makes up his costume. It is almost as if he shook free the ordered grids and primary colors of *De Stijl* compositions, unleashed them into the wider world of forms, and trusted in the dadaist chance the viewer could serve as this handheld cinema’s *auteur*. Certainly, *Mécano*’s flattened, rotatable surface requires us to be more advanced mental *monteurs* than the pages of *Anthologie Dada*.

Following the Red Number, however, Bonset/van Doesburg readopted the booklet format for the final double issue of *Mécano*, no. 4-5 or White/Blanc/Wit/Weiß printed in 1923. But this return to the staple-bound page did not completely eliminate the directional experimentation of the first three issues. For example, just inside the cover with the familiar *Mécano* logo joined by a mecanomorph drawing by Hausmann (fig. 2.21), a poem by Malcolm Cowley perched sideways (beneath a drawing advertising the issue by T. Donas) is unreadable without a counterclockwise rotation of the page (fig. 2.22). Further on in the issue, an entire double-page spread dedicated to a typed version of Schwitters’s “Sonate” sound poem while reproduction of one of his *Merz* accumulations is oriented horizontally to the right until we upend it to read a caption with his name (fig. 2.23). As in the blue, yellow, and red numbers, images and texts in the white number all appear on the same surface, creating continuity between media instead of the disruptions that accompanied the differing paper types in *Anthologie Dada*. We therefore more readily experience the connections between pictures and words as a flux rather than an abrupt cut-and-paste affair.

***

Like the dadaist assemblage that became a media-defying spectacle in *Relâche*, the calls to act as *monteurs* that *Mécano*’s handheld cinema conveyed to individual
participant observers became mass messengers to *Ballet Mécanique*’s collective film audience. Descriptions of the 1924 film have remained hazy as scholars struggle to identify the person responsible for its concept. Fernand Léger, Dudley Murphy, and Man Ray frequently emerge in conversations that attempt, often with an early admission of failure, to identify *Ballet Mécanique*’s author. Ezra Pound and George Antheil also appear in production histories, usually recognized as contributors rather than as initiators of a cause that had come to pique their interests. Unlike *Relâche*, *Ballet Mécanique*’s premiere date has also been the subject of debate due to the parting of ways between Antheil and the rest of the crew before the completion of the project, resulting in a musical component of the production that varies in duration from its filmic counterpart. These disagreements notwithstanding, records (including a review in *Der Sturm*) do suggest that a version of *Ballet Mécanique* was part of the opening festivities for the Internationale Ausstellung für Theatertechnik on September 24, 1924, an exhibition organized by designer Friedrich Kiesler.

Formal analyses often divide the film into seven sections although almost all acknowledge the fact that these divisions are designed to aid the reader rather than replicate the way in which one perceives *Ballet Mécanique* during a screening. We can

---

96 Although the technological impossibility of coordinating sixteen player pianos as Antheil desired prevented the joining of the original score with its filmic counterpart until a performance at the University of Massachusetts, Lowell in November of 1999, the first combined production of *Ballet Mécanique*, utilizing a revised score, occurred much earlier on October 18, 1935, at the Museum of Modern Art in New York.
trace this system back to Léger, who produced a diagram of *Ballet Mécanique*’s structure in July of 1924 that was then published with revisions later that year in Kiesler’s *Internationale Ausstellung neuer Theatertechnik, Katalog, Programm, Almanach* (fig. 2.24). The painter turned abruptly to film when he envisioned *Ballet Mécanique*, though reproductions of several painted works do appear in cuts of the film (fig. 2.25). As dysfunctional as it may seem to you or me after viewing the film from our own perspectives, Léger’s diagram maps a rhythmic montage not unlike the mental montage that I have identified as a framework for dadaist handheld cinema. According to Léger, seven vertical graph bars of increasing height represent the continuity of each section of the film. Each section is unified through “the similarity of clusters of object-images [that] are visually alike or of the same material” and the acceleration of the film’s tempo “from slow motion to extreme speed.” Waved lines, which shift between Léger’s preliminary sketch and the published diagram, represent “horizontal penetrations” designed to add “variety” to each section through bisections of “visually similar forms” tinted with color. Accepting the discrepancy between Léger’s explanation and the prints of the film that contain no tinted film stock nor hand-tinted sections, it is still quite difficult to apply his schematic to the film itself, as the disparity between object groups outlined in the graph is more subtle than the rectangles’ unbroken outlines might suggest.

100 Ibid.
101 For example, the version in the Museum of Modern Art’s collection is printed in black and white while the EYE Film Instituut Nederlands’ copy is tinted. Also see David Bordwell and Kristin Thompson, “An Example of Abstract Form: *Ballet mécanique*,” in *Film Art: an Introduction*, 8th ed. (Boston: McGraw Hill, 2008), 359; for a discussion of the subtle repetition of motifs throughout the film.
Still, let us pause for now to consider the film with reference to the graph’s trajectory.\textsuperscript{102} Léger’s assertion that its accelerating formation will lead to “the point where the eye and the mind of the spectator ‘can’t take it anymore’” will allow us to understand how \textit{Ballet Mécanique} depends upon the viewer’s sensation of rhythmic montage as much as \textit{Mécano} does.\textsuperscript{103} After a brief textual introduction in French as well as a greeting from Léger’s animated Charlot figure, the film opens in a garden scene in which a woman with softly waved hair wearing a floral dress turns her head gradually from side to side, slowly opening and closing her eyes as she swings back and forth. The woman’s swinging movement – her momentum undulating toward and then away from us – is organic and fluid, almost comforting. Then suddenly, a barrage of images interrupts the scene in quick succession: a circular hat; three bottles; and a flat triangle (in white or hand-tinted blue, depending on the cut, and sometimes also a greyscale reproduction of one of Léger’s paintings) all pass by in a flash before we return to the hat for a longer second glance. Rouged lips and bright teeth—which likely belong to another woman but could also be the woman on the swing’s mouth transformed—appear on the bottom of the screen and alternately smile and pout as the rest of their owner’s face remains hidden in shadow. The hat again appears amidst this repetitive change in expression along with a row of circular mechanisms spinning in unison and a reflective circular sphere that moves toward and then away from the camera in a round orbit. Next, the woman on the swing returns, but this time she looks directly at us from a sequence that has been filmed from above and then flipped upside down so that she appears to be

\textsuperscript{102} My analysis can be read in reference to a digitized version of the film accompanied by Antheil’s score: https://vimeo.com/120678175.

\textsuperscript{103} Lawder, \textit{Cubist Cinema}, 131.
moving in a space in which the laws of gravity have been manipulated. Finally, this first section returns us to the mirrored globe, which now replicates the undulation of the woman on the swing from the beginning of the film and allows us to see the filmmaker himself and a companion in its reflection. The cyclical repetition of this initial sequence, overtly intersected by the quick succession of shapes, or “horizontal penetrations,” after the swing, demonstrates the rhythmic motion that connects the biological and manufactured subjects of this section and seems to adhere to Léger’s diagram. But, as we shall see, supposedly distinct sections become more muddled later in the film.

The next section introduces the kaleidoscopic division of the screen that will occur frequently throughout the remainder of Ballet Mécanique. This abstraction of our view through fragmentation marks the moment when Léger’s diagram becomes suspect. As Ballet Mécanique clips along, we see multiple objects through this lens—animate and inanimate, recognizable and unidentifiable—including human faces, Christmas decorations, a gelatin mold, and a parrot. As household objects and industrial mechanisms appear and reappear at seemingly random intervals, often rearranging themselves though series of staccato cuts, the kaleidoscopic fragmentation first introduced in the second section is interrupted with additional modes of abstraction. For example, a line of either appropriated or simulated newspaper text, “ON A VOLÉ UN COLLIER DE PERLES DE 5 MILLIONS,” visually disintegrates in one sequence. The statement breaks into sections, flips in reverse and is interrupted by characters and objects, rounded 0s and a horse collar, calling one’s attention to language’s dependence upon context to convey meaning. Along with rapid-fire barrages of white (or blue or

104 Lawder, Cubist Cinema, 135; also notes this correspondence between film and diagram.
yellow or red or green) shapes and dancing utensils similar to those of the previously discussed “horizontal penetrations,” the synchronization of human and mechanical bodies continues throughout *Ballet Mécanique*, perhaps most jarringly in the film’s well-known staircase sequence. Here, we see the repeated rotation of a metallic mechanism juxtaposed with footage of a woman climbing a set of stone stairs that loops back to the beginning of her ascent each time she reaches her goal at the top. The same smiling lips that appear in the first section of the film reappear amidst this unnerving repetition; this expression seems to mock us, to acknowledge our shock. The futility of human and industrial production thus appears before us on the screen through the displacement of work itself via cinematic montage.

In light of this unrelenting implementation of rhythmic montage, it is unsurprising that filmmaker and theorist Sergei Eisenstein’s name appears in the French passage that introduces *Ballet Mécanique*. Indeed, we are told that we are set to view “ce film dont S.M. Eisenstein a dit qu'il était un des rare chefs-d'oeuvres du cinéma” (“a film that S.M. Eisenstein said was one of the rare masterpieces of cinema”) before Charlot makes his first appearance. This reference to a filmmaker famous for championing a montage technique of colliding fragments designed to shock the spectator is fitting and perhaps preparatory for viewers in-the-know, providing a prompt for them to become *monteurs*.

Surely, like the unwitting Charlot and Eisenstein, Picabia could not have predicted the displacement of the *Ballet Mécanique* image that he montaged in New York for the *391*’s August 1917 cover (fig. 2.26). And only in retrospect is it possible for us to know that director Henry J. Vernot’s cutting account of the *cinématographe*’s history in the guise of an etymology on the back cover of the same *391* issue would receive a
response to its sarcastic call-to-arms seven years later in the form of a film entitled *Ballet Mécanique*.[^105] Though Vernot devotes the majority of his text to outlining why film is not yet a medium that could displace literature or painting as the quintessential conveyor of “drame moderne,” he leaves us with the thought that the cinematograph could “become the drama of tomorrow.” In one sense, the previous pages simply test this prognostication.

[^105]: For the issue described in this paragraph, see Francis Picabia, ed. 391 no. 7 (August 1917): unpaginated. Digitized version via sdrc.lib.uiowa.edu/dada/391/7/index.htm
CHAPTER THREE
DISPLACED FOCI: SURREALIST MAGNIFICATION IN DOCUMENTS AND LA RÉVOLUTION SURRÉALISTE

“Il semble, en effet, impossible au sujet de l’œil de prononcer un autre mot que séduction, rien n’étant plus attrayant dans les corps des animaux et des hommes. Mais la séduction extrême est probablement à la limite de l’horreur”
- Georges Bataille, Documents no. 4 (September 1929)106

Georges Bataille’s final contribution to the Parisian journal Documents, which he edited for its entire run of fifteen issues, was “L’Esprit Moderne et le Jeu des Transpostions” or “The Modern Spirit and the Play of Transpositions.” Though printed a year later than this chapter’s focal point in 1929, no other pages so succinctly frame the surrealist moment that concerns me here. Let’s begin, then, with an ending of sorts, so as to circumscribe what might otherwise prove difficult to encircle in surrealist handheld cinema.

Appearing at the very end of the eighth issue of Documents volume two across five separate pages, Bataille’s “L’Esprit Moderne et le Jeu des Transpostions” essay critiques modern art’s inability to incite radical transformation. The text is nested among photographic images from three separate sources: the photographer and frequent Documents contributor Jacques-André Boiffard; the Photo Alinari archive, which provides shots of the ossified “Église Sainte-Marie de la Conception a Rome. Chapelle

106 Georges Bataille, “Oeil,” Documents 1, no. 4 (September 1929): 216. The excerpt is among those translated in the “English Supplement,” a section appended to Documents issues in the journal’s first year: “Indeed it seems impossible when speaking of the eye to use another word but fascination, for nothing is more attractive in the animal or human body. However extreme fascination is probably on the border line of horror…”
Mortuaire;” and L’Institute de Micrographie, whom Bataille thanks in a note.\(^{107}\)

Boiffard’s magnified image (fig. 3.1), captioned “Papier Collant et Mouches,” occupies its own page preceding the essay, and therefore may initially appear detached from Bataille’s text. Still, either before, during, or after reading, the astute observer might perceive Boiffard’s photograph as an interactive version of the enigma of optical representation that Bataille writes about in his essay. The finely rendered details of the flies—from the articulation of the legs and even finer overlapping of lines that suggest gossamer wings—identify the figures as they arrange themselves in an almost serpentine line of silhouettes across the mottled background. The flatness of the forms against the picture plane suggests an encompassing bird’s-eye view, but the lack of a map key initially prevents the observer from finding the direct passage between Boiffard’s image and Bataille’s text.

Like Boiffard’s full-page photograph, in the subsequent page spread, the image of the crypt interior and microphotographs that follow also visually dominate the columns of text (fig. 3.2). However, Bataille’s text provides a contrasting meta account: “the photographs accompanying this article (brought together more by chance than by a will that might not be entirely blind) probably reveal the extent of current powerlessness.”\(^{108}\)

In these final pages of Documents’ final number—as in numerous previous issues—there

---

\(^{107}\) Georges Bataille, “L’Esprit Moderne et le Jeu des Transpostions” Documents 2, no. 8 (1930/1): 488-92. Documents 2, no. 8 does not include a publication year as part of its editorial information page as in previous issues; however, Bataille’s reference to a March 1931 text in his article date it the issue later than 1930. For my analysis, I refer to both volumes of the Documents reprint published by Editions Jean-Michel Place in Paris in 1991. Translations are my own unless otherwise noted.

is a confounding contrast between the visual weight of the photographs and Bataille’s argument in his article, which ultimately speaks to the impotency of images. Bataille’s insistence that “it is possible to encounter what one has always sought only in complete darkness,” is sandwiched between two registers of magnified fly anatomy.109 His description of a scenario in which not merely blindness but headless-ness is deemed the fullest embodiment of human perception is surrounded by imagery that is the product of advanced optics.110

The disparity in verbal argumentation and visual prominence is not the only peculiarity of Bataille’s take on l’esprit moderne, a phrase whose usage he narrowly attributes to an article by wayward surrealist Roger Vitrac.111 Bataille’s overt reference to Vitrac is especially notable given that he did not do similarly for the second half of his title, le jeu de transpositions, which he could have just as readily sourced to surrealist conceptions of visual imagery’s potential to signify. Equally notable for the purposes of this study is Bataille’s aforementioned parenthetical insistence upon the “chance” selection of the images that appear alongside his text. For, as we shall see, the close-up images provided by Boiffard and L’Institute de Micrographie are but the final installment of a repeated trend found in the earlier Révolution Surréaliste revue published by the group who remained allegiant to Bataille’s rival, André Breton.

Bataille’s parenthetical admission about the images that appear alongside his essay—that they came together through “a will that might not be entirely blind [my

110 From 1936 to 1939, Bataille would publish the journal Acéphale, whose title is derived from the Greek work for headless.
111 The fact that Virtrac’s text, as stated in the first line of Bataille’s essay, was published in the March 17, 1931, issue of L’Intransigeant calls into question the supposed 1930 publication date of Documents final number.
emphasis]”—indeed describes a method that he and his eventual surrealist adversaries implemented in their handheld cinema. At the conclusion of *Documents*’ final issue, Bataille rejects the notion of a “play of transpositions,” which surrealists in particular and modernists more generally defined as a generative feature of their art. He denies that any artistic image-making could exist outside the rigid framework of culture that precludes desire. Still, from French Romantic retrospectives to an entire issue in honor of Picasso, the pages of *Documents* are filled with reproductions of paintings and sculptures alongside images of slaughterhouses and enlarged toes. And because the journal’s innocuous title is matched in its austere graphic design, while reading through *Documents*, one does fumble as if through a dimly lit room.

One way to read “L’Esprit Moderne et le Jeu des Transpostions” is as an instruction manual that Bataille has composed after the fact for how to avoid fixing the contents of *Documents*, or as encouragement for the reader to continue to fumble elsewhere following the journal’s demise. But such an abstruse directive to fumble blindly could just as easily lead us back to the mission of the surrealists in the mid-1920s, when the nascent movement opened its doors to the public through the Bureau of Surrealist Research. First printed in 1924, *La Révolution Surréaliste*, like *Documents*, is a deceivingly crisp record—or perhaps residue—of amorphous surrealist inquiry. To be sure, reading and looking more closely at the contents of *La Révolution Surréaliste* reveal a similarly unmanageable mélange to that found in *Documents*. The close-up, I argue, serves as a shorthand for invoking the mutable relationship between observation and understanding that occupied surrealist practice during the movement’s more nebulous state, in the years prior to the 1930s when surrealism began to discipline itself.
Of course, while Breton famously announced his manifestation of surrealism to the world—or, at least, Paris—in 1924, Bataille did not proclaim ‘official’ ties with the movement. You might then wonder why the two are so often positioned as sworn enemies in accounts of surrealist legend. As will become clear in this chapter’s examination of journal issues released in the fall of 1929, the outsized role of a disagreement between the two in histories of surrealism has much to do with the timing of their projects in print.

La Révolution Surréaliste and Documents were in very different, even oppositional, seasons of their lives as periodicals by the end of 1929, a year which also saw the publication in June of a special issue of the Belgian revue Variétés dedicated to surrealism. Breton and what remained of his company of adherents managed to produce just one issue of their journal during the entire year, which would be its last. Moreover, the final La Révolution Surréaliste opens with the incendiary “Second Manifeste du Surréalisme,” in which Breton airs his grievances with multiple movement members before expelling them—all of this prefaced with seven cheeky red lipstick kisses (fig. 3.3).\(^\text{112}\) In contrast, the four issues of Documents released in autumn 1929 represent a most productive stretch for the periodical. Many of its most frequently cited contents (to be discussed in detail below) were printed during the time when the final issue of La Révolution Surréaliste was in production. In fact, in his Second Manifesto, Breton cites

\[^{112}\text{André Breton, “Second Manifeste du Surréalisme,” La Révolution Surréaliste, no. 12 (December 1929): 1-17.}\]
Bataille’s essay on the “Figure Humaine” from the September 1929 issue of *Documents*.\(^{113}\)

The synchronicity in *La Révolution Surréaliste*’s descent and *Documents*’ ascent is worthy of the analysis it has received. Scholars typically trace Breton’s regrouping through *La Surréalisme au Service de la Révolution* beginning in 1930 or Bataille’s estrangement from his collaborators during the same year. But the hyper-focus on this rivalry has blinded us to the intricate construction of a verbal-visual line of inquiry that both journals actually share. To notice this more nuanced conversation, we must return Breton’s and Bataille’s pointed words to the more fluid spaces of their respective handheld cinema.\(^{114}\)

I focus this chapter on a smattering of pages pressed in autumn 1929; nonetheless, I’ve designed this case study, as all the other in this dissertation, to exemplify a technique emblematic of the medium of handheld cinema. To do this work, I have again enlisted the aid of projected film to simulate the durational observation that these surrealist examples require. However, unlike the dadaist displacements of media in the previous chapter, the surrealist use of the close-up is a more explicitly optical project. This shift does not mean that our analysis should neglect the multi-sensing observer. On the contrary, close-up imagery magnifies a tension between visual perception and cognition. The printed close-ups in *La Révolution Surréaliste* and *Documents* do not merely refer to their projected

\(^{113}\) Breton, “Second Manifeste,” 16.

\(^{114}\) The importance of fluidity, and especially marine fluidity, in this analysis struck me—almost too appropriately—as I reread by the shore Rosalind Krauss’s discussion of the oceanic in “The Photographic Conditions of Surrealism,” in *The Originality of the Avant-Garde and Other Modernist Myths* (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1984), 95. Krauss also certainly discusses surrealism elsewhere, for example in the fourth chapter of *The Optical Unconscious* (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1994), 149-96.
filmic counterparts but also require readers to rethink how and why magnified, obscurely cropped imagery appears within a graphic context that initially presents itself as straightforward.

As the surrealist close-up allows me to reintroduce *Documents* and *La Révolution Surréaliste* as handheld cinema, this study is just as concerned with how the journals partake in the medium as with the specific social or political implications of the material under consideration. Certainly, the aesthetic and the epistemological are as entangled in my own writing as in the primary sources I discuss. But the method of close looking that I employ to translate handheld cinema into words requires me to do some writerly cropping. You’ll still need to look elsewhere for in depth considerations of surrealist painting, for example, or to follow the ways in which Bataille’s conception of the subversive images and Breton’s theorization of convulsive beauty are rearticulated in the 1930s.115 Tracing the changing deployment of the close-up in surrealist practice could very well generate an alternative history of the movement. But, for now, I want to embrace magnification’s displacement of vision so that we might revive the fluctuating shape of surrealist handheld cinema in Paris in 1929.

***

Before positioning the particular function of close-up within surrealist practice in Paris in the waning months of the 1920s, the critical legacy and prevalence of the term

---

115 The inaugural essay in a series by Breton on “Le Surréalisme et la peinture” appeared in *La Révolution Surréaliste* no. 4 (July 1925): 26-30. Also, although Breton had written about the concept at the conclusion of his 1928 book *Nadja*, it would not be until the publication of *Minotaure*, no. 5 (February 1934) that “convulsive beauty” would make a verbal-visual appearance in the press alongside photographs by Man Ray and Brassaï.
deserve consideration.\footnote{For an example of a twenty-first-century exhibition that takes up this task, see Dawn Ades and Simon Baker, Close-up: Proximity and De-Familiarisation in Art, Film and Photography, exh. cat (Edinburgh: Fruitmarket Gallery, 2008). For an article that more explicitly focuses on cinema, see Mary Ann Doane, “The Close-Up: Scale and Detail in the Cinema,” A Journal of Feminist Cultural Studies 14, no. 3 (2003): 89-111.} By 1927 there was in fact a magazine entitled Close Up devoted to discussing film from a literary perspective.\footnote{Susan McCabe, “Close Up & Wars They Saw: From Visual Erotics to a Transferential Politics of Film,” The Space Between 8, no. 1 (2012): 20-23. Amidst a discussion that spotlights Bryher’s desire for cinema to “activate the spectator” through comparisons between her film criticism and the approaches of her collaborators H.D. and Macpherson, McCabe suggests that “psychoanalysis itself is filmic: there is ample vocabulary connecting the two fields: close ups, interior monologue, flashbacks, recurrent images.” For a thematic overview, also see Close Up 1927-1933: Cinema and Modernism, eds. James Donald, Anne Friedberg, Laura Marcus (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1998).} And a slightly earlier text proves that thinking on the cinematic close-up had been in circulation in French since the beginning of the decade: filmmaker and critic Jean Epstein’s “Grossissement [Magnification],” first published in his Bonjour Cinéma in 1921.\footnote{Here, I rely upon Jean Epstein, “Magnification,” in French Film Theory and Criticism, A History/Anthology, Volume I, 1907-1929, ed. Richard Abel (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1988), 235-41; for an English translation of the text.} Although Epstein’s text can be summarized as an attempted description of the function of the close-up in cinema, the details of his discussion reveal subtle effects of the technique that are worth exploring at length, as they include the vocabulary that we will soon apply to surrealist handheld cinema. In Documents and La Révolution Surréaliste, Epstein’s idea of the close-up as an undulation in cinematic temporality comes into contact with the magnified material fragments found in texts by Walter Benjamin, a contemporary of the surrealists in late-1920s Paris.

The first, seemingly superficial lines of Epstein’s essay introduce the elusive qualities of the close-up: “I will never find the way to say how much I love American close-ups. Point blank. A head suddenly appears on screen and drama, now face to face, seems to address me personally, swells with an extraordinary intensity. I am
Here, Epstein admits the inadequacy of his text while still managing to convey the importance of the phenomenon he has set out to explain. He also introduces two ostensibly contradictory qualities that define the cinematic close-up: directness and intangibility.

On the close-up’s relationship to the cinematic medium as a whole, though, Epstein is consistent, succinctly defining this dynamic later in his essay: “The cinematic feeling is therefore particularly intense. More than anything else, the close-up relates it.” Epstein’s difficulty in describing the process of magnification is thus related to the more complex issue of codifying cinematic affect in general. Nonetheless, a defining feature of the close-up—its fleeting unpredictability—connects magnification to the quality that Epstein argues should shape all of cinema: photogénie. “The photogenic is conjugated in the future and in the imperative. It does not allow for stasis,” he writes, defining cinema primarily in terms of time rather than space. Magnification may ameliorate our ability to see surface detail, but the magnified cinematic image, according to Epstein, should ideally register as pure emotional stimulus rather than a material object.

Still, the emotional stimulus of close looking requires us to ignore, or mentally obscure, portions of our immediate surroundings. This means that magnified vision is always incomplete, always a result of a severing of the continuous picture. Epstein describes the optimal way to incorporate the close-up into a filmic sequence: “Just as a stroller leans down to get a better look at a plant, an insect, or a pebble, in a sequence

---

120 Ibid., 240.
121 Ibid., 236.
describing a field the lens must include close-ups of a flower, a fruit, or an animal: living nature.”

Here, situated within a logical progression from far to near, the magnified image suggests a sort of hyper-presence—altered from the typical “recommended points of view” but still primarily descriptive of an object that we can imagine sharing our space.

The affective potential of the projected cinematic close-up as described by Epstein certainly speaks to the reciprocity involved in the handheld cinema of interwar Parisian surrealism, but the close-up imagery in Documents and La Révolution Surréaliste also participates in a more general modern cultural fascination with magnified optics. In 1928, Walter Benjamin’s Einbahnstrasse or One-Way Street likened the process of magnification to the selective but randomized gaze of the flâneur. For Benjamin, “Enlargement” does not place objects in closer proximity to allow for scrutiny of their material properties, but rather serves to abstract the artifice of the visible surface, allowing us to connect what we see to a grander but more hidden fabric. Benjamin’s text assembles descriptions of a collection of antique objects and snippets of childhood memories that portray a carnival of attractions that no longer exist. But these fragments replicate on the page a visually-saturated milieu in which certain objects and situations seem to self-magnify—an enlargement usually triggered by memory. Benjamin, for example, describes the quest of an unnamed “Untidy child,” who is likely a stand-in for

123 Ibid.
124 See Walter Benjamin, One-Way Street and Other Writings, trans. Edmund Jephcott and Kinsley Shorter (London: NLB, 1979), 45-104; for one English translation. Benjamin wrote other texts that seem to depend upon the logic of magnification, such as his Berlin Childhood around 1900 and unfinished Arcades Project, neither of which was published during his lifetime. Benjamin also wrote his essay “Surrealism: The Last Snapshot of the European Intelligentsia” in 1929, presumably awash in the same milieu that concerns me in this chapter.
the writer, in which the enlargement of his treasured possessions serves as a form of escapism: “He hunts the spirits whose trace he scents in things; between spirits and things years are passed in which his field of vision remains free of people. His life is like a dream: he knows nothing lasting; everything seemingly happens to him by chance. His nomad-years are hours in the forest of dream.”

The printed contexts of photographs in *Documents* and *La Révolution Surréaliste* at times provide the sequencing that Epstein describes, but the reader’s attempt to connect words and images is also like wandering in the forest of dream that Benjamin describes. Or, in other words, the act of reading generates more fluid verbal-visual connections. Unlike the regularized progression of a projected film strip that provides equally regularized context for projected close-ups, the printed page is activated through the attention of individual observers. So, the context that surrounds the close-up in surrealist handheld cinema can serve as both a catalyst and a barrier to meaning. The sensual, temporal conception of the cinematic close-up in Epstein’s account and the structural, spatial potential of magnification in Benjamin’s writing overlap in the graphic layouts of word and image in *Documents* and *La Révolution Surréaliste*. Not coincidentally, confusions between sense and structure, space and time were of equal interest within the surrealist milieu that fomented both journals. Examining the close-up therefore provides an avenue toward a more nuanced view of surrealist imagery that incorporates statements more explicitly related to artmaking entangled with those that address historical, symbolic, and biological concerns.

***

125 Benjamin, *One-Way Street*, 73.
*Documents* remained constant in its cover design; it was text-based and listed its areas of coverage: archaeology, fine arts and ethnography (fig. 3.4). However neutral the journal’s unassuming packaging might seem, its contents reflect the interests of the editorial board, which included researchers at the Trocadéro and Louvre museums, universities, and other European institutions of learning. A survey of the front pages of *Documents*’ debut année—those issues produced in 1929 which are of primary concern here—also indicates two conflicting qualities in the journal’s genesis. First, advertisements for contemporary journals like *Variétés*, *Jazz*, *transition*, and *Gazette des Beaux-Arts* (the latter of which most directly spawned *Documents*) point to a policy of inclusivity. *Documents* was not the organ of a specific movement but a “magazine illustré” along the lines of those advertised, which all claimed to present some condensation of a “modern spirit.” The second quality that emerges contrasts this publicized openness. The frequency with which the bylines of Bataille, Michel Leiris, Carl Einstein, and Robert Desnos appear might be read as a matter of practicality, a consistent dependence upon trusted sources. This repetition of contributors suffuses *Documents* with a consistent perspective that is as potent as that of *La Révolution Surréaliste*.

The particular ways in which images and text interact in *Documents* are symptomatic of the tension between the generalist mission and the esoteric execution of the journal. I am certainly not the first to point to the distinctive verbal-visual conundrum that *Documents* presents. Borrowing Georges Didi-Huberman’s term *frottement* or the
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126 The fourth coverage area does shift from “doctrines” to “variétés” between the first and final issue.
127 For a slightly more in-depth discussion of the connections between *Documents* and these periodicals, see Ades and Baker, *Undercover Surrealism*, 12-14.
“rubbing together” of contents in *Documents*, Eric Robertson describes the “friction that unsettles both the aestheticism of artistic forms and the positivism of ethnographic facts” in the journal as an “art of connections.” Raymond Spiteri, too, mentions Didi-Huberman’s *La Ressemblance informe* as well as Rosalind Krauss’s analysis of Bataille’s writing on the *informe* when he describes how an image can function “as a matrix of the *informe*.” According to Spiteri, “The image stages the movement of contention that describes the *informe*; or, more precisely, it is through the image that the movement of the *informe* manifests itself.” As these examples attest, whether we describe a tension, transposition, friction, or *frottement* between the material components of *Documents*, our interpretations of the (anti)aesthetics of the journal tend to return to the same root: Bataille’s definition of the *informe* in the final issue of 1929.

I do not want to discount the sustained prominence of the *informe* as a concept associated with Bataille, but to do some soil analysis, so to speak. *Documents* is fertile ground for digging into the environmental conditions that cultivated formlessness. The “Critical Dictionary” in which Bataille’s definition was printed was a regular feature in
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130 As a reminder, the definition against definition reads as follows per Georges Bataille. *Vision of Excess. Selected Writings, 1927-1939*, trans. Allan Stoekl with Carl R. Lovitt and Donald M. Leslie Jr. (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1985), 31: “A dictionary begins when it no longer gives the meaning of words, but their tasks. Thus formless is not only an adjective having a given meaning, but a term that serves to bring things down in the world, generally requiring that each thing have its form. What it designates has no rights in any sense and gets itself squashed everywhere, like a spider or an earthworm. In fact, for academic men to be happy, the universe would have to take shape. All of philosophy has no other goal: it is a matter of giving a frock coat to what is, a mathematical frock coat. On the other hand, affirming that the universe resembles nothing and is only formless amounts to saying that the universe is something like a spider or spit.” The original French is found in Georges Bataille, “Informe,” *Documents* 1, no. 7 (December 1929): 382.
Documents, after all, and had involved the visual-verbal tensions so frequently invoked in discussions of the informe prior to the term’s appearance in December 1929 (fig. 3.5). It is noteworthy for our purposes that the text of Bataille’s definition is printed among a sequence of contributions on cinematic topics that include “Imagerie Moderne,” with two full-page reproductions of illustrated magazine covers, and “Cinéma d’Avant-Garde,” both by Desnos, along with an announcement of upcoming events featuring soviet filmmaker Sergei Eisenstein in Paris.131 Two images of “Le Seine pendant l’hiver 1870-71” and “Un des tableaux du film parlant ‘Hollywood review’” are printed on the page following the December 1929 informe definition, the former more explicitly related to an entry than the latter.132 But the informe issue’s commingling of verbal and visual material is actually no more conspicuous than in previous versions of the dictionnaire.

It is the dictionary section of Documents, no. 6 (November 1929) that has been a favorite among scholars concerned with the journal’s place in Bataille’s cultural criticism.133 The dictionary’s pages in this issue are simultaneously dominated by Bataille’s words and by striking photographic imagery that interrupts the flow of the columned text.134 The first page of entries (fig. 3.6) includes a paragraph-long definition of abattoir (slaughterhouse) by Bataille along with the first part of his take on the cheminée d’usine (factory chimney). A photograph that shows, as captioned, the 60-meter chute of a factory chimney in London, its leftward jutting angle at once suggesting its
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132 See Michel Leiris, “Débacle,” Documents 1, no. 7 (December 1929): 382. The fact that Bataille contributes just one definition—of informe—to the December 1929 critical dictionary is also of note as he is the primary contributor of entries in previous issues.
133 For example, Robertson, 253-54.
134 “Dictionnaire,” Documents 1, no. 6 (November 1929), 328-34.
toppling and pointing backward and even echoing the angular elements of the full-page photograph on the preceding page. After reading Bataille’s blood-and-guilt-soaked definition of *abattoir*, the facing photograph by Eli Lotar captioned “Aux abattoirs de La Villette” indeed accrues new significance. The row of dismembered bovine legs lined along the stone wall in the mid-ground of the image could almost be a part of the ritualized slaughtering of yore that Bataille describes. Hidden from view around the corner of the weaving bricked path that meanders through the image, Lotar’s photograph displays, through neat linearity not unlike the factory chimney it opposes, a form of reverence for a practice that Bataille brings to our attention in his text even as the gore of slaughter remains hidden from most moderns. This first page spread of the November 1929 *Documents dictionnaire* thus demonstrates the verbal-visual fluidity found throughout the journal, as Lotar’s photograph preceding Bataille’s *abattoir* definition carries the textual definition into an optical register that is complementary but not prescriptive.

A turn of the page, however, further liquefies the definition set forth in Bataille’s text. The four photographic images arranged in a two by two grid that covers the entirety of the double-page spread (with the exception of the image captions) presents the observer with an optical task that may be the most challenging in all of *Documents* (fig. 3.7). The two photographs to the left present their challenge first in the form of a shock. Moving downward, the eye skims the smears of fresh blood, darkened and preserved as almost painterly strokes in the photographs, until the caption at the bottom confirms the images as two more belonging to Lotar, “Aux abattoirs de La Villette.”135 The texture and

135 Another set of *abattoir* images by Lotar that appear to be from the same shoot were later published in the French mass-market illustrated weekly *VU* 166 (May 20, 1931): 698-700.
pattern of the ground no longer stabilizes the gore in these photographs. As it turns out, the first image was not a comprehensive complement to Bataille’s entry but an establishing shot. This second couple of abattoir images—one from worm’s-eye and the other from a bird’s-eye view—remove the possibility of an immediate imaging of a human perspective in their making. Their close-up cropping at once detaches them from the sure-footed composition of the first image and provides unblinking focus on the physical traces of slaughter that, on Bataille’s account, cultural conventions have pushed into the unseen shadows for all but an unlucky few. For although abatteur figures are visible at bottom right in the lower photograph, their identities are inscrutable as the camera’s gaze hovers from above. One can no more identify with them than the cow carcass splayed across the top left corner of the lower image nor the dismembered piece of unassigned anatomy in the foreground in the upper photograph.

Insuring that the eye has no respite, the two images on the right-hand page are also but differently unrelenting and inscrutable in their framing. Again, the caption provides some clues: “1. Tête de crevette; 2. Tête de crabe. (cf. p. 332) – Film Jean Painlevé (1929).” The indication to consult page 332 leads to a dictionary entry not yet encountered, for crustacés (shellfish), by Jacques Baron. But as with Bataille’s text, Baron makes no direct reference to the illustrations. What’s more, the composition and placement of the film stills encourage the observer to consider their murky forms alongside Lotar’s abattoir photographs even before or perhaps instead of glimpsing the text on the next page. The Painlevé stills, like the Lotar photographs, are at once crowded with information and devoid of fixed points that would allow them to be informational. Having lost subtle gradation in their reproduction in print, both stills appear flattened,
almost patterned, in their two-dimensionality. With the guidance of the caption, it is possible to make out the polka-dotted profile of a *crevette* in the upper image and a frontal portrait of a *crabe* in the lower, but only just. Close-up focus again does not allow us to affix an indexical meaning to these sea creatures; they instead prompt one’s attention to flow across the surface of the page, traveling across frames and images, into a fact-finding flux.

***

Painlevé’s inclusion in *Documents* as part of the November 1929 *dictionnaire* is not merely coincidental. Most often remembered as a documentarian, his films, especially in the late 1920s, were also associated with surrealism in the press and through personal contacts with the movement’s participants. His strategies as a filmmaker do not simply make prominent use of microscopic technology to capture miniscule aquatic subjects on film. This hyper-focus also required Painlevé to command his filmic sequences through editing and, eventually, through voiceover so that the so-called documentary narratives are a blend of fact and fiction. In a recent article, James Leo Cahill explores Painlevé’s documentary methods as a *gai savoir* or gay science, drawing on Friedrich Nietzsche’s 1882 text of the same name. Cahill’s designation of the poetic, felt comprehension that Painlevé distinguished at the heart of his pedagogical mission provides a new lens through which to conceive of how documentary filmmaking can be informational.

---


Furthermore, this application of the term *gai savoir* to Painlevé’s method also recalls the subtitle of Didi-Huberman’s book *La Resssemblance informe: ou le gai savoir visuel selon Georges Bataille* (1995). As both Cahill and Didi-Huberman attest, the documentarian Painlevé and the theorist Bataille each sought to oppose the rigidity of objectivist conclusions by showing how the fluidity of gay science more accurately addresses the constant fluctuations of world-defining information systems.

To be sure, looking at an example from Painlevé’s vast oeuvre of documentary films provides an alternative model for looking at *Documents* that will help us to further distinguish how the journal’s seemingly esoteric contents open to conversations that question the concept of knowledge writ large. Painlevé’s *Les Oursins* or *Sea Urchins* was first screened during 1929 and, not coincidentally, is a film that the documentarian described as surreal.138 At ten minutes long, the black and white, silent film matches the running time and format of Painlevé’s contemporaneous projects, which then as now retain their classification as educational documentaries.139 *Sea Urchins’* didactic function may appear at odds with commentary by the critic Émile Vuillermoz, who wrote that “No other spectacle gives a more unsettling sense of the relativity of our sensations.”140 But this unsettling was a crucial step in the process of learning through comprehension that Painlevé hoped his films would incite.

*Sea Urchins*, for example, opens with a familiar shot of a lone figure digging on the shore before cutting to a close-up of a hand holding an urchin (figs. 3.8-9), the human

---

139 The *Science Is Fiction* DVD labels them as such.
body dissected and magnified by the camera in a manner that forecasts Painlevé’s treatment of the marine creature later in the film. The film continues to shuttle between intertitles that present plainly stated facts about the urchin and shots that frame the anatomy so tightly that it is all but impossible to distinguish due to lack of surrounding context.\textsuperscript{141} Even the intertitle text that explains cinematic magnification capabilities—“200,000 times on a 9’ x 12’ screen”—does little to prepare the viewer (fig. 3.10). Sequences that abstract the urchin’s pedicellaria into a microscopic landscape compete with shots of the seashore that open and close *Sea Urchins* so that the spatial terrain of the film fluctuates along with its temporal unfolding (fig. 3.11). Painlevé’s manipulation of the viewer’s senses in order to instigate the unsettling he believed was necessary for effective pedagogy indeed extends to the concluding shot of *Les Oursins*, in which the sphere of the sun repeats the round form of the urchin diagrammed earlier in the film while simultaneously mirroring the viewer’s own ocular anatomy (figs. 3.12-13).

Painlevé’s reframing of form as a means to help us see the world anew and subsequent contextualization through narrative thus models the doubled, verbal-visual fluidity of Bataille’s contributions to *Documents*. Moreover, Painlevé’s filmic structures demonstrate how the observer might gain insight from the journal rather than remaining lost in an unconscious void or reverie. The reader of *Documents* meets obstacles in the form of page-sized, close-up photographs that both repel and compel, from the big toes by Boiffard that interrupt Bataille’s text “Le Gros Orteil” or the detached, magnified photographs of plant segments by Karl Blossfeldt that accompany “Le Langage des

\textsuperscript{141} According to Cahill, “Forgetting Lessons,” 267, “Painlevé often preferred his films to be screened silently or with his own live commentary” in order to avoid misunderstanding of the visual content.
Fleurs.” These photographs by Boiffard and Blossfeldt are among the most striking examples of images in *Documents* that seem to conform as visual illustrations to texts but, upon further inspection, reveal excess or alternative meaning. One’s interest might be sparked by confusion and prolonged by desire to make sense—if only fleetingly—of the unexpected, unresolvable verbal-visual premise that *Documents* presents. While these encounters with Bataille’s writing and his visual collaborators on the printed page are puzzling, they are not so troubling as to prevent us from reading further. There is a specific pleasure that one finds in working through *Documents*—even when presented with evidence of entrails and other viscera—that is akin to what Cahill describes as an *amour floué* in Painlevé’s cinematic technique. Per Cahill, *amour floué* is “blurred love, an eroticism sparked not only by the frisson of the unexpected encounter but also by the momentary confusion and interpenetration of boundaries and limits.” This language certainly connects Bataille’s writings on formlessness to Painlevé’s more narrowly defined educational, populist initiative.

But, of course, Cahill derives his phrase *amour floué*, blurred love, from *amour fou*, mad love, a concept that became central to Breton’s theorization of surrealist attraction beginning in the mid-1920s, eventually resulting in a book entitled with the phrase published in 1935. Perhaps, then, we can say that close-up framing produces an optical blur that is conceptually maddening. The blurred signifier creates a purpose for the observer that propels her to search for signification that is ever-dissolving in a pursuit that both Bataille and Breton would have recognized as madness.

---

143 Cahill, “Forgetting Lessons,” 274.
To demonstrate further how the handheld cinema of both *Documents* and *La Révolution Surréaliste* prompts the enactment of the *amours floué* and *fou*, let’s turn our attention to perhaps the most infamous surrealist close-up—one that magnifies the eye itself. Even now, from my retrospective twentieth-first-century viewpoint, from which I can anticipate the close-up shot that concludes the opening sequence of *Un Chien Andalou*, I struggle to maintain a steady focus, to *not* avert my gaze. With each sharpening of the blade that will slice through the eyeball in Luis Buñuel and Salvador Dalí’s film, I blink.¹⁴⁴

*Un Chien Andalou* premiered in June 1929, in Paris, at a point of confluence for the fluid surrealist phase that interests me here. Because the topic of surrealist painting is outside the purview of this study, Dalí has not been a major character thus far. This does not mean that he was silent on matters of artmaking prior to 1929. Yet, his collaboration with fellow-Spanish émigré Buñuel on the script for *Un Chien Andalou* did coincide with Dalí’s official adoption of the surrealist cause via Breton and, more importantly, the artist’s lucid articulations of his conception of “anti-art” in relation to photomechanical imagery. As Malcolm Turvey has pointed out, Dalí identified *Un Chien Andalou* as a documentary despite the fact that he and Buñuel scripted the illogical, time-bending, dream sequence that constitutes film’s ‘plot.’¹⁴⁵ Turvey posits that, in contrast to the non-narrative rhythms of films like *Ballet Mécanique*, Buñuel and Dalí’s project gains structure from story elements—or, more specifically, from borrowed cinematic tropes.

¹⁴⁴ A digitized version of the film is available via https://vimeo.com/154546132
the “ready-made language of mainstream filmmaking.” If we can, then, conceive of Painlevé as a storyteller as well as a reporter in the conception of his marine documentaries, can we also say that Buñuel and Dali played the same dual role? After all, Breton himself had given the directive to surrealists to serve as “modest recording instruments” in the first *Manifeste du Surréalisme*. What more could we ask of a surrealist filmmaker than to record the crashing waves of his optical unconscious, teeming with cinematic reverberations? Or, to utilize the critical terms of close-up viewing as Epstein and Benjamin have defined them, do Buñuel and Dali intercut horizontal unfolding with discrete, vertical events in a manner that allows the film’s magnification to blur distinctions between cinematic form and individual memory?

Breton’s printing of Buñuel and Dali’s *Un Chien Andalou* script in the final issue of *La Révolution Surréaliste* represents his endorsement of the project just pages away from the text of the second surrealist manifesto, in which the poet-impressor publically cut ties with many of the surrealist movement’s most prominent members. Yet, rather than reproducing even a single film still from *Un Chien Andalou*, the four pages of double-columned text culminate in a small reproduction of an image by painter Yves Tanguy, *Tes Bougies Bougent* (fig. 3.14). The reader is thereby left in the dark even as she might expect visible references to the film to illustrate the script. The text does read as a list of shots such that one can envision the film, for example: “La lame de rasoir traverse l’œil de la jeune fille en le sectionnant.” So, we might theoretically draw upon our filmic memories to fabricate a documentary out of an archive of readymade fictions,
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146 Turvey, “*Un Chien Andalou,*” 118-19.
like Dalí claims to have done with Buñuel. Since the final issue of *La Révolution Surréaliste* was published in December 1929, the possibility that even the publication’s earliest audience had attended a screening of *Un Chien Andalou* in the summer or autumn also exists. In this case, the printed script might serve as an aide-mémoire as it does to those of us who have screened the now widely available silent film. Either way, the script transforms itself into a version of handheld cinema sans image. The absence of reproduced film stills does not deter the reader from envisioning individual shots and sequences. Instead, the absent presence of the film as a whole encourages an improvisation of mental images that stream together through the progression of reading. This handheld cinematic version of *Un Chien Andalou* therefore asks one to question the separation between interior and exterior images alongside distinctions between fact and fiction, cinematic time and personal memory that its projected filmic counterpart blurs.

Bataille had also cited *Un Chien Andalou* in the September 1929 issue of *Documents*, where it similarly lacks a photographic reference, though a footnote lists publications where one can find “excellentes photographies” from the film. Bataille’s discussion of the film appears in his portion of the multi-authored definition of *oeil* (eye) from the no. 4 installment of the critical dictionary, the first one to divide the text into two columns. Following Desnos’s cataloging of idioms that involve optical language and a photo of “Les yeux de Joan Crawford” in a mid-column break, Bataille’s second section of the entry is entitled “Friandise cannibale,” or “cannibal sweet” and precedes Marcel Griaule’s text concerning the evil eye. As one might expect, unlike in the script printed in *La Révolution Surréaliste*, Bataille’s discussion of *Un Chien Andalou* serves as an

---

example in his definition and thus is truncated. There is neither space nor time to envision
the scenes unraveling. Before moving on to examples from Victor Hugo as inspired by
the imagery of Grandville and the pulp publication *L’Oeil de la Police*, both of which
refer to illustrations from later pages, Bataille cuts to the center of what he finds
compelling in *Un Chien Andalou* (here as stated in the issue’s “English Supplement”):
“the young woman’s eye cut by a razor in the recent and admirable film by Luis
Buñuel and Salvador Dalí; in the film the eye is seen as attracting the blade, both being
equally horrible and fascinating.”150 Bataille’s extremely pointed description of the film
within his definition of the eye makes this passage function like a textual close-up. The
image that we envision seduces us while at the same time pushing us toward “the border
line of horror,” just as Bataille argues the eye itself does.

As these two references to the same film, *Un Chien Andalou*, in *La Révolution
Surréaliste* and *Documents* show, the makers of both journals did not merely share an
attraction to similar materials even as the surrealist movement was in danger of being
swept away in the tides of disagreement in 1929. The editorial decisions and design
layouts also attest to a confluence of formal choices that take their cues from filmic
techniques—even in passages that omit photomechanical reproductions. For the
remainder of this text, then, let’s consider how we might read both *La Révolution
Surréaliste* and *Documents* as forms of handheld cinema that dilate the cinematic close-up
that had become a trope by the late-1920s so that magnification applies to images and
text alike. The removal of detailed visual description from contextual support through
cropping in close-up imagery results in an informational absence—even if details appear

150 “According to the article of Georges Bataille,” “Eye,” *Documents* 1, no. 4 (September 1929): unpaginated.
to present plainly articulated facts. In the surrealist handheld cinema of *La Revolution Surréaliste* and *Documents*, the observer encounters the absent presence edifying material not only in photomechanical illustrations but also in passages of descriptive text and in page layouts that fuse visual and verbal magnification. As close-ups are nested within close-ups, one experiences surrealism’s amorphousness in 1929 and 1930 firsthand in the act of reading this handheld cinema.

***

How precisely can *La Revolution Surréaliste* and *Documents* present to us textual close-ups as well as optical ones? Just as the displacements discussed elsewhere in this study, this question can be answered in several ways. Because handheld cinema is a medium that takes shape through individual curiosities, sudden bursts of data might catch one’s attention and befuddle in the same moment. Consider for example, the passage on *homme* that appears in the same critical dictionary as *œil*, which cites the “eminent chemist,” Dr. Charles Henry Maye,

> The bodily fat of a normally constituted man would suffice to make seven cakes of toilet soap. Enough iron is found in the organism to make a medium sized nail. And sugar to sweeten a cup of coffee. The phosphorus would provide 2,200 matches. The magnesium would furnish the light needed to take a photograph. In addition, a little potassium and sulphur, but in an unusable quality ... These different raw materials, costed at current prices, represent an approximate sum of 25 francs.\(^{151}\)

Here, a quotation from Dr. Maye is severed from its original publication context in the *Journal des Débats* in a manner that amplifies the disorienting effect of its atomization and commodification. For a not particularly attentive reader who had picked up the September 1929 issue of *Documents* on a whim, the presence of a direct reference to a

chemical objectification of the human body might have been particularly jarring. After all, tailing two articles concerning visual artists Hercules Seghers and Alberto Giacometti with full-page reproductions of select works, the columns of text that begin the fourth issue’s *dictionnaire* are misleadingly plain (fig. 3.15).

The disjunction that caused the abrupt informational magnification in *homme* is, in itself, an instance of textual magnification. But, to a more astute reader, Dr. Maye’s breakdown of the human body would also recall another article from *Documents*. Earlier, in the same issue, Bataille meditates on the “Figure Humaine,” an essay whose title can be translated into English as either “Human Figure,” “Human Face,” or “Human Countenance” in a slippage that matches the theme of the text. Unlike the text of the *homme* definition, the relations between visual and verbal close-ups in this passage are not so readily inscribed but present a more sophisticated fluidity suggestive of Bataille’s more generalized thinking on what images can do for us.

As one attempts to progress through “Figure Humaine,” the text begins with a rare direct acknowledgement of the first of the copious photographs reproduced with the text. Bataille’s reference to “the presence of an acute perturbation in, let us say, the state of the human mind represented by the sort of provincial wedding photographed twenty-five years ago” instills a distrust of the ostensibly innocuous portrait that shares the essay’s first page (fig. 3.16). Bataille refers to the wedding portrait to emphasize points about the simultaneous “seduction” and “contaminating senility” of photographic images; the photographs, for him, are not objectifying instruments but instigators of violence and

---

152 Georges Bataille, “Figure Humaine,” *Documents* 1, no. 4 (September 1929): 194-20.
153 Annette Michelson, “Human Face,” *October* 36 “Georges Bataille: Writings on Laughter, Sacrifice, Nietzsche, Un-Knowing” (Spring 1986): 17. Throughout this section, in parenthetical citations from this point forward, I refer to further portions of this translation.
absurdity (17). According to Benjamin Noys, Bataille’s essay addresses photographic subversion via a description of the image’s “splitting” of containment and chaos: “Matter for Bataille is always ‘active’ [...] never settling within a frame or an image but always emerging from an image, a word or things.” In short, like the close-up, all images and texts are cropped in such a way as to require us to make them meaningful in a participatory act of reading.

Bataille does not restrict himself to a discussion of photography in “Figure Humaine,” and the repeated arrangements of nineteenth-century carte-de-visite portraits of costumed sitters are not mentioned in writing save for a concluding note and caption for the final full-page layout (fig. 3.17). However, the portraits’ presence serves alternatingly to amplify and to mock Bataille’s words. The multiplicity of these images coupled with their unflinchingly artificial costuming and props—from butterfly wings to classicized painted landscape backdrops—at once distracts the reader and underscores the series of nested relations that Bataille draws in his essay. The overt artificiality of portraits like those printed in “Figure Humaine” are, according to Bataille, the products of a wholly artificial “attribution of a real character to our surroundings” that merely satisfies “vulgar intellectual voracity” (18). The absurdity of photographs thus exaggerates one way in which the definition of personhood has been systematized.

Contrary to “Thomist thought and present-day science,” Bataille argues against the notion that human subjects are intact entities—that instead “the self has no place in an

---

155 Per Baker, “Human Figures,” 189-90; “These unintentionally hilarious photographs, originally collected as ‘cartes-album’, could be ordered directly from the Nadar studio by perusing the large demonstration boards of their back-catalogue.”
intelligible universe” (18). In their false fixing of the self, in their encasement of a fluctuating, unintelligible presence through photography, the portraits in “Figure Humaine” could be possible catalysts to thinking outside of the system of signification that frames them. Bataille envisions such thoughts in the following scenario:

If, indeed, we consider a character chosen at random from the ghosts here presented, then its apparition during the discontinuous series expressed by the notion of the scientific universe (or even, more simply put, at a given point of the infinite space and time of common sense) remains perfectly shocking to the mind; it is as shocking as the appearance of the self within the metaphysical whole, or, to return to the concrete, as that of a fly on an orator’s nose (19).

The miniscule, short-lived, unpredictable insect remains Bataille’s rhetorical focal point even as he introduces and swiftly refutes Hegelian and dadaist thought on systems via a quotation from Tristan Tzara in the paragraph following this evocative verbal close-up. Bataille even concludes the passage with a reprise, asserting that to accept “the indemonstrable character of the universe of science” is to “reduce the appearance of the self to that of the fly” (19).

I dwell on this fly not just because of its potency in evoking Bataille’s usage of verbal-visual magnification in Documents. The previously discussed inclusion of Boiffard’s flypaper close-up with rounded microphotographs in Bataille’s final article for the journal, “L’Esprit Moderne et le Jeu des Transpostions,” suggests the consistency with which he used the insect as a motif. Perhaps this proclivity explains why Breton chose to focus on the fly in his mocking critique of Bataille in the Second Manifeste du Surréalisme of La Révolution Surréaliste’s final issue—and why the inclusion of Boiffard’s flypaper in the final Documents issue more than a year later could be conceived of as a belated rebuttal. Per Breton, “M. Bataille loves flies. Not we: we love
the miters of old evocators, the miters of pure linen to whose front point was affixed a blade of gold and upon which flies did not settle, because they had been purified to keep them away” (184). This passage speaks to Breton’s strategy in denouncing Bataille’s project as disingenuous as well as useless.

Still, Breton does not simply cite examples from Bataille’s work in Documents, though he does mention “Figure Humaine.” Just as La Révolution Surréaliste imitated the format of the scientific journal La Nature, Yve-Alain Bois has noted that Breton’s Second Manifesto mimics Bataille’s style and incorporates the latter’s references to Hegel and Tzara in such manner as to demonstrate the logic that structures the informe. To wit, following the sentences that picture miters with blades of gold, Breton states: “M. Bataille’s misfortune is to reason: admittedly, he reasons like someone who ‘has a fly on his nose,’ which allies him more closely with the dead than with the living, but he does reason […] he cannot claim, no matter what he may say, to be opposed to any system, like an unthinking brute” (184). In short, by continuing to write, Breton argues that Bataille cannot possibly adhere to his own anti-systemic mission. But Breton’s critique through selective citation and mimicry of what he identifies as an unsuccessful rejection of reason in Bataille’s work actually exemplifies some of the broader points about the relationship between self and self-image in “Figure Humaine.”


represent his thoughts in the guise of Bataille shows that written signification can be just vulgarizing and artificial as visual representation in portraiture.

This is not to say that Breton utterly fails to substantiate his thinking in the Second Manifesto of Surrealism. The ease with which he absorbs Bataille’s voice before spitting the latter’s words back out indicates that the Documents editor helped Breton to diagnose surrealism’s fitful condition in 1929, too. The manifesto meanders between sections of specific instruction—dismissing movement adherents by name and calling for “THE VERITABLE OCCULTATION OF SURREALISM”—and general motivation for those who’ve had the stamina to continue on (178). It is in these ostensibly encouraging passages that Breton betrays the kinship between his project and Bataille’s, at least in 1929. For example, Breton concludes a paragraph on the topic of the potential for surrealist practices beyond the mediums of painting and poetry by encouraging the reader to seek experiences that may not be representable: “having come so close to seizing the truth, most of us have been careful to provide ourselves with an alibi, be it literary or any other, rather than throwing ourselves, without knowing how to swim, into the water” (163). In dictums such as this, Breton suggests that surrealist inquiry can be fluid, unmoored from static ground, as mucky as the informe that he dismisses in Bataille’s writing. In a manifesto propelled by conflict, a manifesto punctuated by a small de Chirico image full of jagged diagonal juxtapositions entitled La Guerre (fig. 3.18), Breton certainly does not provide a practical solution as to how one might balance a miter hat on one’s head while swimming. So, what are we to make of his opaque instructions for the future of the surrealist movement, sealed with a kiss-off?

***
Some clues can be found in the handheld cinema of *La Révolution Surréaliste*’s final issue. As with *Documents*, the close-up acts as a magnifying glass for sussing out the details so that we might understand how the journal’s hodge-podge supports Breton’s free-flowing conception of surrealism’s future. For instance, immediately preceding the previously discussed script for *Un Chien Andalou*, a contribution by René Magritte, “Les Mots et Les Images,” directly addresses the relationship between verbal and visual signification in both form and content (fig. 3.19). The layout of Magritte’s piece follows the publication’s standard two-column format, but rather than reading continuous columns of text, the observer alternates between typed words and line drawings with hand-lettered script. Through these verbal-visual examples, spaced and sequenced, Magritte shows how words and images can translate between sign systems and how these relocations can blur distinctions between representation and reality. In the permutations that he presents—at once itemized and reminiscent of a storyboard—he synthesizes the fluid relation between sight and understanding in a manner that reiterates the logic of the close-up and, moreover, applies it to images in general. For if, as Magritte insists through platitudes accompanying visual diagrams, “une forme quelconque peut remplacer l’image d’un objet” and subsequently, “les figures vagues ont une signification aussi nécessaire aussi parfaite que les précises,” all representations must be as fluid as close-ups.

---


161 Magritte, “Les Mots et Les Images,” 32-33. The two phrases translate into English as follows: “any form can replace the image of an object” and later “vague figures have a signification as perfect as the precise ones.”
We may interpret Magritte’s “Les Mots et Les Images” as a concretization of Breton’s directive to leap without looking into the deep end in his manifesto printed earlier in the issue. But the verbal-visual treatise also neatens Bataille’s exegesis on photography in “Figure Humaine” and synthesizes the durational effects of handheld cinema in *Documents*. This mutability speaks to the appeal and the ultimate ephemerality of the undisciplined inquiry that those in the equally undisciplined surrealist movement undertook as ideas circulated within the insular sphere of the late 1920s Parisian avant-garde.

To read another portrait, this time a group portrait of surrealists printed late in the last *La Révolution Surréaliste*, as yet another close-up provides a clue to add to our investigation. The full-page arrangement is unceremoniously wedged in amongst numerous replies to the survey on *l’amour*, which comprise the final pages of the journal (fig. 3.20). Sixteen male surrealists, including Breton, Dali, and Magritte, appear on the page in separate photomatron images. All are bust-length and include an unobstructed facial portrait...save for the fact that each sitter has his eyes closed. The smaller photographic rectangles form a larger frame that encircles an image at the center: a reproduction of a painting by Magritte that can be juxtaposed against its frame in more ways than one. The figure in the painting is female rather than male, the full height of her nude body floating on a depthless, darkened background. She is bracketed above and below by more of Magritte’s handwritten text: “je ne vois pas la cachée dans la forêt” or “I do not see the hidden (woman) in the forest.”

---

It is a disjointed mélange that instructs through a mixture of metaphor and medium. The observer’s gaze circulates around the frame of photomaton portraits so that it becomes a looping filmstrip and all attempts to lasso a fixed meaning between the photographic frame and the painting it encircles slip away. As one shuttles between center and periphery, between figure and frame, between the mediums photography and painting, the discrete subjects who seem to be in plain view remain inscrutable. In this slippage, Magritte’s hand-drawn metaphor about selective vision becomes implicated in a mixed media interrogation of visual representation. The answer might be awaiting us, though, if we follow the surrealists and close our eyes. Or it might not. If we cannot see what is hidden in this rather Benjaminian “forest of dreams,” how can we expect to expand our understanding? Like the evocative but undefinable stimulation from Epstein’s cinematic close-ups, surrealism does not provide a definitive solution but instead spurs us on. To be sure, it is telling that this group portrait of a surrealist movement in flux at the demise of its first major organ _La Révolution Surréaliste_ blinds its members with the medium of photography so often associated with objective vision. The obscurely painted image in the center of the frame—the black fly by another name—is always out of view for both surrealism and photography.

And yet this moment at the end of _La Révolution Surréaliste_, when a socially-oriented critique of the scientism of photographic vision transforms into a critique of surrealism itself, was foreshadowed already in the first issue of the revue. The three overlapping photographic images by Man Ray depicting the participants in the Bureau de Recherches Surréalistes on the persimmon-colored cover of _La Révolution Surréaliste_ no.
1 boldly declare the movement’s ‘scientific’ focus in 1924 (fig. 3.21). But while the front cover of the journal and interior advertisement for the bureau on its bubblegum pink interior (fig. 3.22) colorfully parody the staid format of La Nature, the contents of ensuing pages deviate in an even more pronounced fashion. Two tightly cropped images by Man Ray, one a photomechanical version of his Enigma of Isidore Ducasse and the other a still of Kiki de Montparnasse’s torso from his film Rétour à la Raison (1923), are the first photographic illustrations in the journal and set the tone for passages of verbal-visual magnification throughout. Man Ray’s photograph of a hidden, undulating form is in fact placed in the very center of the preface written by Boiffard, Eluard, and Vitrac. The Enigma interrupts the co-authored text that tasks surrealism with unearthing dreams and mentions blindness along with multiple aqueous turns of phrase, including a whimsical “pieuvre-horloge” or octopus-clock. La Révolution Surréaliste’s very first page thus presents a layout in which the play between form and content, word and image encapsulates the fluid mode of thinking that the surrealists seek to propose in contrast to the rigidity they perceived in the academy.

Throughout the issue we encounter photographic images that magnify, crop or dissect. Images like a quarter-page double exposure with disembodied ghostly hands superimposed on a chair are so infrequently labeled that, by the time we reach the assembled full-page group portrait (fig. 3.23) amongst the “Textes Surréalistes,” the physical space of the Bureau at 15 rue Grenelle as pictured on the cover is all but

forgotten. If we direct our magnifying glass to the similarities and differences between this group portrait in *La Révolution Surréaliste* no. 1 and the multimedia arrangement in no. 12, knowing what we now know about the handheld cinema of Parisian surrealism, we can piece together a story of the movement’s first five years. Both are aggregates of individual portraits, but the collection in issue no. 1 is less standardized: the sitters’ faces are all at least partially visible in their square frames but appear in different lighting conditions, at different angles, and in different costumes. There are also more men pictured in the first issue: twenty-eight versus sixteen in the later portrait. The images, including the slightly larger square picturing Germaine Berton at center, are all spaced symmetrically with white margins between them. These portraits surround Berton but do not encase her as the photomaton portraits do Magritte’s painting. The singular woman at center in issue no. 1 was, furthermore, an anarchist and alleged assassin whom Aragon praises just pages prior. Still, although her image stands as a more distinct component, if one glances downward from Berton’s portrait to the bottom center of the page, one finds a quotation from Charles Baudelaire that utilizes language similar to Magritte’s painting: “La femme est l’être qui projette la plus grande ombre ou la plus grand lumière dans nos rêves” or “The woman is the being who projects the greatest shadow or the greatest light in our dreams.” Although static on the page, the durational dynamic between the peripheral photographs and the images they encircle magnify the two female figures to the same end, then—to demonstrate the obscure and yet attractive force, which they

---

assume is feminine, that bands the surrealists together and gives the movement a central focus.

Despite claims that Breton may have made to the contrary by 1929, the shift from a photographic portrait of Berton to a painted anonymous nude by Magritte shows that surrealist research had changed direction since the closing of the Bureau or Surréalisme Centrale in April 1925.\textsuperscript{166} Breton’s call to occultation in the Second Manifesto is indeed echoed in the tight framing formation of the surrealist photomaton portraits around Magritte’s aural painting. The spaces of blank page between Berton and the diverse portraits in issue 1 have closed just as the surrealist ranks have. There seems to be no opening for new members let alone the anti-aestheticism of contemporary politics in interwar France. As much as the surrealists envisioned scientific research as the model to adapt for the purpose of social impact, their investigations led them back not to the laboratory but to historical archives of knowledge, to the library and the museum.\textsuperscript{167}


\textsuperscript{167} There is an ever-growing scholarly appreciation of surrealism’s interaction with academic institutions such as these, especially in the 1930s. For a study that details, for example, the ways in which surrealists interacted with collections of the Trocadéro and Galerie Ratton in Paris, see Julia Kelly, \textit{Art, Ethnography, and the Life of Objects: Paris, c. 1925-35}. (Manchester, UK, New York: Manchester University Press, 2007). Hal Foster also argued for surrealism’s place in intellectual history in the introduction to his seminal book \textit{Compulsive Beauty} (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1993), xiv, writing that “surrealism is also the nodal point of three fundamental discourses of modernity—psychoanalysis, cultural Marxism, and ethnology—all of which inform surrealism as it in turn develops them.”
CHAPTER FOUR

DISPLACED MANEUVERS: \textit{VVV}'S TACTILE SURRELISM

“\textit{A new myth? These beings, must they be convinced that they derive from a mirage, or must they be given an opportunity to reveal themselves?}”
– André Breton in “Prolegomena To A Third Manifesto Of Surrealism Or Else”\textsuperscript{168}

The inaugural issue of \textit{VVV} credits the American artist David Hare as the journal’s editor.\textsuperscript{169} Hare’s name led \textit{VVV}’s masthead ahead of his potentially controversial editorial advisers: André Breton, Max Ernst, and, after the first issue, Marcel Duchamp, who more truthfully steered the genesis of the publication in New York in June 1942.\textsuperscript{170} These European exiles were limited in their means to preserve some semblance of their avant-gardism across the Atlantic and amidst wartime protocols.

\textsuperscript{168} André Breton, “Prolegomena To A Third Manifesto Of Surrealism Or Else,” \textit{VVV} no. 1 (June 1942): 26. Breton’s text is printed in side-by-side columns with the original French and English translation (the latter translated by “N.G.”) with illustrations by Matta and a “Portrait of Père Duchesne (Courtesy of Natural History Magazine).”

\textsuperscript{169} That David Hare primarily worked as a visual artist rather than a writer is also worthy of note. For André Breton in particular, surrealism was chiefly a textual movement and there is indeed a more pronounced emphasis upon the literary in earlier journals such as \textit{La Révolution Surréaliste} (1924-29). The decision to name Hare as editor may be indicative of Breton’s enhanced acceptance of visual practitioners into his inner circle of confidants as the 1930s progressed and the surrealist group continued to splinter and reconfigure.

\textsuperscript{170} In Lewis Kachur, \textit{Displaying the Marvelous: Marcel Duchamp, Salvador Dalí, and Surrealist Exhibition Installations} (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2001), 173, Hare is quoted as acknowledging that his status was a “front.” The artist Robert Motherwell, who exhibited a very early abstract geometric painting during the \textit{First Papers of Surrealism} exhibition, was also considered for the position of editor but was ultimately not selected, though he did publish his writing in the journal. See Robert Motherwell, “Notes on Mondrian and Chirico,” \textit{VVV} no. 1 (June 1942): 58-61, which includes full-page grid of nine image details reproduced in grayscale and not limited to the two artists named in his article title. For a fuller consideration of Motherwell’s associations with the \textit{VVV} group and the departure that led to beginnings of “plastic automatism” or what we have come to call Abstract Expressionism, see Stamatina Dimakopoulou, “Europe in America: Remapping Broken Cultural Lines: \textit{View} (1940-7) and \textit{VVV} (1942-4),” in \textit{North America 1894-1960}, vol. 2 of \textit{The Oxford Critical and Cultural History of Modernist Magazines}, ed. Peter Booker et al. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 749-58.
During the journal’s sporadic run, which ended with a fourth and final number in February 1944, Hare’s United States citizenship was used to deflect suspicions that could have thwarted *VVV*’s very existence. The fact that such notorious surrealist egos were willing to cede top billing to a relatively unknown and unvetted name speaks to the constraints of censorship and shortages.

Without discounting the logistical concerns that the *VVV* collaborators faced, I argue that the authorial confusion that the reader encounters upon opening the journal is actually a thematic and technical strategy that runs throughout its four issues. By passing the baton of editor amongst multiple names, the magazine’s makers in effect enlist each individual who picks up a copy of *VVV* to maneuver its handheld cinema. A skimming of content across issues reveals multiple contributions that expressly refer to the exchange of material between hands. Following the title-page manifesto of the first issue, Lionel Abel tells the reader “IT’S TIME TO PICK THE IRON ROSE,” and handwritten figures in a chart “Concerning the Present Day Relative Attractions of Various Creatures in Mythology & Legend” (fig. 4.1) suggest a live or ongoing tabulation in the presence of those polled. Likewise, the double issue published as the nearly 150-page *VVV* Almanac in March 1943 includes, among additional components which will soon serve as the prime examples for this study, a “Dessin Successif” (fig. 4.2) created through participants copying one another’s sketched figures from memory and a set of playing

---

171 The interactive component of handheld cinema that concerns me here relates to the recurring motif discussed in Kirsten Powell, “Hands–On Surrealism” *Art History* 20 (1997): 516–533. As will become more apparent by comparison in the chapter of my dissertation that concerns surrealist magnification in interwar Paris, a distinct shift in tendency from inward to outward gesture fundamentally alters the function of the hand in surrealist practice during World War II.

cards dispersed throughout the almanac with instructions for a new game. The visual components of the fourth issue also ask a reader to uncover content layered beneath colored image plates that obscure text below, to unfurl a grayscale reproduction of Ernst’s *Vox Angelica* (fig. 4.3), and to disassemble Duchamp’s George Washington silhouette in *Allégorie de Genre* (fig. 4.4).

The frequency with which such manipulable content appears in *VVV* is not anomalous but instead extends from a tendency that art historian Adam Jolles has identified as “the tactile turn” in surrealist exhibition practice. Jolles describes the tactile turn as a means of “preventing [works of art] from ever reaching a state of decisive completion or permanent closure.” As we shall see, the pages of *VVV* adamantly refuse closure in ways that prove that the ephemeral publication was a space of experimentation as well as communication and documentation. The journal’s debut in 1942 did not just happen to prefigure the *First Papers of Surrealism* (First Papers) exhibition and Peggy Guggenheim’s opening of her Art of This Century gallery – two New York events that display the propensity toward the tactile that Jolles describes. New York art collectors Bernard and Rebecca Reis indeed financed *VVV*’s handheld form and pliable contents.

---


174 See especially *VVV* no. 4 (February 1944): 36, 65-67. Neither Ernst’s nor Duchamp’s work is captioned. For a discussion of *Allégorie de Genre* in conjunction with the *First Papers of Surrealism Exhibition* and its catalogue, see David Hopkins, "The Politics of Equivocation: Sherrie Levine, Duchamp's 'Compensation Portrait', and Surrealism in the USA, 1942-45," *Oxford Art Journal* 26, no. 1 (2003): 45-68. Duchamp initially assembled the silhouette with iodine-stained gauze as a contribution to the March 1943 “Americana” issue of *Vogue*, but the image was later deemed unacceptable for the magazine’s cover.


176 Dimakopoulou, “Europe in America” 749, describes *VVV* as a “lavish” publication.
The journal accordingly represents an under-examined manifestation of the same ideas that shaped landmark Surrealist installations. A brief overview of the milieu in which *First Papers* and Art of This Century came into being will thus aid me in introducing the interwoven threads of European avant-gardism that tangled into an untidy knot in New York during the Second World War.

The *First Papers* exhibition opened a week before Guggenheim’s gallery and was on view from October 14 to November 7, 1942, in the ornate reception room of the former Whitelaw Reid Mansion, which in 1942 housed the Coordinating Council of French Relief Societies. In addition to serving as a fundraiser for a war relief effort, the exhibition marked the arrival of a ragtag group of avant-gardists onto the scene in New York—a scene that was relatively conservative on the whole and especially within the auspices of the French Coordinating Council’s cultural program. Unsurprisingly, *First Papers* did not have a profound effect upon staid display practices in New York’s galleries and museums during the war, but Duchamp did manage to catch the press’s attention with his installation of a reported 16 Miles of String that crisscrossed the gallery. (An accurate measurement of the length that Duchamp arranged in the reception hall with the help of Breton, Ernst, Hare, and Jacqueline Lamba has never been confirmed. In the spirit of the exhibition catalogue, which refers to the installation as “twine” instead of the thereafter preferred “string,” I will identify the installation as

---

177 For a full account of *First Papers* upon which I base my discussion in this paragraph, see Kachur, *Displaying the Marvelous*, 164-97. Also see T. J. Demos, "Duchamp's Labyrinth: First Papers of Surrealism, 1942," *October*, no. 97 (Summer 2001): 91-119, for more on the *First Papers* exhibition in conjunction with Duchamp’s related Art of this Century activities.
*String* to eliminate the confusion of conflicting accounts of the length and material in reviews and scholarship.)

Considering the abundance of VVV collaborators involved in implementing Duchamp’s project, it should come as no surprise that one of the two known photographic records of *First Papers* appears in the journal’s 1943 Almanac issue (fig. 4.5). The (perhaps mistakenly) upside-down image, labeled “SOUVENIR DE L’EXPOSITION SURREALISTE 1942 (Ficelles de Marcel Duchamp),” at first flattens the depth of the room so that the eye traces white lines of *String* as if they are lines on a map. The recession of the temporary walls erected to display paintings by a range of artists, including Marc Chagall and a young Robert Motherwell among more established surrealists, slowly emerges from the shadows. Brighter accumulations of overlapping white arcs then transform into the dense nests of *String* that made some of the one-hundred-plus *First Papers* contributions impossible to see.

---

178 According to Kachur, *Displaying the Marvelous*, 182-85, he exact details of the *String* installation are fuzzy for several reasons, including Duchamp’s later recounting of a spontaneous combustion of a section of the twine due to its proximity to the light bulbs that illuminated the chandeliers in the gallery and the (possibly related) enlisting of his VVV collaborators, who assisted without his receiving exact instructions. The “sixteen miles” figure more likely represents total length that Duchamp purchased in anticipation of the *First Papers* exhibition.

179 “SOUVENIR DE L’EXPOSITION SURREALISTE 1942 (Ficelles de Marcel Duchamp)” [SOUVENIR OF THE SURREALIST EXHIBITION 1942 (Twine by Marcel Duchamp)] VVV no. 2-3 Almanac (March 1943): 36. Capitalization in original. Though not captioned as such, the *String* image is one of two known photographs by John Schiff that document the *First Papers* exhibition; Kachur claims both installation shots were made at the suggestion of Katherine Dreier in *Displaying the Marvelous*, 187-88. A photograph of Breton, Duchamp, and Seligmann’s “VITRINE POUR LA PART DU DIABLE, DE DENIS DE ROUGEMONT” [DISPLAY FOR THE DEVIL’S SHARE, BY DENIS DE ROUGEMONT] appears on the top half of the page above Schiff’s upside-down image.

180 Dickran Tashjian, “A Season for Surrealism and Its Affinities,” in *A Boatload of Madmen: Surrealism and the American Avant-Garde* (New York: Thames & Hudson, 2001), 216, quotes a review from the November 2, 1942, issue of *Time*, which mentions “105 artifacts, ‘including dolls, idols, [and] ceremonial masks by American Indian primitives,’ were on display,” in lieu of the *First Paper’s* exhibition catalogue because a full check list was not included.
If the same rather instinctive grasping for their familiars prompted the coalescence of the groups of exiled collaborators who published *VVV* and staged *First Papers*, the Art of This Century gallery motivated much of the experimental architectural design that the journal’s creators would more pointedly adapt for the printed page. Guggenheim curated and renovated Art of This Century with designer Frederick Kiesler to serve as a more permanent showcase for her art collection. Unlike *First Papers*, the space did not merely create a Manhattan iteration of the Parisian *Exposition Internationale du Surréalisme*, in which Duchamp’s 1938 coal-bag cave foreshadowed his *String*. For Kiesler’s distinctive arrangements – from the Abstract Gallery’s suspended pedestals to the Surrealist Gallery’s curved wooden walls and light modulation – were designed to enhance rather than upstage the objects from Guggenheim’s collection installed in Art of This Century.

As will become clear in the examples below, the *VVV* group attempted to replicate Guggenheim’s melding of artworks with their context in print. Like the Art of This Century gallery’s immersive environment, the journal’s design encourages participation throughout on two fronts: mentally, as readers must contend with a variety of prose, poetry, and imagery from a wide range of geographic and temporal areas, and physically, as the orientation of illustrations and texts changes frequently. In comparison to similarly eclectic Parisian journals like *Minotaure* (1933-39), *VVV*’s foregrounding of the second more embodied component of participation marks a favoring of the haptic in relation to the optic that occurred when surrealism crossed the Atlantic. Negotiating the tension

---

181 For one version of the obstacles that Breton, Ernst, and Duchamp faced in their flights from war-torn Europe and their varied receptions in the United States, see Tashjian, “View and the Surrealist Exiles in New York,” and “A Season for Surrealism and Its Affinities,” in *A Boatload of Madmen*, 176-234.
between the expansiveness of the global war that had displaced them and their isolation from a disbanded European art community, the avant-gardists who managed to pull together VVV and other journals that circulated during World War II, such as View (1940-47) and Dyn (1942-44), were more aware of their precarious position than ever before. Reaching out through handheld cinema that could travel further than they could was thus a matter of survival that united the personal with the political and the logistical with the aesthetic.

***

Prior to their wartime displacements from Paris, VVV’s advisors all contributed to publisher Albert Skira’s deluxe journal Minotaure in the 1930s, Breton and Duchamp serving as members of the journal’s editorial board beginning in 1937.182 Ernst and Duchamp also each produced a cover for one of the publication’s thirteen sumptuous issues. As mentioned in this study’s introduction, Duchamp’s cover features one of his rotoreliefs superimposed on a detail from Man Ray’s Dust Breeding photograph that captured Duchamp’s Large Glass’s transparent surface under a layer of grit (fig. 4.6).183

Analyzing the ways in which VVV’s eventual editorial advisors contributed to Minotaure moreover reveals a nascent surrealist tactility from before the war’s outbreak. Dr. Lotte Wolff’s “Les Révélations Psychiques de la Main” presents analysis of famous hands alongside blackened impressions that render the palms and fingers of the likes of

---

182 The two are listed along with Paul Eluard, Maurice Heine, and Peirre Mabille as members of the committee for the first time in Minotaure, no. 10 (Winter 1937). Earlier issues credit Skira as the magazine’s administrative director alongside artistic director É. Tériade.

183 Ernst created the cover for Minotaure, no. 11 (Spring 1938); and Duchamp for Minotaure, no. 6 (Winter 1935).
André Derain and Aldous Huxley in almost-life-size scale (fig. 4.7). Breton’s prints are among those in Wolff’s gallery, and Skira also printed the surrealist leader’s oft-cited text “La beauté sera convulsive,” which includes two images by Man Ray that feature hands (one belonging to a mannequin, two others to Méret Oppenheim in “Érotique-Voilée”) amid other photographic illustrations. Breton’s essay on convulsive beauty is part of *Minotaure*’s fifth issue, whose cover by Francisco Borès depicts a hand palming a nude figure (fig. 4.8) and which features a written and photographed litany of hands by Georges Hugnet. As these examples attest, the future VVV editorial board members were among those who asserted the hand’s role in surrealist practice a decade before conceiving VVV in exile.

*Minotaure* contributions from those outside the VVV group likewise substantiate a more conceptual interest in tactility within the interwar surrealist milieu. From the first issue of *Minotaure* onward, the journal’s design incorporates images that traverse the gaps created by page gutters so that photographs, such as one that reproduces a sculpture by Picasso (fig. 4.9), bend into three-dimensional space. The distortion of a photomechanical reproduction of Picasso’s sculpture as it folds into the center of the journal draws the reader’s attention to the material properties of the image in its printed context and, by comparison, to the medium of the photographed sculpture.

184 Dr. Lotte Wolff, “Les Révélations Psychiques de la Main,” *Minotaure* no. 6 (Winter 1935): 38-44. One assumes that the scale of the palm prints is reduced in reproduction—rather than that the selection criteria privileged those whose hands were conveniently child-sized.


In concert with graphic design that defies the flatness of the page, the papers of Skira’s sumptuous publication have varied weights and sheens that compel the reader to consider *Minotaure* as an object to be admired. This is not to say that this material variation distracts from the journal’s printed matter. Supple, glossy, coated paper lends crispness to the grayscale photographic images that make up the majority of *Minotaure*’s illustrations, and deviations from this standard can mimic the texture of other artistic supports. For example, another section from the journal’s first issue, “Une Anatomie: Dessins de Picasso,” replicates the artist’s drawings with a matte surface that mimics drawing paper (fig. 4.10).\(^{188}\) And several lengthier selections of text, such as Breton’s “Souvenir du Méxique,” are also distinguished from other contents through changes in paper stock or the inclusion of interior ‘covers,’ as was done to frame with the surrealist impresario’s account of his trip to Mexico and encounter with the revolutionary Leon Trotsky in 1938.\(^{189}\)

Taken into consideration along with the fold-out components and image series that are a part of *Minotaure*, the journal’s engagement with tactile and durational perception cannot be denied.\(^{190}\) Still, the breakout of the Second World War and consequent destabilization of the Parisian avant-garde community interfered before the haptic became a part of a strategy that united the printed page with the medium of film and the producer with the consumer in the making of *VVV*. In sum, the crisis in the form

---

\(^{188}\) See “Une Anatomie: Dessins de Picasso,” *Minotaure*, no. 1 (1933): 33-37. The same paper extends to Pierre Reverdy’s “Note Éternelle du Présent” (38-40), which is followed by a thick sheet of blank matte page before a transition back to glossy stock.  
\(^{190}\) For example, Paul Eluard, “…le Monde tel qu’il est,” *Minotaure*, no. 5 (1934): 17, is mainly comprised of a single-page foldout insert printed in color. The same issue also includes a double-page spread of serial photographs in Man Ray, “Dance Horizons,” 28-29.
of a full collapse of the entrenched artistic milieu that *Minotaure* reproduced on the printed page—however inventively—in turn presented the exiles with the freedom to grasp the tactile.

A (deceptively) simple formal distinction between *Minotaure* and *VVV* provides the basis for distinguishing the function of tactility in each journal. While the Parisian publication’s pages always maintain an unbroken rectangular shape, the pages of the wartime journal do not. I will return to specific instances of *VVV*’s defiance of standards throughout the remainder of this text, but I want to conclude this section by concentrating on the relative harmony of *Minotaure*’s pages. For in spite of Skira’s willingness to tinker with ontological expectations in his incorporation of contrasting materials and serial juxtapositions of images and texts, *Minotaure* never prompts readers to question whether or not the object they are holding should function as a magazine. Readers remain in their roles as passive observers, as consumers rather than participants.

In dialogue with the conventions of the illustrated periodical that had been culturally institutionalized by the mid-twentieth century, *Minotaure* participated in the surrealist critique of display practices in the interwar period. But just as the vitrines in Charles Ratton’s gallery provided a normalizing context for the provocative assemblages on display during the 1936 *Exposition surréaliste d'objets*, *Minotaure*’s pages framed the journal’s jarring contents in a regularized fashion that did not differentiate between the paintings of old masters and *objets trouvés* glimpsed on the street.¹⁹¹ Skira’s publication also shares the ultimate impotence of the Ratton exhibition and other manifestations of

---

what James Clifford has notably termed “ethnographic surrealism” in obeying the restricted views of the institutions that they critiqued.\textsuperscript{192} Though surrealists arguably helped to shape the ethnographic discipline in interwar Paris, their ideas—no matter how much of a ruckus they stirred—remained enshrined in the rarified institutions whose modernization they facilitated.\textsuperscript{193}

The forced shuttering of venerable art galleries and museums in occupied Paris and simultaneous flight of artists and intellectuals from the French capital violently severed a connection which otherwise might have remained indefinitely. \textit{VVV}’s porousness in comparison to \textit{Minotaure}’s wholeness is therefore as much a product of circumstance as of choice. The wartime journal solicited the reader’s grasp as a form of survival just as its disintegrated contents found camaraderie in the ephemerality of film.

***

Paging to a spread midway through the 1943 \textit{VVV} Almanac, the large san-serif typeface initially pronounces the title of Kiesler’s “Design-Correlation” with boldness and clarity (fig. 4.11).\textsuperscript{194} Further reading reveals that the words in fact continue into the stream of a paragraph-length sentence that reaches the bottom of the page. The text


\textsuperscript{194} This section describes Frederick J. Kiesler, “Design-Correlation,” \textit{VVV}, no. 2-3 (March 1943): 76-79. Unless otherwise noted, all quotations in this section are from Kiesler’s text and replicate his emphasis.
diminishes in size, gains serifs, and splits abruptly to accommodate a group of three illustrations. The placement of the word “break” at the beginning of the second section of Kiesler’s verbose definition of design-correlation indeed serves as one indicator of the continuity that the designer stresses in his architectural planning, here at play in the coordination of text and image.

If readers miss this subtle typographic move, they need not worry. Additional text in a right-facing panel on page 76 that directs the gaze toward a full-page illustration on page 77 will soon all but require the observer to become complicit in Kiesler’s demonstration of design-correlation. By rotating the VVV Almanac ninety degrees counterclockwise, the directions for “the correalist tool” become legible and finally satisfy the curiosity that the yellow biomorphic cut-out floating on the opposite page provokes. After a brief summary of ideas that he had also written about in Architectural Forum earlier in 1943, Kiesler provides instructions on how “to operate” the correalist tool, the first illustration in VVV so minimally attached to the rest of the journal at a single fixed point. He insists that turning the cut-out around the grommet with which it is affixed to the page so that it rests in one of four numbered positions will reorganize the page such that “a field of attractions is created in which the tool as well as the environment participates.” In other words, as participant-observers manipulate the goldenrod-tinted tool, its position relative to the curving lines, grids, and other figures sketched in gray extending across the otherwise blank page affects perceptions of both figure and ground. The simultaneous transformation of the movable biomorphic form and the expanse of the page, on Kiesler’s account, demonstrates the potency of design unity.

195 Frederick J. Kiesler, “New Display Techniques for Art of This Century,” Architectural Forum 78, no. 2 (February 1943): 49-50.
which he contends has a particular application in “the multi-form needs of a museum-galler y.”

Though Kiesler does not name a specific museum-gallery in his instructions for the correalist tool as he does in his preceding definition of design-correlation, a turn to the subsequent spread reveals more pointed visual references to Guggenheim’s Art of This Century gallery, which the designer had completed the previous year. In its upright vertical position, page 79 of the VVV Almanac (fig. 4.12) displays a photograph from the Pix agency captioned “DETAIL OF GALLERY FOR ABSTRACT ART ‘ART OF THIS CENTURY.’” The caption also identifies Kiesler as the Abstract Gallery’s designer (a convention that will continue in the labeling of two photographs of the Surrealist Gallery on the following page). But the room in the photograph is also readily identifiable as the designer’s creation through a visual element near the center of the image: a more substantial version of the biomorphic cut-out from the previous spread. The yellow form is here rendered in grayscale, but its shape is almost immediately recognizable against the darker shade of the wall and its own cast shadow. In the installation of the gallery, the form serves as a plinth, its weightiness apparent in its ability to support another object and in its volume projected toward the wall in the photograph. In cooperation with a gallery-goer seated with legs crossed in a similarly configured biomorphic seat adjacent to the cut-out plinth, two sculptures suspended with lengths of string that reach from floor to ceiling convey spatial depth through layering that compliments the experience of manipulating the correalist tool. The observer can imagine the design elements of Kiesler’s Abstract Gallery shifting as she moves through Art of This Century just as the space of page 77 transformed through her maneuvering of the cut-out.
The correlation between the biomorphic forms in the contexts of pages 77 and 79 also serves as the potential key to unlocking the relations between the otherwise inscrutable elements layered on the page that appears in between. The verso of the yellow cut-out’s grommet is a periwinkle disk that further separates into two halves. When unified the circle contains a photographic portrait of Breton accompanied by his signature and superimposed with the swirling lines of an iris shutter. When decoupled the circle reveals an underlying image of an open aperture that surrounds a photo-reproduction of cropped white text on a medium-grey background, which also contains a grid of rectangles and squares. Like its recto, the entire arrangement extending outward from the inner circle is in grayscale, from a black ellipsis punctuated by reflective circles to the portion of the back of a head with closely cropped hair, its ear projecting downward from the top of the page, to the image of a disembodied hand pulling the lever of a boxy contraption at the bottom of the page.

Another counterclockwise rotation provides access to the text to the left of page 79, which one might expect to contain an additional set of instructions from Kiesler. But the reader does not learn how “to operate” the “instrument to facilitate the co-reality of fact and vision, and specifically to demonstrate the transformation of images into eidetic visions” until the conclusion of a lengthy paragraph that describes a device related to another aspect of Kiesler’s Art of This Century plans: the Kinetic Gallery.\textsuperscript{196} The portion of the page that is now to our left is actually a detail of the boxy device at right. The backward head no longer appears as a sideways oddity but serves as a surrogate for $VVV$

\textsuperscript{196} In addition to naming Kiesler’s responsibility for “Design and layout” and stating that the whole arrangement is “Courtesy Art of this Century,” the text also attributes “Photos” to Bernice Abbott and “Detail-Photos” to K.W. Herrmann and David Hare. The distinction between the latter two image categories remains ambiguous.
readers, though they cannot actually replicate the usage of the peephole that Kiesler describes with the magazine materials they have been given. The operational guidelines instead provide a translation of the play between memory and image that the designer narrates in his description of the gallery installation. As Kiesler asks us to “slowly and simultaneously” separate the two halves of the periwinkle portrait of Breton to reveal the cropped reproduction of the poet’s *Portrait of Actor A.B. in His Memorable Role, the Year of Our Lord 1713* in the inner circle, his instructions transform visual spectatorship into a more profound manual action than the interactions that took place in Guggenheim’s gallery. Because Breton’s “portrait mutates into the remembered content of the relief *[Portrait of Actor A.B.]*” through mechanisms that are completely accessible to observers through their bodies and the tangible pages of the journal, those who engage with Breton’s poem-object in *VVV* are active memory makers rather than receivers.

The multiple incarnations of Breton’s object-poem attest to the significance of this concept in his definition of surrealism’s visual scope. *Portrait of Actor A.B.* is one of around a dozen object-poems that the surrealist gatekeeper assembled, beginning in the mid-1930s. Furthermore, Breton’s decision to draft “Du Poème-Objet” in February of 1942 suggests that his interest in arranging found objects and poetic text remained central to his ongoing theorization of surrealism at the time that he created *Portrait of Actor A.B.*.\(^{197}\) The majority of the relatively brief essay in fact describes the poem-object’s visual components and outlines the work’s historical references to the extent that one

\(^{197}\) Though not immediately published, Breton’s text was eventually included in André Breton, *Le Surréalisme et la Peinture*. rev. ed. (Paris: Gaillmard, 1965). A digitization of his handwritten manuscript can be found via [http://www.andrebreton.fr/work/56600100199560](http://www.andrebreton.fr/work/56600100199560).
suspects Breton wrote it in view of the assemblage mere months before *Portrait of Actor A.B.* became part of the initial installation of Guggenheim’s gallery.

Kiesler’s account of his conception of the Art of this Century gallery in *VVV* is not only a matter of documentation or theorization like Breton’s essay but of transposition. The designer interweaves text and visual elements such that the observer is involved in an interaction with the material components of the journal – physically rearranging its pages before he realizes that he has transformed the object in his hand. This interweaving encourages moments of delight in rule bending that visitors to Guggenheim’s space also enjoyed. Nevertheless, as an object that can be carried anywhere and accessed at any time, *VVV*’s status as a printed publication allows the reach of its contents to extend beyond the rarified space of the gallery—far enough that the journal also exists as an autonomous creation. In short, Kiesler’s design-correlation in *VVV* also functions without prior knowledge of Art of this Century. This is not to say that the interactions we have with the correalist tool and eidetic vision instrument can occur without a decoding of conventions. It is ultimately *VVV*’s consistent defiance of the magazine format, preventing our forward progress through its multidirectional pages with cross-references and unhinged motifs, which cements its status as artwork rather than reportage.

***

*VVV* was not the only short-lived form that served as an extra-architectural space for tactile surrealist displays during the war. Though her own family had emigrated from Ukraine when she was a child, Maya Deren self-determined her position at the margin of the circle of exiled European artists living in New York in the mid-1940s—a decision
that has as much to do with her relative obscurity in art historical studies as her choice of medium. But her outsider status as filmmaker does not merit the isolation of her work from the painting and sculpture displayed as part of more canonical exhibitions like *First Papers* and in Guggenheim’s gallery. Like Kiesler’s graphic transpositions in *VVV*, Deren’s 1943 film *Witch’s Cradle* is a cinematic version of Art of This Century that does and does not exist as an autonomous work, independent of its referent. Taken together, the doubled meanings of Kiesler’s design-correlation and Deren’s film project confirm a more widespread strategy across surrealist media.

Deren’s concentration upon the mobilized body not only in the *Witch’s Cradle* footage that she shot in 1943 but also throughout her corpus of films becomes apparent after even the most cursory consideration of her oeuvre. While scholars have thoroughly analyzed the filmmaker’s foregrounding of her own dancing form in films such as *Ritual in Transfigured Time* (1946) and testing of performance parameters in *A Study in Choreography for the Camera* (1945), much work remains in examining the embodied perceptual experiences that Deren elicits from viewers.\(^{198}\) The delicate tightrope walk across time and space that Deren navigates so deftly her most well-known film *Meshes of the Afternoon* (1943) does not translate into the randomly spliced and digitized footage that stands as the only publically accessible version of *Witch’s Cradle* available today (of which I’m aware, at least).\(^{199}\) Still, I argue that Deren’s unfinished film *Witch’s Cradle* is


\(^{199}\) For my analysis, I reference the YouTube compilation “Witch's cradle (Maya Deren , M. Duchamp - 1943),” via https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NkMfRVaA6fs. Interestingly, according to Lucy Fischer, “Afterlife and Afterimage: Maya Deren in ‘Transfigured Time,’” *Camera Obscura* 28, no. 3 (2013): 1-31, a flux of re-apparitions of Deren’s films,
actually the ideal place to conduct an examination of the tangible dimensions of her cinematic world. As we struggle to determine the film’s intended sequence and to cohere the space of Guggenheim’s gallery reframed in disjointed fragments on-screen, our enhanced participation involves us in Deren’s grandest cultural ambitions for the medium of film. For Deren was ostensibly as interested in asking us to negotiate, to feel through her films as the exiled artists who created the immersive installations she filmed in the Art of This Century gallery.

Deren’s *Witch’s Cradle* footage includes a series of panning shots that slowly move across the shadowy interior of Guggenheim’s gallery. The measured sweeping of the camera’s gaze might suggest an aspiration to provide a general view of the room—the type of establishing shot designed to summarize a setting in order to expedite the viewer’s mental leap into the diegetic space on screen. Yet Deren’s panning does not provide access to the generalized, documentary view we might expect. Relationships amongst objects displayed in the room and the alterations to the décor, walls, and pedestals suspended with lengths of white string, remain illegible. Instead, the camera’s sweeping movement, at times unexpectedly skewed, like a head tilting, focuses resolutely upon the material presence of the string – on its white contrast with the darkened space and on the patterns of its threading – so that the tension between the man-made webbing and the beholder’s expectation to navigate the gallery freely becomes palpable. Deren’s camera is a proxy for the fallible, sensing subject rather than a deliverer of an all-

facilitated by digital editing technologies and worldwide streaming services, have become as integral to the filmmaker’s presence in contemporary culture as well as scholarship.
encompassing field of vision, a handheld tool that functions as much through the whims and limitations of its mobile user as through its optical mechanisms.\textsuperscript{200}

In her recording of encounters between viewer and environment in which subject and object, interior and exterior, reality and representation all become inextricably muddled, we can observe Deren’s shared preoccupation with the spontaneous corporeal collisions that fascinated other surrealists. True, the filmmaker’s unedited outtakes confirm Sarah Keller’s identification of a “tension between careful planning and an invitation to openness” in Deren’s filmic incompleteness.\textsuperscript{201} The footage neither matches the minimal description of six proposed sequences that Deren composed prior to shooting nor suggests a potential progression of events. No narrative or logical temporal solution emerges to cohere the jumbled shots. However, if we allow our attention to move through the actions of the two human performers who appear in the film, Anne Matta Clark and Duchamp, an unexpected material consistency emerges in Deren’s repeated returns to specific aspects of Guggenheim’s gallery.\textsuperscript{202}

\textsuperscript{200} One could also connect the floating gaze of the camera to the viewpoint of a \textit{disembodied} specter, an interpretation that the film’s title and the occult symbol affixed to its central figure might encourage. Were the film complete, I might attempt to connect the cultic magic that Deren seems to want to convey to surrealist practice, but the fact that many of her tricks fail in the raw footage make such a reading less compelling.

\textsuperscript{201} Sarah Keller, “Frustrated Climaxes: On Maya Deren’s \textit{Meshes of the Afternoon} and \textit{Witch’s Cradle},” \textit{Cinema Journal} 52, no. 3 (2013): 89. Keller’s article was conceived among the influx of Deren-related projects that marked the fiftieth anniversary of the filmmaker’s death and more recently expanded into book form in \textit{Maya Deren: Incomplete Control} (New York: Columbia University Press, 2015). Both provide productive models for connecting Deren’s work both to contemporary reconfigurations and to the filmmaker’s historical milieu. Affiliated, like Fischer, with the disciplines of English and Cinema Studies, Keller’s paired analysis of Deren’s \textit{Meshes of the Afternoon} and \textit{Witch’s Cradle} demonstrates that “incompletion is one of the guiding stars of her aesthetic” and then further subdivides into a comparison between the filmmaker’s work and Duchamp’s curatorial practice. Yet, despite hinting at the more expansive applications of her compelling juxtaposition, Keller remains fixated upon Deren’s career.

\textsuperscript{202} Keller, “Frustrated Climaxes,” 93-95.
Duchamp’s multifaceted appearance in *Witch’s Cradle* surely confirms Deren’s interest in his work. She not only films the artist’s frustrated manipulation of the cat’s cradle threads but also his recreation of his *String* installation from the *First Papers*. In a deviation from the seemingly impenetrable webbing that Duchamp installed at the *First Papers* exhibition, the strings installed in Guggenheim’s gallery during the making of *Witch’s Cradle* the following year provide tenuous sensorial access to the space that we, in turn, experience kinesthetically through Deren’s filmic movement. Far from distinguishing her film from the curatorial mode that gave rise to *String*, Deren’s extension of the mobility that Duchamp’s re-installation allows actually confirms her involvement in Jolles’ tactile turn. Rather than emphasizing the productive potential in the indefinite spatial divide between viewer and viewed, Matta Clark’s fluid interactions with the gallery’s guiding threads demonstrate that mediated—but-spontaneous gestures can themselves generate meaning. Considering this sustained interest in tactility as a strategy to reshape the space of the gallery in the years directly preceding Deren’s project, the ambiguity of *Witch’s Cradle*’s spatial structure gains a critical context.

Indeed, the Art of This Century gallery does not just serve as the setting of *Witch’s Cradle* but also as Deren’s unfailing fixation. The panning shots that concentrate upon the intricate webbed or laced strings also skim over wood-grain surfaces in a manner that encourages a kinesthetic desire as we long to enact the camera’s visual caress with our fingertips. We also follow Matta Clark’s fingers and toes as they guide her through the space—as if grasping for meaning. But as her curiosity appears to beckon her

---

203 Deren’s then-husband Alexander Hammid is quoted in Kachur, *Displaying the Marvelous*, 191. Hammid recounts that the filmmaker “asked Duchamp to help her prepare the scene by stringing some strings.”

204 Keller, “Frustrated Climaxes,” 93.
to examine the unfamiliar environment through deliberate physical engagement, other shots seem to deny such agency through sculptural blockage or camera tricks (some more successful than others) that animate strands of string so that they climb limbs and even form traps. So, while the crisscrossed arrangement of white string at times appears to allow for further manipulation of objects within the gallery, sequences in which Matta Clark’s male counterpart in the film, Duchamp, fumbles with a cat’s cradle confuse the relationship between object and user as his hands become tangled in its web. To be sure, Deren’s initially perplexing inclusion of a shot framing a beating heart, secured in an open chest cavity, becomes more discernible when we realize the filmmaker’s attempt to align multiple interiors—mental and physical, organic and constructed—within Guggenheim’s gallery.\textsuperscript{205} Equally palpable as Keller’s idea of the tension of incompletion is the tension between the materiality and agency of the body in relation to the spatial configuration of the interior and the inanimate objects contained therein, a dynamic that Deren transposes directly from tactile surrealist installation strategy.

While Deren’s inability to form a codified spatial system in \textit{Witch’s Cradle} relates to her inexperience as a filmmaker as she embarked upon the project, her sustained interest in working out and rearticulating filmic space through embodied movement suggests that her decision to take on the Art of This Century as an early subject merits more serious attention. For many (if not all) of the makers of the objects in the exhibition on display in Deren’s footage shared the filmmaker’s desire to reconfigure the space of the gallery through innovative engagements of the modern mobile body.

\textsuperscript{205} The warm modulating light, intermittent rumbling of train sound effects, and concave walls of the Art of this Century’s Surrealist Gallery have also provoked further comparison to the body’s interior, especially the womb.
Nevertheless, it is necessary to account for the filmmaker’s avowed distance from the surrealist movement as well as her criticism of surrealist practice in her theoretical writings, a stance that she shared with prominent European defectors during the war. Deren’s adamant condemnation of the (frequently fluctuating, seemingly self-destructive) group as she simultaneously appropriated their curatorial strategies and tangible objects into her practice – most obviously in *Witch’s Cradle* but also more subtly in the embodied perception that her later films encourage – does not, in fact, suggest the hypocrisy that we may first envision. Simply put, the radical manipulations of tactile surrealism were not as apparent in the 1940s as they have become through contemporary scholarship. In a specific example of a deficiency that can be applied to the overall curatorial practice, Jolles for one describes the “failure” of the Parisian *Exposition Internationale du Surréalisme* “to distinguish itself sufficiently from the very forms it hoped to critique: either the commercial venues its sought to desublimate (the department stores) or the historical installations whose false ideology it aimed to expose (the wax museums).”\(^{206}\) In short, the gallery interior remained a sanctified space in spite of surrealist efforts to the contrary. Might Deren’s transposition of Art of This Century into the mass medium of film then serve as a perfect solution, the ideal escape plan from the confines of the gallery?

***

To remain within the constellation of examples of tactile surrealism discussed thus far is tempting. One could map the collaborations to produce a schematic not unlike the nebulous *String*. Second readings and viewings also reward with repeated

\(^{206}\) Jolles, *Curatorial Avant-Garde*, 207.
appearances by, for example, Kiesler’s biomorphic gallery instrument in the inky shadows of *Witch’s Cradle* (fig. 4.13), which may have slipped by unnoticed if one were not so familiar with design-correlation. Or Matta Clark’s caressing of the buttons and levers on Breton’s eidetic vision device in Deren’s footage might allow for a more profound comprehension of its transposition in *VVV*. Like the mythical mirage Breton questions in the final lines of the “Prolegomena To A Third Manifesto Of Surrealism Or Else” that appeared in the journal’s first issue, the chain of references compels us forward while distracting us from the fact that we have moved far away from the physical confines of the Reid Mansion or Guggenheim’s gallery. Also like the mirage, the chain of references is ephemeral, only available in the moment that the participant observer thinks of it. Surrealism thereby becomes completely portable in this remediation of tactile gallery installations, first, onto the flexible surfaces of paper and film and, in turn, into the imagination. But the movement also loses the locus of a fixed community space. To answer an inquiry into where surrealism escaped during World War II consequently requires one to trace circuitous movements rather than to pinpoint a new home base.

If we allow ourselves to time travel to 1946, Deren herself provides one answer to the question that *Witch’s Cradle* poses about surrealism’s territory—an answer that will help us grasp how *VVV*’s handheld cinema served the movement’s exiles. Three years later, the filmmaker introduced her book-length essay, *An Anagram of Ideas on Art, Form and Film*, with a gridded chart similar to the one that appeared in Charles Duits’ “Le Jour est un Attentat” in the *VVV* Almanac (figs. 4.14-15). Like Kiesler’s transposition of his design-correlation principles from the gallery to the page, Deren’s extension of aspects of
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207 Charles Duits, “Le Jour est un Attentat” [The Day is an Attack], *VVV*, no. 2-3 (March 1943): 16.
her *Witch’s Cradle* footage into her writing in *Anagram* suggests the deliberate intermediality of her practice, further connecting her kinesthetic experiments to those of the surrealists. Though the filmmaker does suggest possible paths among her essays, the appeal of the anagram for her is that “all the elements exist in a simultaneous relationship. Consequently, within it, nothing is first and nothing is last; nothing is future and nothing is past; nothing is old and nothing is new…except, perhaps, the anagram itself.” On her own accord, Deren structures her treatise in a spatial grid rather than through the type of linear, progressive argument we might expect to find in a theoretical text. *Anagram* thus contains the potential for a mediated but unfixed interaction that prompts self-reflection as readers carve paths through the book—paths not unlike the individualized passages that visitors to the Art Of This Century, including Matta Clark, had to find for themselves.

For although Deren does suggest potential routes through *Anagram*, the schema she presents in the treatise’s introduction ultimately encourages personal exploration. Depending upon our interests, we might choose to tackle the text column by column in three separate considerations of forms, art, and film, moving from general to specific. Or we could alternatively elect to consider each of the more dialectical rows in turn, first pondering the relationship between “The State of Nature and The Character of Man” before moving to “mechanics” and “methods” and, finally, to the instruments of
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208 Maya Deren, “An Anagram of Ideas on Art, Form and Film,” in *Essential Deren: Collected Writings on Film*, edited by Bruce R. McPherson (Kingston, NY: Documentext, 2005), 37. Also see Bill Nichols, introduction to *Maya Deren and the American Avant-Garde* (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001), viii, for a scholarly table of contents that repeats its subject’s choose-your-own-route approach.

209 Deren, “Anagram,” 36. For example, reading the sections in “reverse order” for those “who prefer the inductive method” or a “slice through on the diagonal.” Further quotations in this paragraph reference her section titles.
discovery and invention. Either way, Deren doubly implicates each one of us by asking each of us personally to codify her *Anagram* text as, through our reading, our varied choices articulate the complex roles of film in an all-encompassing formal system. Her refusal to provide a fixed viewpoint in fact solves the problem. Like the tactile surrealist objects that might have rendered art-gallery etiquette obsolete, *Anagram*’s non-standard format confuses the rules of reading with the rules of viewing to create an upheaval that mimics the cultural effect of cinema.

Nonetheless, as apparent as Deren’s recruitment of her reader in the manifestation of film form may be, *Anagram* does not possess “the special capacity of film [in] the manipulations made possible by the fact that it is both a space art and a time art.”

According to Deren, the filmmaker’s concurrent control of both temporal and spatial dimensions serves as the source of the medium’s potency. In *Anagram*, Deren conversely cedes partial spatial control, as we are each allowed to move across the grid as we please, along with complete temporal control, determined by the length of time devoted to perusing the text, chosen path, reading speed, etc. *Anagram* exists as an incomplete work until physically and mentally engaged in an individual *act* of reading.

Projected on screen, the assemblage of footage we identify as *Witch’s Cradle* lies beyond our reach. This distancing limits our kinesthetic involvement despite the fact that the film, like *Anagram*, has not been stabilized through editing. But while Deren certainly did not consider these raw shots among her finished work—she did not identify *Witch’s Cradle* as a functioning film—the footage retains partial control of the spatial-
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210 Deren, “Anagram,” 94.
211 Ibid., 89. Deren identifies editing as a central component of filmmaking along with the camera itself.
temporal dynamic that the filmmaker claims in her definition of the medium. Deren has predetermined our visual access to the space through her decisions in filming the gallery, in selecting viewpoints that are regulated if not fully fixed in the durational unfolding of her film segments.

Therefore, despite Deren’s unconscious transgressions of her more pointed statements about film form in *Anagram*, *Witch’s Cradle* does curiously manage to participate in the wider world of forms in which she hoped her completed works would also traffic. The viewer/auteur’s experience of her unedited footage provides a more overt but ultimately less potent version of the interactions that *VVV* encourages. Her projected cinema provides a point of departure for the participant observer tasked with decoding the movable components of the journal. Rather than flummoxing the reader with its feedback loop of non-linear elements, *VVV* transforms the viewer into someone else altogether—or, more accurately, enlists her in two different roles. The observer participates, on one hand, as Deren, as the filmmaker who coordinates and organizes the collection of voices that appear in the journal. Each page is a frame to be edited and
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212 To complicate matters further, in their inability to become the film that Deren set out to make, the disjointed fragments of *Witch’s Cradle* have come to serve the filmmaking factions that she attacks most aggressively in *Anagram*. First, because Deren relinquishes temporal control in the unedited footage, the traces of the gallery, imprecise as they may be, produce a spatial domination that encourages us to see the fragmented shots as an imperfect document of Art of This Century. In *Anagram*, Deren contends that documentary film is detrimental to the development of the medium as an art form because “art is primarily concerned with the effective creation of an idea (even when that may require a sacrifice of the factual material upon which the idea is based), and involves a conscious manipulation of its material from an intensely motivated point of view.” (79) Moreover, the *Witch’s Cradle* footage draws attention to the surrealist movement, which the filmmaker decries as “primeval.” But Deren herself may not have recognized the Art of This Century installation as surrealist. In modeling the kinesthetic experience of Guggenheim’s gallery, *Witch’s Cradle* thus not only fails to function as a film but also subverts Deren’s descriptions of filmic art in *Anagram*. 
montaged. On the other hand, the observer is the bewitched gallery goer, Matta Clark, whose embodied gestures guide her through an unfamiliar space.

Put another way, Deren’s filmic work models a way in which a cultural product like VVV that is both variable and incomplete can generate meaning and potentially even meaningful action. For example, the sweepstakes information printed on the back cover of the VVV Almanac might at first appear to be purely frivolous (fig. 4.16). But Kiesler’s “Twin-Touch-Test” is also a culmination of the journal’s continued appeal to the senses:

Place your hands on top of either side of the wire screen; run both hands simultaneously gently down, fingers and palms remaining in close contact. Repeat and Repeat until you can answer the following question: *Is it an unusual feeling of touch?*  
If so, can you write an analysis of your experience in no more than one hundred words. Give also your explanation of the phenomenon.  

These are instructions for a game with serious implications that become more available the more embedded one becomes in the webbing of surrealist creation.

Still, the strands that link VVV’s interactivity to *Witch’s Cradle* are not merely important because they connect print and cinema to Duchamp’s *String* in the space of a surrealist exhibition or to the longer-standing practice of surrealist parlor games like the Exquisite Corpse. Both the journal and the film are also distinctly accessible to those outside of the intimate, once closely guarded circle of surrealists. They depend as much upon the participant’s familiarity with mass media as with the intricacies of Bretonian automatism. VVV’s status as handheld cinema is what finally allows the journal to fulfill the radical revelation that its introductory manifesto proclaims. The promise to make
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visible “the myth in process of formation beneath the VEIL of happenings” requires a level permeability that journal collaborators would have resisted if not for their wartime vulnerability.\textsuperscript{214} As the surrealists’ forced displacements so violently repeated creative experiments in \textit{dépaysement}, wrenching “all the reactions of the eternal upon the actual, of the psychic upon the physical” into an incomprehensible new reality, the pages of \textit{VVV} convey the desperate longing for contact that had come to sustain the movement as never before.\textsuperscript{215}

***

By way of conclusion, I’d like to consider \textit{VVV}’s precarious tactility in relation to a broader history of surrealist homelessness in the 1940s. It cannot be denied that the journal was too sporadic and short-lived to sustain surrealism into the postwar years, or that handheld cinema acted as a catalyst to the movement’s dispersion in exile. But I hope to assuage any lingering doubts that, though esoteric and enigmatic, \textit{VVV} responded to a widespread aesthetic and political emergency that still resonates today.

The threat of homelessness that was a life-altering and potentially life-ending concern for many Europeans in the early 1940s directly resulted in the avant-garde’s migration across the Atlantic. Nevertheless, as unfamiliar with their new surroundings as they may have been, refugee artists in the surrealist milieu were no strangers to the idea of homelessness in the aesthetic sphere. Rosalind Krauss’s identification of “a kind of sitelessness, or homelessness, an absolute loss of place” as the determining condition of

\textsuperscript{214} See, for example, \textit{VVV} no. 1 (June 1942): 1. Capitalization in original. The same manifesto appears outlined by a rectangular frame on the first page of each issue’s table of contents. Though not stated explicitly in the manifesto, the prevalence of “V for Victory” allied slogan and inclusion of the capitalized word “Victory” multiple times in the text would have made the journal’s title an immediately recognizable play on symbolism to the wartime reader.

\textsuperscript{215} Ibid.
modern sculpture confirms a scholarly acceptance of artist-initiated displacement.\textsuperscript{216} \textit{VVV} represents a reaction to the collision of these two types of homelessness, one controlling and one controllable, in the biographies of the journal’s makers.

Yet, \textit{VVV}’s tactile pages do not reflect a willingness to adapt to interminable displacement like Duchamp’s contemporaneous \textit{Boîte-en-Valise}.\textsuperscript{217} Though the almanac issue of \textit{VVV} does include an advertisement for the suitcase of miniature reproductions of the artist’s oeuvre (available for purchase through Art of This Century, fig. 4.17), the editorial board used their journal’s portability to support a strategy in direct opposition to the retrospective function of Duchamp’s \textit{Boîte}. Rather than repackaging readymade works in the service of their preservation, \textit{VVV} records a nascent effort to reground surrealist practice in a new social context that was still largely unknown to its makers.

Their forward-thinking mission required the relaxation of the tight grasp that surrealists had enjoyed in their familiar Parisian surroundings and the surrender of movement into the hands of dexterous readers. So, while \textit{VVV} continued the “profane illumination” that Walter Benjamin had identified as fundamental to the revolutionary capabilities of surrealism prior to the war, the destabilization of the everyday lives of the journal’s creators and consumers brought tactility to the fore to sustain last bastion of surrealism on the brink of its dissolution.\textsuperscript{218}


\textsuperscript{217} For a full discussion upon which I base my comparison, see T.J. Demos, “Duchamp’s \textit{Boîte}: Between Institutional Acculturation and Geopolitical Displacement,” \textit{Grey Room} 8 (Summer 2002): 6-37.

\textsuperscript{218} Reading the introduction to Mileaf, \textit{Please Touch}, 17, brought to my attention Benjamin’s phrase from his 1929 essay “Surrealism: The Last Snapshot of the European Intelligentsia.”
In short, what distinguished VVV from all previous surrealist publications was an utter lack of the habitual. In the midst of a worldwide conflict, none of the daily routines of modern existence were safe from interruption by destructive forces—real or imagined. The sly disruptions in quotidian rhythms that Benjamin tied to surrealism’s ability to affect change could not occur in the midst of such uncertainty. Nor could the VVV group expect their subscribers to hone their haptic faculties by repeated practice. Benjamin had described the use-value of the tactile in the interwar period in his most well-known essay on mechanical reproduction, wherein the critic identified tactile perception as a model upon which to build the extra-optical knowledge necessary to thrive in modernity.  

But in the absence of any apparent internal logic, the journal possesses the same random tangibility as a grab bag. Even rare repeated encounters always surprise in a manner that destabilizes past meanings so that recurring contact confuses rather than familiarizes.

If the incorporation of the American vernacular – from Alaskan masks to pulp fiction – amongst lines of European poetry was an attempt on the VVV editorial board’s part to reproduce Minotaure’s ethnographic surrealism, such a willful arrangement of eclectic materials was no longer credible. Unlike the interwar Parisian publication, the wartime journal had no stable frame of reference, no disciplinary parameters to guide the
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219 For one translation, see Walter Benjamin “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction” in *Illuminations*, ed. Hannah Arendt, trans. Harry Zohn, (New York: Schocken Books, 2007), 238-40. Benjamin discusses the formation of tactile perception as an antidote to modernized distraction both in relation to film and to architecture two of the final sections of his essay. Also, see Jolles, “The Tactile Turn,” 168-72, for a consideration of Benjamin’s thoughts on tactility in conjunction with Tristan Tzara’s more primitivist stance.

selection of contents or graphic layouts. New York galleries like Art of This Century were struggling into existence alongside an equally unfocused and heterogeneous art community. To distinguish the particulars of surrealist practice from other forms of art making was all but impossible in a moment when no creative pursuit had a certain future.

To be sure, *VVV*’s continued allegiance to surrealism set the journal apart from its immediate contemporary, *Dyn*, which the exiled Wolfgang Paalen published out of Mexico City. Paalen renounced the restrictions of Bretonian surrealism in *Dyn*, jettisoning the ineffability that arose from the misalignment between *VVV*’s supposedly orthodox adherence to the movement and the inconsistency of the journal’s contents. For example, Paalen was able to print extensive reports on his travels to study indigenous visual culture in British Columbia as part of *Dyn*’s "Amer-Indian Number" (double issue no. 4-5) without the burden of conjuring a new mythology for surrealism in the Americas out of thin air.

Deren, too, went on to distance herself from avant-garde circles by pursuing an ethnographic interest in Haitian vodou in the late 1940s. And though she did not assemble the hours of footage she filmed into a complete film by the time of her death, she did write a book on the subject. Deren’s research in Haiti also coincided with her
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221 The most extensive analysis of *Dyn* to date, including Dawn Ades introduction that places the journal’s six-issue run in conversation with *VVV*, appears in Annette Leddy and Donna Conwell, *Farewell to Surrealism: the Dyn Circle in Mexico*, exh. cat. (Los Angeles: Getty Research Institute, 2012).

transition from a filmmaker who coordinated gestures and framed handiwork on screen to a community organizer who supported cinema through the Creative Film Foundation.\footnote{Deren continued to film the gestures of hands engaged in various pursuits through the 1940s, including the wrapping of yarn in \textit{Ritual in Transfigured Time} (1946).}

One final example from wartime America demonstrates still more directly the correlation between the VVV group’s disbandment and their insistence upon relocating surrealism rather than accepting the movement’s multilayered homelessness. Although Charles Henri Ford and Parker Tyler’s \textit{View} magazine featured many of the same artists who appeared in \textit{VVV} and even ran a special issue devoted to surrealism (no. 7-8, 1941), like \textit{Dyn}, the publication was adamantly independent from the movement. \textit{View}’s unencumbered eclecticism combined with the financial savvy of its editors combined to prolong its run into the post-war years. Along with the flashy advertisements for commercial products that would keep their publication afloat, Ford and Tyler also welcomed experimental graphic design in \textit{View}, most notably in the special issue devoted to Duchamp printed in March 1945, just two months before V-E Day.\footnote{\textit{View} 5, no. 1 (March 1945) is the “The Marcel Duchamp Number.” The publication is subtitled “The Modern Magazine” by this time, and a famous quotation from Arthur Rimbaud’s \textit{Une Saison en Enfer} (1873), “Il faut être absolument modern,” appears on the contents page of the Duchamp number, hinting at Ford’s poetic proclivities. Stills from Maya Deren’s \textit{Witch’s Cradle} featuring Duchamp are also part of the special issue, in a sequence of images that move from top to bottom of page 34, where it meets the center gutter. The accompanying caption reads as if from Deren’s shooting script, and the vertical sequence looks like a filmstrip without perforations, showing single string constrict around Duchamp’s neck like a noose.}

In addition to multiple essays that illustrate the highpoints of the artist’s career, personal reminiscences, and reprinted texts from dadaist revues, the Duchamp number of \textit{View} features an interactive feature designed by Kiesler (fig. 4.18).\footnote{The quotations in this paragraph and the next can all be found in Frederick Kiesler, “Les Larves D’Imagie D’Henri Robert Marcel Duchamp” \textit{View} 5, no. 1 (March 1945): 24-31.} As in his
contributions to the *VVV* Almanac, Kiesler’s instructions for “Les Larves D’Imagie D’Henri Robert Marcel Duchamp” appear in a panel on the page facing the interactive components of what that designer describes as a “Triptych,” but there is no need to rotate the page to read them. The text is likewise more straightforward, uninterrupted by the more obtuse interludes that accompany the directions printed in *VVV*. Though Kiesler does note that there might be more to find “between the lines” than he lists amongst the contents of the space he depicts, he states plainly in the first sentence that the unfolded triptych “represents three walls of Duchamp’s studio on 14th Street in New York.” The bulk of the remaining text then describes what the reader can expect to find upon folding the pages: photographs that Kiesler has photomontaged approximate the artist’s workspace; and cut-out sections that merge to create additional facsimiles. Unlike the correalist tool and the translation of a Bretonian object-poem that present each participant-observer with more fluid tactility in *VVV*, the “Poeme Espace dédié à H(ieronymus) Duchamp” in *View* represents a finite directive. To build the replica is to have access to a distinct studio space replete with a mound of crumpled paper, populated with photomechanical versions of Duchamp’s standard stoppages and his *Large Glass*, and centered with a portrait of the artist himself, in profile from behind his desk.

Kiesler’s attempt at interactive encapsulation for *View* thus has more in common with Duchamp’s compartmentalization of his homelessness in *Boîte* than with the handheld cinema the designer had created for *VVV*.

Despite differences in Kiesler’s contributions to *VVV* and *View*, there are reoccurrences in motifs and language that invite speculation into what the surrealist-adherent journal might have become had it lived to see the victory its title so
enthusiastically prophesied. On the recto of one of the photomontaged triptych panels representing Duchamp’s studio, the fine lines of what one surmises is a print in white of the artist’s hand outstretched across the horizontal axis of a black ground (fig. 4.19). A rectangular cut-out detail from the Large Glass masks the upper palm, and the geometric grid of a chessboard also appears on the page along with two handwritten lines of French in circumflex forms. The hand opens, perhaps poised and prepared to act, between “du mirage des réseaux circonflexes en peinture (from the mirage of circumflex networks in painting)” and “du mirage de la cédille aux échecs (from the mirage of the cedille to chess)”. As with Breton’s evocation of the mirage in VVV’s first issue, the outstretched hand appears in a moment of possibility, before we have fit together the pieces of Kiesler’s design to form a distinct Duchampian space. No matter that this paper studio is a flimsy replica, lacking in functionality. Kiesler’s design even manages to right the upended installation shot of String from First Papers on its final page. And with such infusions of pragmatism, View reabsorbs some of the unwieldy bulk of the everyday in a way that VVV never could due to ideological vigilance.

In the end, VVV’s fluid tactility reflects a historical moment that encouraged a specific strand of magical thinking in the minds of its creators. The preservation of surrealism, writ large, served as the mirage that gave purpose to those who continued to fight for the displaced movement. But as the tactile became tactical, surrealism slipped away from its most loyal guardians to be subsumed into the optical unconscious with cinema as its companion. VVV’s synchronicity with Deren’s experimental film marks a moment when handheld cinema became fully contingent upon the connection between gesture and imagination—a moment when no medium could guide another.
 CHAPTER FIVE

 EPILOGUE

 As I attempted to think of how to end this first study of handheld cinema, I remembered a photograph. Unlike the Dust Breeding image with which I began this text, the one I have in mind now is not one you know (fig. 5.1). Unless you are my mother (the initial recipient of the iPhone photo), or you have looked as deeply into my laptop memory as I did in order to track down the file, this particular image may not immediately resonate. But even if the photograph itself divulges none of the details of its production—in a library basement on a dreary day in Vancouver, BC, the Sunday after November 8, 2016—you might find some aspects of the image speak to you anew in light of what you’ve just read.

 Perhaps you recognized the title “Les Larves d’Imagie d’Henri Robert Marcel Duchamp” in brushy hand lettering in the photo, and then you flipped back to the final section of the previous chapter to find the reference to the View layout pictured. Kiesler’s text, written to accompany his foldout triptych, occupies the center register of the photo, adjacent to a previously unmentioned inset identifying Duchamp as “M.D. emeritus for chronic diseases of the Arts.” Above and below Kiesler’s words, additional typed columns are also readable—but only just. I want to pause here in order to consider these features, the incidentals that make this photo an overdetermined representation, rather than on what I intended to record. For while my image does, in effect, reference an historical example of handheld cinema, this digital photograph of a screen illuminating a
microfilm frame also manifests the medium in our contemporary moment. Or, put slightly differently, now that you are aware of the origins of medium of handheld cinema, the image is equally as interesting for the information that distracts from our view of *View*. In my photograph’s visual imperfections and optical noise, there is evidence of handheld cinema’s subtle but palpable legacy beyond the examples discussed thus far.

Arrayed across the central register of the photograph, rectangular bars of light overlap the lettering of Kiesler’s title to suggest that a reflective layer covers the *View* layout in the frame. The reflection of fluorescent light fixtures on the glassy screens of desktop computers, televisions, tablets, and myriad other devices with viewing windows is likely a familiar sight. You may even be dealing with glare as you read this sentence. The experience of reading digital text on a screen has become so commonplace as to rival the printed page, so commonplace that it is possible to move seamlessly between the two media. This ease with which we are able to shuttle between paper and pixels is based in an aptitude for perceptual displacement that also made handheld cinema possible.

Focusing on this screen glare opens a dialogue between handheld cinema and new media that have emerged in the intervening years. But does such a pivot also require that we ignore analogue media of the past in order to have conversation about the digital present?

The primary reason for our inattention to handheld cinema until now lies in the split historical timelines that the medium braided together for a distinct period during and between the wars. In the post-WWII period, as visual art practices continued to dematerialize and the film studio system concurrently solidified, handheld cinema was displaced from both of its formative contexts. However, we must not equate this ontological displacement with disappearance. Like other “chronic diseases of the Arts”
that Kiesler references playfully in *View*, symptoms of handheld cinema’s dispersion are still detectable if one accepts the divergent two paths of the medium’s legacy.

Handheld cinema clears one path to a method of durational, embodied material analysis that opens beyond dada and surrealism to connect with concurrent as well as subsequent artistic movements and popular culture shifts. Even if the conditions of production in places and times outside of the medium’s context do not adhere as specifically to the nascent experience of cinematic reception as in the examples in this study, select qualities of the perceptual experience of handheld cinema provide a basis for comparison. For example, the aesthetic ambiguity of dadaist handheld cinema in *Littérature* and *Mécano* contrasts Hans Richter’s more prescriptive, even didactic invocation of cinematic forms in his Berlin-based journal *G: Material zur elementaren Gestaltung* (1923-6).226 This difference suggests a modification in how dadaist periodical makers perceived the medium of film within just a few years and a short distance traveled between France and Germany. Additionally, correlating the formation of editorial teams composed of writers and artists with the variability of verbal and visual interests in dadaist and surrealist handheld cinema can indicate points of comparison among periodicals produced as part of other modernist movements. It is likewise possible to contrast the participatory requirements of handheld cinema with popular illustrated magazines, such as France’s *VU* (1928-40), which can be paracinematic but present references to standardized narrative filmmaking that are more closed to individual interpretation. Or, alternatively, handheld cinema could be envisioned as a precursor to
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postwar periodicals like *Radical Software* (1970-4) that take the medium’s interactivity a step further.\(^{227}\) Through developments in motion picture technology, the journal’s makers, the Raindance Corporation, instructed readers to make their own movies through self-contained portapaks—in other words, handheld video.

In sum, handheld cinema opens a path for visual and periodical studies to advance research on haptic and kinetic comingling on the printed page. To continue to privilege both touch and movement in analyses of fragile archival material will also require a pairing of physical and digitized resources. That is, until the translation of objects into code can accommodate tactile information. In the meantime, high resolution reproductions of periodicals that are digitized such that issues can be accessed by database users with as much freedom to scroll, click, and zoom as possible seem preferable to the static vitrine displays in most museums. Because no matter whether one observes handheld cinema, handheld video or handheld-but-extra-visual motion in print, periodicals are not static.

The second path of inquiry that handheld cinema guides us toward also involves a refusal of stasis in relation to methodology as well as objects of study. To position handheld cinema’s era as a distinct period in the history of cinema would require an extensive revision of a narrative that tends to prioritize film as a storytelling medium. The self-directed, non-linear, medium handheld cinema could thus serve as a crucible in which a new historical model begins to brew. Rather than consistently revisiting a binary that divides prewar and postwar film or mining a lineage of studio system features for

\(^{227}\) For more on the community-minded corporation that made the magazine, see Elizabeth Coffman, “‘VT Is Not TV’: The Raindance Reunion in the Digital Age,” *Journal of Film and Video* 64, no. 1-2 (Spring/Summer 2012): 65-71.
evidence of current media trends, scholars could instead find precedent for our digitally fragmented cultural sphere in analog technologies in the years preceding their regularization. I suspect that handheld cinema’s displacements of film onto the printed page have been repeated over and over again as the mass medium of cinema continues to refuse containment.

A history of cinema that incorporates deviations and realignments would of course appear unwieldy, maybe even untamable, in comparison to stories in which Cinema remains a singular protagonist. Still, if we are ever to write a history of our cinematic past that might help us be more empathetic in the present, we have to sacrifice the comfort of simple stories and confront over a century’s worth of media messiness. We’ve got to resist the temptation to be lulled in to complacency in our search for patterns that distract from the details in between that matter just as much.
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(Fig. 2.8) From *Dada* 4-5 (1919).
Image via http://sdrc.lib.uiowa.edu/dada/dada/4_5/index.htm
(Fig. 2.9) From *Dada* 4-5 (1919).
Image via http://sdrc.lib.uiowa.edu/dada/dada/4_5/index.htm
(Fig. 2.10) Front cover of Dada 6 (1920).
Image via http://sdrc.lib.uiowa.edu/dada/dada/6/index.htm
Quelques Présidents et Présidentes :


Vivent les concubines et les concubistes. Tous les membres du Mouvement DADA sont présidents.

à priori c’est-à-dire les yeux fermés, DADA place avant l’action et au-dessus de tout : I. E. DOUTE. Dada doute de tout. Dada est tatou. Tout est DADA. Méliez-vous de DADA. A la fantaisieuse de.}

(Fig. 2.11) From Dada 6 (1920).
Image via http://sdrc.lib.uiowa.edu/dada/dada/6/index.htm
Plus d'ivrognes!
Plus de bienorrhagies!
Plus de vigueur!
Plus de voies urinaires!
Plus d'énigmes!

Fin des proverbes.
(Fig. 2.13) Front cover of 391 no. 12 (1920).
(Fig. 2.14) Front cover of 391, no. 19 (1924).
Image via http://sdrc.lib.uiowa.edu/dada/391/19/index.htm
LES BALLET SUEDOIS DONNERONT LE 27 NOVEMBRE AU THEATRE DES CHAMPS ELYSEES

"RELACHE"

BALLET INSTANTANEISTE
EN DEUX ACTES, UN ENTRE ACTE CINEMATOGRAPHIQUE ET LA CHORIE DU CHOEUR
PAR
FRANCIS PICABIA

MUSIQUE

ERIK SATIE

CHOREGRAPHIE DE JEAN BORLIN

Apportez des lunettes noires et de quoi vous boucher les oreilles.

RETENEZ VOS PLACES

PRIX : 2 FRS

391 N° 19

Image via http://sdrc.lib.uiowa.edu/dada/391/19/index.htm
(Fig. 2.16) Littérature, no. 1 NS (1922): 14-unpaginated image.
Image via http://sdrc.lib.uiowa.edu/dada/litterature/1ns/index.htm
(Fig. 2.17) Littérature, no. 6 NS (1922): unpaginated.
http://sdrc.lib.uiowa.edu/dada/litterature/6ns/index.htm
(Fig. 2.19-20) Two sides of unfolded *Mécano*, no. 3 “Red Number” (1922). Photo by author. Images courtesy of Bibliothèque nationale de France. Please do not circulate.
(Figs. 2.21-23) Front cover and page spreads from Mécano, no. 4-5 “White Number” (1923). Photo by author. Images courtesy of Bibliothèque nationale de France. Please do not circulate.
(Fig. 2.24) Reproduction of Fernand Léger's diagram in Frederick Kiesler's *Internationale Ausstellung neuer Theatertechnik, Katalog, Programm, Almanach* (1924)
(Fig. 2.25) Still from *Ballet Mécanique* (1924) via EYE Film Instituut Nederland's digitization. Please do not circulate.
(Fig. 2.26) Front cover of 391 no. 7 (1917).
CHRONIQUE

VARIÉTÉS

L’ESPRIT MODERNE ET LE JEU DES TRANSPOSITIONS

(Roger Quine, interviewé dans l'Éco-photographie (7 mars 1930) où l'auteur relie l'esprit moderne à la spéculation de la modernité, et le jeu des transpositions à la rhétorique de l'interprétation.)

Les transpositions, c'est-à-dire les substitutions des mots qui ont pour but de créer une nouvelle signification en remplaçant un mot par un autre, sont une des caractéristiques majeures de l'esprit moderne. Il est impossible de parler de l'esprit moderne sans prendre en compte les transpositions. En effet, l'esprit moderne est une doctrine qui fait de la substitution de mots le centre de son discours. Les transpositions permettent de créer de nouveaux sens en remplaçant des mots par des mots qui ont une signification différente. Par exemple, en remplaçant le mot "art" par le mot "technique" dans l'expression "l'art est la technique", on crée un nouveau sens en remplaçant un mot par un autre.

En résumé, les transpositions sont un des caractéristiques majeures de l'esprit moderne. Elles permettent de créer de nouveaux sens en remplaçant des mots par des mots qui ont une signification différente. Cela permet de créer des nouvelles combinaisons de mots qui ont une signification différente de celle des mots originels. Les transpositions sont donc un outil important pour l'esprit moderne, qui utilise constamment cette technique pour créer de nouveaux sens en remplaçant des mots par des mots qui ont une signification différente de celle des mots originels.
Fig. 3.2) From Georges Bataille, “L’Esprit Moderne et le Jeu des Transpostions” Documents 2, no. 8 (1930/1): 490-91. Reprint via Editions Jean-Michel Place (Paris, 1991).
(Fig. 3.3) From André Breton, “Second Manifeste du Surréalisme,” La Révolution Surréaliste, no. 12 (December 1929): 1. Photo by author. Image courtesy of La Bibliothèque Kandinsky du Musée national d’art moderne/CCI, Centre Pompidou. Please do not circulate.
(Fig. 3.4) Front covers of Documents 1, no. 1 (April 1929) and Documents 2, no. 8 (1930/1).
(Fig. 3.5) From “Dictionnaire Critique,” Documents 1, no. 7 (Dec 1929): 382-3.
(Fig. 3.6) From “Dictionnaire,” Documents 1 no. 6 (November 1929): 328-29. Reprint via Editions Jean-Michel Place (Paris, 1991).
(Fig. 3.7) From “Dictionnaire,” Documents 1, no. 6 (November 1929): 330-31.
(Figs. 3.8-11) Stills from Jean Painlevé, *Les Oursins*, 1929. 10 m. B/W Silent Film. Via *Science Is Fiction: 23 Films by Jean Painlevé*.

Le maximum de grossissement des vues prises au microciné, est de 200.000 fois sur un écran normal de 2 m. 70 sur 3 m. 60.
(Figs. 3.12-13) Stills from Jean Painlevé, *Les Oursins*, 1929. 10 m. B/W Silent Film.

Via *Science Is Fiction: 23 Films by Jean Painlevé.*
(Fig. 3.14) Luis Buñuel and Salvador Dalí, “Un Chien Andalou,” La Révolution Surréaliste, no. 12 (December 1929): 36-37. Photo by author. Image courtesy of La Bibliothèque Kandinsky du Musée national d'art moderne/CCI, Centre Pompidou. Please do not circulate.
(Fig. 3.15) From “Dictionnaire,” Documents 1, no. 4 (September 1929): 214-15. Reprint via Editions Jean-Michel Place (Paris, 1991).
FIGURE HUMAINE

Face aux deux ou trois indications suffisantes, nous devons citer une seule époque où la femme humaine s’est accordée dans l’ensemble comme une déception générale de tout ce que l’homme a pu concevoir de grand et de violent. Qu’il en résulte aujourd’hui dans un tout autre sens, un élément de vie aussi bien que temps, le simple fait d’une photographie du passé qui nous est précédée par l’imagination de cette contrée riche et aux mains blanches. La découverte dans un passé mais aussi dans le voisin du temps des traits chaussettes qui tout avait été dépeint par un artiste fécond, nous rappelle l’idée de la couche haineuse, le plus dû à notre temps s’est passé, semblable à lui, à effacer jusqu’à la plus petite trace de cette honteuse nostalgie. Mais comme, en d’autres lieux, les époques des révolutions permanents comme un serpent ivre dans la campagne, prenant l’aspect modéré d’un ombre à deux démons, dans le cas exceptionnel de l’homme, on les chaussons (en si doux), c’est pour manquer le, quand un manche est trouvé dans le voisin de la solitude, morale, les images de ceux qui l’est étonné dans la plus faible démonstration marginale à l’examen de chaque situation fécond, juxtaposant leur mélange infâme aux plus charnues vices, faisant suivre les poèmes de la pratique du crime à un véritable passé de croyances morales (qui se sont porté le cerveau de ville d’une espèce, les limites d’impossible des autres doute)
(Fig. 3.17) Georges Bataille, “Figure Humaine,” *Documents* 1, no. 4 (September 1929): 200-01.
(Fig. 3.18) From André Breton, “Second Manifeste du Surréalisme,” *La Révolution Surréaliste*, no. 12 (December 1929): 16-17.

Photo by author. Image courtesy of La Bibliothèque Kandinsky du Musée national d'art moderne/CCI, Centre Pompidou.

Please do not circulate.
(Fig. 3.19) René Magritte, “Les Mots et Les Images” *La Révolution Surréaliste*, no. 12 (December 1929): 32-33. Photo by author. Image courtesy of La Bibliothèque Kandinsky du Musée national d'art moderne/CCI, Centre Pompidou. Please do not circulate.
(Fig. 3.20) “Enquête,” La Révolution Surréaliste, no. 12 (December 1929): 72-73.
Photo by author. Image courtesy of La Bibliothèque Kandinsky du Musée national d'art moderne/CCI, Centre Pompidou.
Please do not circulate.
(Fig. 3.21) Front cover of La Révolution Surréaliste, no. 1 (December 1924).

Photo by author. Image courtesy of La Bibliothèque Kandinsky du Musée national d'art moderne/CCI, Centre Pompidou.

Please do not circulate.
(Fig. 3.22) Front cover verso/editor’s page and A. Boiffard, P. Eluard, and R. Vitrac, “Preface,” La Révolution Surréaliste, no. 1 (December 1924): 1.

Photo by author. Image courtesy of La Bibliothèque Kandinsky du Musée national d'art moderne/CCI, Centre Pompidou.

Please do not circulate.
(Fig. 3.23) From La Révolution Surréaliste, no. 1 (December 1924): 16-17.

Photo by author. Image courtesy of La Bibliothèque Kandinsky du Musée national d'art moderne/CCI, Centre Pompidou.

Please do not circulate.
(Fig. 4.1) “Concerning the Present Day Relative Attractions of Various Creatures in Mythology & Legend,” *VVV*, no. 1 (June 1942): 62-63.
(Fig. 4.2) At left, M. Ernst, A. Breton, K. Seligmann, Matta, M. Duchamp, and S. Sekula, “Dessin Successif,” *VVV*, no. 2-3 (March 1943): 68.
(Fig. 4.3) Max Ernst, *Vox Angelica* from *VVV* no. 4 (February 1944): 36.
(Fig. 4.4) At right, Marcel Duchamp, *Allégorie de Genre* from *VVV* no. 4 (February 1944): 65-67.
(Fig. 4.6) Front cover of *Minotaure*, no. 6 (1935).

Photo by author. Image courtesy of Bibliothèque nationale de France. Please do not circulate.
(Fig. 4.7) From Dr. Lotte Wolff, "Les Révélations Psychiques de la Main," Minotaure no. 6 (Winter 1935): 38-44. Photo by author. Image courtesy of Bibliothèque nationale de France. Do not circulate.
(Fig. 4.8) Front cover *Minotaure*, no. 5 (1934)

Photo by author. Image courtesy of Bibliothèque nationale de France. Do not circulate.
(Fig. 4.9) From Brassaï, “L’Atelier de Sculpture,” Minotaure, no. 1 (1933): 21-2. Photo by author. Image courtesy of Bibliothèque nationale de France. Do not circulate.
(Fig. 4.10) From “Une Anatomie: Dessins de Picasso,” Minotaure, no. 1 (1933): 33-37. Photo by author. Image courtesy of Bibliothèque nationale de France. Do not circulate.
(Fig. 4.11) Frederick J. Kiesler, “Design-Correlation,” *VVV*, no. 2-3 (March 1943): 76-77.
Frederick J. Kiesler, "Design-Correlation," VVv, no. 2-3 (March 1943): 78-79.
(Fig. 4.13) From Maya Deren, *Witch's Cradle* (1943)
Via https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NaMfRVn4A6s
(Fig. 4.14) From Maya Deren, “An Anagram of Ideas on Art, Form and Film,” in *Essential Deren: Collected Writings on Film*, edited by Bruce R. McPherson (Kingston, NY: Documentext, 2005)
(Fig. 4.15) Charles Duits, “Le Jour est un Attentat,” VVV, no. 2-3 (March 1943): 16.
Twin-Touch-Test

By Kider

Place your hands on top of either side of the wire screen; run both hands simultaneously gently down, fingers and palms remaining in close contact.

Repeat and Repeat until you can answer the following question:

Is it an unusual feeling of touch?

If so, can you write an analysis of your experience in no more than one hundred words? Give also your explanation of the phenomenon.

Five Prizes

will be given for the best solutions:

each one a full year's subscription of VVV

CUT OFF this coupon and mail it with your address to:

Room 3506, 40 East 44th Street, New York City before July First 1943

Your Name

Address

212

(Fig. 4.16) Back cover of VVV, no. 2-3 (March 1943)
(Fig. 4.18) From Frederick Kiesler, “Les Larves D’Imagie D’Henri Robert Marcel Duchamp,” *View* 5, no. 1 (March 1945)
(Fig. 4.19) From Frederick Kiesler, “Les Larves D’Imagie D’Henri Robert Marcel Duchamp,” *View* 5, no. 1 (March 1945)
between acceptance and rejection that is the basis of Duchamp's philosophic and esthetic rationale. He resolves it by accepting both sides as concomitant parts of reality. Total skepticism could have meant suicide, as it did subsequently for one or two of the early surrealist poets. Or it could have meant complete inactivity resulting from a constant state of bewilderment or a persisting mood of indifference. (It has long been the general impression that Duchamp fell into this condition because he does not paint on canvas or make sculpture that is readily classifiable as such.) Irony, the “playful way of accepting something,” has made it possible for Duchamp to attempt a synthesis. Instead of accepting the alternatives of annihilation or of living in a vacuum, he has worked out

(Fig. 5.1) Author’s iPhone image